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HISTORY:

CAMPUSES:

180 years of inspiring futures.

Four in Chester, one in Warrington,
one in Thornton, one in Birkenhead,
one in Shrewsbury (with Shropshire
Council), in addition to NHS sites in
Crewe and Macclesfield.

STUDENTS:
20,700 (70% undergraduates,
30% postgraduates).
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Senior staff and members of the
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CHANCELLOR:
Dr Gyles Brandreth.

VICE-CHANCELLOR:
Canon Professor Tim Wheeler DL.

UK STRATEGIC
ALLIANCE PARTNER:
University Centre Reaseheath.

ASSOCIATE COLLEGES:
Coleg Cambria; University College Isle
of Man; Wirral Metropolitan College.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

7t h
in the country for careers support
(and the only one in the top 20
from the North West)
Student Hut

APPROACHING

£14 0

£50 0

M I L L I O N I N 2 019

MILLION

University’s contribution to the region,
based on progress since the 2015
economic impact assessment report

invested in the Chester, Thornton,
Warrington and Shrewsbury
campuses over the last 10 years

£30,000

23,678

3rd

Raised for charity by Chester
Students’ Union Sports and Societies

H O U R S O F V O L U N TA R Y W O R K
CONTRIBUTED BY S TUDENTS
A N D S TA F F I N T H E L A S T Y E A R

out of 85 institutions for overall
satisfaction among part-time students
Postgraduate Research Experience Survey 2019
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ACHIEVEMENTS

70 COMPANIES
Are supported by Commercial Operations
at Thornton Science Park, Riverside
Innovation Centre and NoWFOOD,
employing over 600 company staff and
providing student placements

In top 100
Best Breakthroughs which make
a significant impact on people’s
everyday lives: Work Based and
Integrative Studies (WBIS) framework
Made at Uni (Universities UK national campaign)

In top 100

39 t h

9th

Whatuni Student Choice Awards 2019

out of 103 institutions for
overall satisfaction

Nation’s Lifesavers who make a lifechanging difference to health and
wellbeing: Medical Graphics Team

Postgraduate Research Experience Survey 2019

MadeAtUni (Universities UK national campaign)
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Lifetime Achievement Award
Professor Tim Wheeler, Vice-Chancellor.
Teaching Excellence Award
Professor Howard Williams,
Professor of Archaeology.

Positive judgement in all areas relating
to academic standards and the quality
of learning opportunities for students
(Institutional audit, 2010)

Rated Outstanding by Ofsted for
Primary and Secondary Initial Teacher
Education for the last three
frameworks of inspection

Seaborne Library and Modern
Languages Green Impact teams for
The Big Pawprint event

Participant in
National Union of Students
sustainability programme

Teaching Excellence Framework
2017

HR Excellence in Research award
from the European Commission

Social Mobility Award – University sector
STEM Green-Power Car Challenge.
Business Collaboration and
Partnerships Award
Chester Business School, Centre for Work
Related Studies – Senior Leaders Master’s
Degree Apprenticeship.
External Relations Team of the Year
University of Chester Westminster Centre
for Research in Veterans.
International Partnership Award
China Centre – Business Research Institute.
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FOREWORDS
The theme of this Annual Review is ‘Your
Civic University’ which reflects the
institution’s key mission to serve society, not
only through the hosting and education of
a wide range of local, UK and international
students, but in countless ways across the
communities surrounding the University
and further afield. This has been formalised
by pledging to produce a Civic University
Agreement. The following pages illustrate
how the University is a community in its
own right, which is a major contributor to
this region, and continues to forge strong
links across the world.

CANON PROFESSOR
TJ WHEELER DL

V I C E - C H A N C E L L O R A N D P R I N C I PA L

Some of my key highlights from 2018–19
include seeing the enjoyment of participants
with dementia and their carers from the local
community working with student musicians,
together with a composer and a musical
director, to create and perform ‘Postcards
from Chester’ as part of the Turtle Song
collaboration with Turtle Key Arts, the Royal
College of Music and the English Touring
Opera. Similarly, the fact that 40 of our
students are volunteer Special Constables
and the overall total of 23,678 volunteering
hours contributed by students and staff
show just how much is given back to the
communities in which they live and work.
Student achievements of all kinds are
particularly rewarding and demonstrate how
students can benefit from the transformative
nature of higher education. Jessica Kelly and

Ayoup Jarri travelled to Norway to represent
the UK in the European Young Enterprise
Challenge with The Goat Tree, their argan
oil co-operative to benefit Berber women
in Morocco. Edmund Prescott has received
national and royal recognition for his
pioneering work as a Young Ambassador for
the LGBTQ+ charity akt, having experienced
an abusive childhood and only teaching
himself to read and write at the age of 17. The
honour of being the first student recipient
of the Chief Midwifery Officer’s Award for
Midwifery Excellence was the reward for
Rebecca El Boukili’s innovations in maternal
care at Arrowe Park Hospital and she
combined her studies with looking after her
daughter and competing at an international
level in Taekwondo.
The national NASES Student Employee of the
Year Awards saw three students victorious
in their categories: Mohammad Anwar in
the Step up to Leadership category; Alice
Dunford in the Commercial Impact on
Campus category; and Kirsten Colley in
the Freelance category. Chester Students’
Union’s Men’s Basketball team, with its
mixture of current students and alumni,
continued its successful rise by winning the
National Shield, the National Division Three
Championships and the National Division
Three Cup. Meanwhile, the sports clubs and
societies raised over £30,000 for national and
local charities through a range of fundraising
events and activities.
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The Educate North Awards demonstrated
the significance of the University in the
region, with triumphs including the Teaching
Excellence Award for Professor Howard
Williams; the Social Mobility Award for the
STEM Green-Power Car Challenge; the
Business Collaboration and Partnerships
Award for the Centre for Work Related
Studies with the Senior Leaders Master’s
Degree Apprenticeship; the International
Partnership Award for the China Centre; the
External Relations Team of the Year for the
Westminster Centre for Research in Veterans
and the Lifetime Achievement Award.
Other individual staff successes include Dr
Neil Vaughan, who won the Digital and
Technology Enhanced Learning Innovator of
the Year Award at the Healthcare Education
and Training Awards, run by Health Education
England, and Kirsty Martin-McGill, who won
the Complete Nutrition award for Clinical
Nutrition Professional of the Year.
The University continues to work with
partners across the region and beyond to
develop courses which meet the specific
needs of employers and students. An
example of this is the development of
the degree apprenticeships for Cheshire
Constabulary and NHS institutions, which
enhances the knowledge and experience
of employees in key services. Similarly,
the continued expansion in the courses
offered by Chester Medical School, with
the new Doctor of Medicine (Clinical MD)

and MSc Physician Associate, demonstrates
innovative ways in which the roles of NHS
staff are evolving to meet the needs of
patients. The necessity of mitigating the
effects of more extreme weather associated
with the climate emergency has led to
the development of the MSc in Flood Risk
Assessment, Modelling and Engineering,
together with a range of Continuing
Professional Development courses in Flood
Risk Management and Resilience. The CaBan
partnership with Bangor University, the
Regional Consortium GwE, the research
institute CIEREI and Lead Partner Schools has
meant that a range of courses, from initial
teacher education through to professional
learning, have been available for prospective
and current teachers in Wales. Likewise,
University Centre Shrewsbury, which was
established in partnership with Shropshire
Council, has a portfolio of courses which
has been developed in collaboration with
local partners from the outset, to ensure that
the institution provides the skills needed in
Shropshire and its surrounding areas.
This Annual Review is particularly momentous
for me as it is the last one over which I will
preside after more than two decades of
service as the 11th Principal, and later the
Foundation Vice-Chancellor, of the institution.
It has been an honour to play my part in the
development of the University of Chester
and to see it flourish in so many ways. The
absolute highlight for me is to see generations

of students realise their potential during their
studies and then to hear of the many ways in
which they have used their higher education
experience to achieve so much in the wider
world. It goes without saying that none of this
would be possible without the dedication,
knowledge and expertise of our members
of staff, past and present, who have enriched
the lives of so many within the institution and
beyond. I would like to thank each and every
one of them for playing their part in making
the University such a special place in which to
live, study and work. In addition, there are so
many people in the wider community who
have played a significant part in supporting
the University and I am extremely grateful for
all for their help and encouragement over the
last 22 years.
It is with great pleasure that I am now
handing over the stewardship of the
institution to Professor Eunice Simmons as
the first female Vice-Chancellor and Principal.
She will lead the University into the future as
a modern and forward-thinking institution,
committed to enhancing the lives and
prospects of its students and engaging
proactively in the wider communities that it
serves. I hope that you enjoy reading about
the activities of Your Civic University in the
following pages and see the many ways
in which it acts as a positive influence for
society at every level, as it progresses into
a new and exciting chapter in its long and
distinguished history.

“The University is a
community in its own right,
a major contributor to this
region, and continues to
forge strong links across
the world.”
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The theme of this Annual Review – Your Civic
University – is particularly appropriate for the
University of Chester. From its origins in 1839
as a training college to meet the desperate
need for school teachers, to its current
Mission, Vision and Foundational Values, it
has sought to provide for the needs and
requirements of the communities it serves.
Today we maintain very close links with local
authorities, health services and businesses
through members of the University Council,
staff, students, alumni and particularly
the Vice-Chancellor, Canon Professor Tim
Wheeler DL.

CANON DR JEFF TURNBULL

PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL AND
PRO-CHANCELLOR

In recognition of our wish to support
communities across the world, we welcome
students from many nations and many of
our UK students take advantage of the wide
range of opportunities we offer to study
and work abroad. However, our greatest
contribution is to the region in which we
serve, and while we rightly provide graduates
across the spectrum of academic subjects, of
particular note is our support to the health
service through our training of nurses and
other healthcare professionals for the area,
together with our ongoing commitment to
teacher education.
The University, through its staff, students
and graduates has a huge economic impact
on our region and this has been especially
true in recent years. This growth is down to
many factors, but it is important to note that

it has been driven by the leadership of the
Vice-Chancellor, who retired at the end of
2019. Under his guidance, we have become
a University, seen student numbers rise from
4,000 to 20,000 and witnessed how the
influence of the institution has extended
around the world. We are enormously
thankful for all he has done for the
institution and the benefits it has brought
to our students, stakeholders and the many
communities we serve.
The following pages show the breadth
of activities that take place across the
institution, involving students – current
and former – staff and the wider world, and
demonstrate how the University strives to
develop students into confident citizens, who
can serve and improve the communities,
local and global, within which they live and
work. We look forward to continuing to
support these communities as we respond to
the changing needs of society.
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Chester Students’ Union (CSU) is run by
students, for students, to ensure that students
come first. CSU has built a great reputation for
serving its students and this year has been no
different. We have continued to develop in
each of our three charitable objectives: advice
and support; representation of students;
and the provision of student-led activity on
campus, which led us to a top 10 place in the
Whatuni ‘Best Students’ Union’ league table.
The provision of advice and support is an
increasing priority for CSU, as the needs of
students are changing. This year, the advice
team had a 6% rise in cases, amounting to
a rise of 36% in interactions (over 3,500),
indicating that cases are becoming more
complex. This growth in demand was across all
areas of advice: from academic representation
to finance.

CHESTER STUDENTS’ UNION

In 2018–19 there has been a strong focus
on improving student housing in the area
through the ‘Think Before You Ink’ campaign
and the first housing awards hosted by CSU.
The campaign encouraged students to read
contracts carefully before signing and resulted
in over 4,000 interactions. The housing
awards gave the opportunity for students to
nominate local landlords, letting agents and
the University’s accommodation blocks for
going above and beyond for their tenants. The
need for these awards had been highlighted in
the manifestos of the CSU officers and became
a priority in order to enhance the student
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experience. The awards were a great success,
with valuable feedback for landlords on how to
provide the best accommodation for students.
Our Wellbeing Week had a positive impact
on staff and students. A week-long timetable
of events included exercise classes and
doggy destress sessions and was well
received. These activities encouraged
students and staff to relax and take muchneeded time for themselves.
This year we wanted to focus on reaching and
representing as many students as possible, at as
many campuses as possible. As a result, Union
on Tour was established, which has involved the
officers visiting all nine campuses in five days
on a six-weekly basis, to speak with students
on particular themes. The target of speaking
to around 1,300 students a year has been
exceeded by some margin, with over 3,000
interactions in the first year. Themes covered
included ‘where your fees are being spent’,
‘let’s talk about you’ and ‘do you feel like you
belong?’. Union on Tour allowed for a range of
feedback from across all campuses and different
types of students, meaning our campaigns can
be tailored to benefit all students.
Early in the year, the student representative
system was rebranded and refined. As a result,
the representatives are now known as ‘Student
Experience Representatives’ (SERs). This change
has allowed us to support the University more
effectively in gaining feedback from students

and their academic staff, in order to enable
positive changes to departments. The number
of SERs was reduced to 500 to allow for more
refined training and to encourage better
feedback and more positive outcomes.
Once again, the student-led teaching
accolades, The 1839 Awards, were held
at Storyhouse and were deemed a great
success by all those who attended. More
than 500 nominations were submitted by
students to recognise the hard-working staff
and the student representatives and it was
particularly important to celebrate the efforts
of all who contribute so much to enhancing
the student experience.
This year has seen great success among the
record-breaking 152 CSU sports clubs and
societies, which includes five new sports
clubs and over £30,000 raised for charities
such as World Animal Protection, British Heart
Foundation and Mind. For example, over 50
students participated in a sponsored sleep
out for Chester Aid to the Homeless, raising a
total of £2,500. The Cheerleading Club claimed
Sport of the Year, as well as securing Grand
and Ultimate Champions at Future Cheer
Competitions. Warrington was victorious
against Wrexham Glyndŵr University at Varsity
this year, whilst Chester was defeated by the
University of Salford. Society of the Year was
Orchestra for its incredible performances for
the local community and fundraising efforts.
This year CSU also held a society showcase, in

which students were able to show their talents
to students and staff. Five new academic
societies were also set up with the support
of Professor Chris Haslam (Senior Pro-ViceChancellor Academic Recruitment, Quality
and Student Experience). CSU takes great
pride in its work in the community with 85
students participating in the community clean
up around the Garden Quarter, supported
by Councillor Bob Rudd (Ward Councillor for
Chester City and the Garden Quarter).
The creation of an Athletic Union (AU)
has been an extremely exciting change
for students, as it gives them a studentled system with more funding for sport.
In addition, it will provide the necessary
support to help improve the sporting
performance of competitors, as well as
increasing participation at all levels.
At SU Shrewsbury the support through advice
services, representation and social activity has
been maintained and an incredible amount
of hard work has boosted a positive and
enjoyable student experience for all. Studentled campaigns were popular, while sports
clubs and societies worked collaboratively on
fundraising, for example with the successful
completion of the ‘Magnificent Severn’
sponsored row in aid of Severn Hospice. SU
Shrewsbury held many events, culminating in
the End of Year Ball, which was organised by
the Student Events Committee. SU Shrewsbury
has gone from strength to strength,

establishing and sustaining partnerships across
Shropshire, heightening the appeal of the
student offer, raising awareness of the student
population and interacting with stakeholders.
For the first time, a Vice-President was elected,
which marks exciting and progressive times for
SU Shrewsbury.
Warrington’s many achievements included
the establishment of a successful Welcome
Week, with an open-air cinema and barbecue.
In addition to the Varsity victory, a number
of new sports were set up, including the first
mixed netball team, which went on to win
Warrington’s Sport of the Year. Warrington also
ran a successful LGBTQ+ history month, which
raised over £300 for Stonewall.
The CSU building on the Parkgate
Road Campus has undergone a major
refurbishment, which has seen the officers
and staff move downstairs, and a top of
the range student space created. This
allows for greater interaction between
CSU and students, together with a space
for students to relax in between their
academic commitments.
CSU prides itself on the service it provides
to students and the wider community and
strives to ensure that students remain at the
forefront of everything we do, to make them
happy, healthy and to allow them to receive
the best possible student experience during
their time at the University of Chester.
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The theme of this year’s Annual Review is
‘Your Civic University’ – and that is exactly
what the University of Chester is. It is a
university wholly committed to being
part of its local community. Wherever the
campus, the University of Chester wants to
contribute fully to every aspect of the life
of the area – and does so in myriad ways,
from the obvious (the contribution to local
employment) to the less obvious but equally
vital, such as the considerable time and
effort committed by students and staff to
volunteering in the local community.
The institution itself owes its origins to local
civic initiative. It was founded in Chester in
1839 by a distinguished group of local leading
figures, including the future Prime Ministers
William Gladstone and the 14th Earl of Derby,
and was then the UK’s first purpose-built
teacher training college, making it one of
the longest established such institutions
in continuous service in the country. The
college’s original buildings were opened by
Gladstone in 1842 and the student teachers
transferred from multiple temporary premises
in the city centre to the Parkgate Road site,
which the University still occupies to this day.

DR GYLES BRANDRE TH

CHANCELLOR

My commitment to the University dates
back to the 1990s when I was the Member
of Parliament for the City of Chester. Then it
was a successful college with 4,000 students.
Today, it is a thriving international university
with 20,700 students and around 1,700

members of staff. The University’s contribution
to the local economy is reckoned to be
around £500 million a year. My admiration for
what the University of Chester is achieving
grows deeper as I get to know it better,
meeting the undergraduates, graduates and
staff at each of the University campuses. The
extraordinary growth is in no small measure
due to the extraordinary leadership, energy,
and entrepreneurial and personal qualities
of our first Vice-Chancellor, Professor Tim
Wheeler, who is retiring after 22 years at the
helm. His contribution has been remarkable
and unique. Happily, his successor, our new
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Eunice Simmons,
has all the qualities, qualifications and
experience to lead us into what promises to
be an exciting future.
The quality and calibre of all our staff are key
to the success of our University and our 20,700
students are the beating heart of University
life. In due course, as ceremonial head of the
University, I will hope to meet almost all of
them when I have the honour of presenting
them with their degrees and qualifications. My
principal role as the Chancellor is less complex
than that of the Vice-Chancellor (the executive
head) or the Pro-Chancellor (Chair of the
governing body), but one that is extremely
satisfying: to congratulate the students on
achieving their goals and to thank them
for the contribution they have made to the
University and to the communities in which
the University is based.
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MISSION, VISION AND FOUNDATIONAL VALUES

MISSION

VISION

Founded by the Church of England
in 1839, we continue to be guided by
Christian values and are justifiably proud
of the open, inclusive and supportive
environment that characterises the
institution. Today, as the University of
Chester, we welcome students and staff of
all faiths or none.

At the heart of the University’s vision is an
unwavering commitment to ensuring an
outstanding student learning experience,
developing the expertise of staff, providing
teaching excellence, and actively growing
research and scholarship.

We seek to provide all our students and
staff with the education, skills, support and
motivation to enable them to develop as
confident world citizens and successfully to
serve and improve the global communities
within which they live and work.
This Mission, which has helped shape our
development and diversification, continues
to actively inform our future planning and
enrichment as a University.

Through these actions, the University hopes
to make a positive impact on the lives of
students, staff and the communities that it
serves, enabling the institution to make a
significant and growing contribution to the
region, nationally and internationally.
In valuing and celebrating its long history
and traditions, the University is committed
to engendering a sense of pride and shared
ownership in all that it does. It is dynamic and
enterprising in its approach to developing
new opportunities.
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FOUNDATIONAL VALUES
Mindful of the University’s history and Christian foundation:
We recognise the dignity and worth of every individual. Therefore
we value every member of the University; we endeavour to help each
student and member of staff to discover his or her gifts and talents
and grow to full potential; and we foster wellbeing for all.
We recognise the vital role of education in the service of society.
Therefore we encourage the acquisition of knowledge and the
development of skills; and we acknowledge a responsibility to look
for every opportunity to put that knowledge and those skills to good
use throughout the community.
We recognise the inherent value of the pursuit of truth and
freedom of enquiry. Therefore we find joy in discovery; we take
pleasure in invention; we celebrate human creativity; and we seek
wisdom, embracing it wherever we find it, and strive to apply it to
every aspect of life.
In humility, we aspire to honour these values and hold ourselves
accountable to them.
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CAMPUSES AND SITES
PA R K G AT E R O A D
CAMPUS

RIVERSIDE
CAMPUS

K I N G S WAY
CAMPUS

Q U E E N ' S PA R K
CAMPUS

WARRINGTON
CAMPUS

THORNTON
SCIENCE PARK

MARRISS
HOUSE

UNIVERSIT Y CENTRE
SHRE WSBURY

L E I G H TO N
H O S P I TA L

UNIVERSIT Y CENTRE
R E A S E H E AT H
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YOUR CIVIC UNIVERSIT Y
The University of Chester is committed
to supporting the different communities
it serves and so plays a key part in the
prosperity and culture of the region. For
example, the annual economic impact of
the University is estimated at half a billion
pounds and students and staff contribute
in many ways to improve the lives of others.
The following examples give a snapshot of
the diverse benefits Your Civic University
brings for the population of Cheshire, Wirral
and Shropshire and beyond:
• Encouraging disadvantaged groups
and those who have lacked educational
opportunities to raise their aspirations
and consider higher education through
the successful outreach and widening
participation programme.
• Strengthening public services through
the education and development of
teachers, nurses, midwives, social workers
and police officers for the region.
• Providing public events on and off
campus in the form of exhibitions,
performances and lectures, which are
open to all.
• Use of campus sports facilities by the
community, including the hosting of
cardiac rehabilitation for heart attack
patients referred from hospital; swimming
and gymnastics lessons for children;

informal sporting gatherings; hosting of
competitions for school pupils; and regular
training for local teams playing up to
international level.
• Creating curricula designed to meet
skills gaps in the local labour market and
participation in workforce planning to feed
into industrial strategy at a regional and
national level.
• Collaborating with a wide range of
public and private organisations on
initiatives to improve people’s lives in the
region and worldwide.
• Employing over 1,700 staff members,
which makes the University one of the
largest employers in the area, providing
a livelihood for significant numbers of
people and generating business for
local and national suppliers of goods
and services.
• Volunteering by students and staff, which
involves a host of voluntary roles in
local organisations and participation in
many charitable activities. This results in
thousands of hours of time given freely
every year and tens of thousands of
pounds raised for a range of causes.
• As well as increasing the spending
power in the local economy, the student
population, which includes people of all

ages and international students from over
130 countries, adds to the diversity and
cultural enrichment of the region.
• The fostering of innovation and
entrepreneurship through bespoke
programmes and facilities, and business
growth for SMEs, which improve
employment opportunities in the region.
• The engagement of staff members
through speaking at external public events
in a range of different communities in
the UK and overseas means that their
knowledge reaches a wider audience.
• Attracting visitors to the area through
events such as student Open and
Applicant Days, graduation ceremonies
and international conferences, together
with visiting academics and friends and
families of students.
• Stimulating collaborative work with local
and global partners on a range of research
projects, which strive to find solutions
to real world problems, such as social
challenges and climate change.
The following posts from the successful
#MyChesterStory social media campaign
give an authentic perspective on higher
education from the students themselves and
demonstrate how they play such an important
part in creating Your Civic University.

Strengthening public
services through
the education and
development of teachers,
nurses, midwives, social
workers and police
officers for the region.
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#MyChesterStory

@chesterstudentdogwalkers
We love this picture of Bonny that her
volunteers took! Look how snazzy her winter
coat is #MyChesterStory #uocdogwalkers

@baggers121
Managed to find a rehearsal space in
Storyhouse to practice my line learning!!
#MyChesterStory

@uocvolunteering
We have been so overwhelmed with the
kindness and generosity of the University of
Chester students #charitable #MyChesterStory

@georginaclary
Growing cress and testing to see what will
happen to a plant if we put it in water and red
food colouring! #primarypgce #MyChesterStory

@the_wager_
First week in England was a success
#MyChesterStory #chesterbusinessschool

@hachi30cxx2018
Looks stunning!!!!! Proud of this team!!!!!
#flowershow #chesteruni #MyChesterStory
#gardendesign

@naomiameliamusic
My biggest smiles appear when I’m on stage...
#proudmoments #goodtimes #goodfriends
#MyChesterStory #northwestbands #livemusic

@drewwez13
My work has been included in this exhibition
in Chester #artexhibition #uochester
#MyChesterStory

STUDENT LIFE

@crstanley_rsrch
Trialling our prototype @naturecounters
microchip reading #bat weighing feeding
station @DurrellWildlife @BioSciChester

@tom_robinson51193
Can’t believe #BUKC is nearly over, well done to
uocmotorsports we’ve had a great first season!
One more race to go. #karting #MyChesterStory
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B U I L D I N G T H E S T U D E N T R E L AT I O N S H I P
The University strives to find new and innovative ways to engage with a range of people
from across the wider community who are considering their own higher education journey.
From Open Days to student-generated social media content, the carefully managed process
gives people an authentic idea of what university can offer them and encourages a growing
connection with the institution during their transition into student life.
Open Days provide prospective students
with an opportunity to gain a flavour of
student life and the programme of Open
Days across all the sites attracted over
4,600 attendees, plus family members and
friends. In addition to the main June and
November Open Days held on Saturdays,
a new midweek version reflected the
University’s long-standing commitment
to improving access to higher education
from under-represented groups, as it
provided an alternative means for visiting
the University for students with weekend
commitments and for groups from local
schools and colleges.

Open Day.

Two of the marketing campaigns run by
the Marketing, Recruitment and Admissions
team highlighted different aspects of the
University’s activities which have particular
significance for the region. ‘Become a
Local Hero’ aimed to reach those with a

Student Life 19

The University’s popular video series,
‘An Expert Explains...’, in which academic
experts provide a brief explanation of
subjects that might be of interest to the
general public, was at the centre of the
2018 Christmas campaign. Filmed across
festive locations in Chester, the short films
explained Christmas through the eyes of
staff, considering everything and anything
to do with Christmas: from the origins of
the first ever Christmas to the evolution
of the nativity. This gave prospective
students an idea of the expertise available
within the University, showed a different
type of public engagement for staff and
showcased the city of Chester as a prime
location for the Christmas festivities.

desire to make a difference to the lives of
people in their local community through
nurse registration. Based around the theme
of superheroes, the campaign featured
real student stories that demonstrated
the impact of the nursing profession. The
publicity was targeted at local communities
in and around the health and social care
sites in Chester, Crewe and Birkenhead, and
coincided with the opening of Marriss House,
the new health and social care facility in
Birkenhead.

The ever-popular #MyChesterStory continues
to provide a channel on which students,
graduates, and occasionally staff, can post
their own real experiences of higher education
at the University to share with the wider world.
Gain an insight into the authentic student
experience at Chester through the varied
stories featured throughout this publication,
which demonstrate how students can tailor
their higher education experience to their
aspirations and interests, and benefit from all
the opportunities on offer.
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE
The University and Chester Students’ Union (CSU) aim to provide a life-enhancing
experience for students in a creative and encouraging environment, which is demonstrated
by the shortlisting of CSU for the national Whatuni Students’ Union award for the second
consecutive year, based on student feedback. The following examples give an insight into
a range of student activities and achievements, which result in the acquisition of valuable
experience and skills, as well as lifelong friendships.
The achievements and sporting success of students were
celebrated at the two annual awards ceremonies for the 152
clubs and societies. At the sports presentation evening, the
Sport of the Year trophy went to Cheerleading, who raised
over £2,000 for charity and secured Grand and Ultimate
Champions at Future Cheer Competitions. Motorsports
was awarded Best New Sports Club for coming 26th out of
51 teams in the British Universities Karting Championship
(BUKC) and was BUKC New Team of the Year. Patricia
Bennett from the Pool club was awarded Sports Person
of the Year, having been selected for the England Home
Nations and was the British Universities and Colleges Sport
(BUCS) eight-ball pool championships 2019 individual
semi-finalist. Other winners included: BUCS Team of the
Year: Women’s Water Polo; Coach of the Year: Ryan McGill
and Stamatis Magafas, Women’s Basketball; CSU Unsung
Hero: Ellie Fitchett, Women’s Rugby Union; CSU Members
Choice: Women’s Lacrosse; CSU Special Recognition: Men’s
Basketball; Sports Personality (Male): Kieran Palmer, Squash;
and Sports Personality (Female): Tara Steele, Dance.

At the societies’ ceremony, Orchestra won the Society
of the Year for its outstanding fundraising efforts and
performances in the local community. Gemma Smith,
President, said: “I am so proud of every member. We have
worked incredibly hard this year as a team and achieved
fantastic things from start to finish. Our charity and
community work has helped so many people and we have
all had a lot of fun in the process – what an incredible year!”
Other winners included: Best New Society: Barbershop;
Small Society of the Year: Nutrition; Society Development of
the Year: Spanish; Society Person of the Year: Gemma Smith,
Orchestra; Society Personality (Male): Daryl Blair, Drama;
Society Personality (Female): Olivia Williamson, Barbershop;
and the Members’ Choice Award: The Events Society for
their work on local events and fundraising activities.
The University’s National Basketball League (NBL) team
won the final of the National Shield in the London final as
well as the National Division Three Championships, the
National Division Three cup and came second in the Tier

Grosvenor House,
Parkgate Road Campus.
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One BUCS League. This was the first time that
the NBL team, which consists of students and
alumni, reached the major national basketball
competition final and they beat London BC
Medelynas. The Most Valuable Player was
awarded to alumnus Phil Kelly-Brandreth, and
Head Coach, Chris Wilson, said: “To win feels
absolutely brilliant.”
The University’s Cheerleading squad, the
Chester Vixens, competed in the Future Cheer
National Championships in Manchester which
attracted 120 university teams from across the
country. Chester Vixens claimed the coveted
Ultimate Champion prize and were Division
and Grand Champions. Club Captains Zoe
and Millie Deponeo, said: “We are so proud
to have represented the University so well,
and bring home the gold. The majority of
our athletes are brand new to cheerleading,
which makes the win all the sweeter. With
provisional recognition as an Olympic sport,
we can’t wait to see where cheerleading will
take us in the future!”
The Chester Vixens had their debut television
performance on LiveBasketball.tv, at the
British Basketball League’s quarter final,
supporting the Cheshire Phoenix team. The
Vixens gave a half-time performance to the
1,000-strong crowd, where they showcased
their Level 2 Group Stunt competitive team,
exhibiting acrobatic gymnastics, dance
and chants. Adam Day, Director of Cheshire
Phoenix, said: “We were delighted that
Chester Vixens agreed to entertain the crowd
and – wow! – how well they did just that
with acrobatic routines and cheerleading of
the highest order.”

Chester Vixens.
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A Master’s student in Sport and Exercise
Sciences celebrated a silver medal win
at the EliteSport handball tournament in
Hungary. Gabrielle (Gabbi) Howarth is the
Vice-Captain of the GB Women’s Handball
Squad, which played high league teams
from Cyprus, Austria, Hungary and Ukraine
and won six of their seven games. Gabbi
said: “It was great to return to international
competitive sport for the first time in two
years – to achieve a silver was a great way
to start a new era in women’s handball!”
Master’s student Rachel Parker attributes her
running successes to the knowledge gained
from her Exercise and Nutrition Science
course. For her dissertation, she investigated
whether honey can be a performance
enhancing aid for runners during a 5km
time trial. Rachel’s results included finished
second overall and first female in the Nant
yr Arian Silver Trail Half Marathon, beating
the female course record by over 10 minutes,
and the sixth female at the Tel Aviv Samsung
Marathon. She was the first female in the
Long Mynd Valleys fell race, the Buff Winter
Trail Wales, the Conwy Half Marathon, the
Shrewsbury Triathlon and the Cardington
Cracker fell race, where she achieved a
course record. She said: “Nutrition can be the
difference between winning and losing in
a race. I have worked out which nutritional
strategies and specific foods enable me to
maximise my training and racing. The more I
learn, the greater desire I have to gain more
knowledge in the field of sports nutrition. It
fascinates me!”

Gabbi Howarth.

Rachel Parker competing (middle), and with honey (above).

Matthew Gill came to the University after
having served in the British Army and has
now progressed to become a Visiting
Lecturer. He studied for a degree in Politics
with Law, which enabled him to utilise his
previous experience, inspired him with a
new-found passion for critical research while
gaining academic skills. He volunteered as a
Student Academic Representative, mentored
other students, carried out numerous
paid roles through the Unijob scheme,
and worked as a Research Assistant in the
Department of Social and Political Science
for his Work Based Learning. He gained the
Chester Difference Award which recognises
achievement outside the classroom and adds
value for employers. Matthew’s dissertation
research focused on geopolitics and
terrorism and he gained a first-class degree.
He then completed an MA in Geopolitics,
Territory and Security at King’s College,
London. Matthew is now a Visiting Lecturer
and wanted “to give back to a university
community that has provided me with an
unparalleled level of support and guidance”.
He is now working towards accreditation as
an Associate Fellow of the Higher Education
Academy, with PhD research a possibility in
the near future.
PhD student and practising Sound Artist
Kate Gater shared her passion for recording
the hidden sounds of nature in a feature
on BBC1’s Countryfile. Her research focusses
on ecoacoustics and capturing sounds that
the human ear struggles to hear in daily life.
Kate has also been testing the range of ways
in which we associate types of audio with
types of scenario. Countryfile saw Kate film at

Bickerton Hill to discuss her work and explain
how certain sounds can trigger memories
from childhood, or transport the listener back
to certain times in their lives.
First-class Chemical Engineering graduate
Reace Edwards secured a ground-breaking
energy research PhD opportunity as part
of a collaboration research project with the
University. Her studies are being funded by
Costain, the smart infrastructure solutions
company, with which she is exploring how
hydrogen can be used to decarbonise gas in
the North West through the partnership to
tackle future energy challenges, as part of the
hydrogen energy project at Thornton Science
Park. Reace also attained a top regional prize
(an SCI Liverpool and North West Group
student award) for her excellent academic
achievement on her undergraduate course.
Reace said: “My biggest aspiration when
starting my degree was, and still is, to become
a Chartered Chemical Engineer. I believe this
studentship will grant me the relevant skills
and experience required to build a portfolio
of such a standard to achieve this goal. I’m
thrilled to be researching such a topical subject
and I’m very excited to see the methods the
United Kingdom adopts to meet its 2050
carbon emissions target. I am grateful for the
opportunities provided by both the University
and Costain and I look forward to seeing what
the next three years bring.”
Chemical Engineering Master’s student,
Monique Munro, was the second Chester
student in a row to win an SCI Liverpool and
North West Group student award for best
academic performance in her second year.
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Monique completed two excellent work
placements for global science and chemicals
company, Johnson Matthey, and said:
“Winning this award is only just sinking in – it
was such an unexpected surprise! I’m truly
grateful to everyone who has supported and
helped me get to this stage.”
Since finishing his Politics degree, John
Beckingham has been working in the
Civil Service with the Ministry of Justice
as an Enforcement Officer. His position
involves tracing defendants in West Mercia,
Staffordshire and Gloucestershire and he
finds it a “rewarding line of work”. As well as
complementing his career path, studying
Politics gave him “the confidence to stand
as a District Councillor Candidate” in his
home town and he has also been asked to
stand for the Town Council. John feels that
the University has “helped me to develop
and grow my personality. My degree has
cemented the skills necessary to get involved
in Politics and thrive in the Civil Service. I am
very grateful for the time and effort that was
invested in me at my time at the University
and can see that the time invested is starting
to pay dividends.”
A hip-hop and contemporary dance piece,
exploring the power of movement to
communicate, was performed by a group
of BA Dance and BA Performing Arts
students and one Master’s student from
the Department of Performing Arts. The
students worked together to devise the
BATTLE project, which incorporates street
dance, contemporary, capoeira, contact
improvisation, and ballet styles, together

with an urban soundtrack, to tell original
stories of young people confronting
challenge. The group took the project out to
schools in North Wales and gave workshops
in Llandudno, Bangor, Conwy and Colwyn
Bay, before a last show at the Creative
Campus, Kingsway. Dr Malaika Sarco-Thomas
(Lecturer, Department of Performing Arts)
said: “We received fantastic feedback from
our audiences, showing that young people
really enjoy dance. One teacher told me: ‘It’s
so great to see their enthusiasm – after the
performance the children couldn’t wait to
get back in the hall for the workshop.”
Graphic Design student Becki Coverdale was
announced as the first winner of the street
art (StArt) student illustration competition.
Her artwork was installed in the boardwalk
entrance space of Liverpool’s Bold Street
Studios and she won a £1,000 prize. The
brief given was ‘Be fresh. Be vibrant. Be
independent. Be modern. Be ambitious.
Be bold.’ Becki said: “My inspiration was
driven from Liverpool’s vibrant architecture,
landmarks and people. The River Mersey runs
throughout the panels, whilst geometric
shapes spring up representing different
buildings of Liverpool.”
Conservation Biology student Mariann Biro
was selected as one of only three UK student
volunteers to help organise the British
Ecological Society’s Careers Conference and
has added this to a portfolio of achievements.
In her second year, she won a NERC (Natural
Environment Research Council) funded place
at a training programme called ‘Evidence
Synthesis’ to inform business and policy

Becki Coverdale
with Nick Howe.
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Mariann Biro.

Jessica Jones.

Theresa Robberts (centre) with Melanie Hooper and
Frederick Newberry.

making and has gained a place at a conference
organised by the government-backed Valuing
Nature Programme for the last two years.
In addition to being a helper and delegate
at the last conference, she presented the
preliminary findings of her own dissertation
research. She helped at the Ecology Across
Borders 2017 joint annual meeting, and has
attended numerous workshops, additional
courses and a number of CIEEM (Chartered
Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management) conferences. Mariann said: “I
would like to express my appreciation for the
amazing support of the Biological Sciences
Department. My lecturers have served as my
greatest inspirations and I have always felt like
an individual, not just a number.”
A registered blind student, who is originally
from South Africa, celebrated her 100th
Parkrun, in Chester. Theresa Robberts studied
for her Master’s degree online with the WBIS
(Worked Based Integrative Studies) team in
the Chester Business School and on Project
Leadership and Design. She is now studying
for her PhD in the Business Research Institute
and has been taking part in running events
for the last five years – with, in her own
words – “3% sight, yet 97% attitude!” Theresa
also suffers from severe anxiety so Parkrun
plays a significant part in her life. Rebecca
Greatbatch, Club Captain of the University’s
Running Club, said: “Her fierce determination
is inspiring and really captures the essence of
Parkrun as well as the ethos of the Club.”
A Student Nursing Times Award nomination
for Nursing Trainee of the Year was the
reward for David Williamson-Draper. David

qualified as a Nursing Associate and during
his training he worked on a Learning
Disability unit where he met a young male
client with learning disabilities, who had
no awareness of sexual health or sexually
transmitted infections. David implemented
a project within the Department of Mental
Health and Learning Disability to raise
awareness of the need to address this
subject, delivered a teaching session and
made a social story and talking book on
the topic for service users who had trouble
with reading.
Children’s Nursing student, Jessica Jones,
celebrated a special birthday at the Neonatal
Unit at Warrington Hospital, which looked
after her when she was born prematurely 20
years ago. She was completing her training
placement there as part of her degree and
was joined by nurses and nursery nurses who
cared for her. Jessica said: “For as long as I
can remember I’ve wanted to be a children’s
nurse. My mum, auntie and grandma are all
nurses too – so I guess you could say it runs
in the family. However, I’m the only one that
has gone into paediatrics and I genuinely
couldn’t see myself doing anything else.”
Jessica added: “Chester was the university
I felt most welcome and at home at. The
opportunities on the Children’s Nursing
course seemed endless and the variety of
placement exposures really excited me. I
absolutely adore being on placement, I love
meeting children and families from diverse
backgrounds and being part of a team to
help people when they’re most in need. My
love and passion for children’s nursing seems
to grow every shift.”

Taekwondo champion, professional dancer and
mother of one, Rebecca El Boukili, combined
her Midwifery studies and work placements at
Wirral University Teaching Hospital with looking
after her family and competing in Taekwondo
at international level. With support from a
University Mission Award, she won gold medals
in the British, English and Welsh championships
and a silver at the World Championships in 2016.
During her studies Rebecca excelled by winning
two University Valedictory Awards for excellence
in clinical practice and demonstrating impact
on practice development. She was a finalist in
the 2019 Student Nursing Times Awards Student
Midwife of the Year category and the first
student midwife to receive the Chief Midwifery
Officer’s Award for Midwifery Excellence.
Some of Rebecca’s innovations, now in wider
use, include a poem to encourage women
to breastfeed and a leaflet for new mothers
about safe sleep. She also collected baby and
maternity clothes and equipment for refugees
in Liverpool and would like to set up a drop-in
midwife clinic at a refugee centre in the future.
Rebecca said of her student experience: “There
is so much support and encouragement
available to students at the University. All the
opportunities I’ve had have not only enhanced
my life, but my employability, too.”
Learning Disability Nursing student, Sophie
McKeown, attended the House of Commons
as a representative of the University at the
celebration of 100 years of Learning Disability
Nursing. The event was chaired by Baroness
Sheila Hollins and delivered in partnership with
NHS England and NHS Improvement, Health
Education England, Beyond Words and the
British Institute of Learning Disabilities.
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The Loving Arms Dementia Group has
become a passion for student and mother of
three, Leanne Gauchwin (Adult Nursing), who
was inspired by dementia training on her
course to find a place where those living with
dementia and their carers could meet. She
contacted Mark Hayes, the landlord of The
Gerard Arms in St Helens, and established
The Loving Arms Dementia Group with
other volunteers. The group meets on Friday
mornings with around 100 attendees. Leanne
chairs the committee and she and the other
18 volunteers fundraise to cover all the
costs. Leanne has completed her Dementia
Champion training and has provided
Dementia Friend training for the volunteers
and the coach and bus drivers in the area
who drive the group on outings. Leanne
said: “The group not only provides a safe and
fun filled environment for those living with
dementia and their carers every week but
also for all the volunteers, who absolutely
love what we do!”
It was Allan Humphris’ experiences during
his childhood and teenage years ‘in care’
which convinced him that a career as a social
worker was his future. He said: “From personal
experience, I know how positive influences can
lead a young person to a positive future – and
this made me want to have the same impact
on future generations.” Allan chose to study for
a BA in Social Work at the Warrington Campus
because it was the closest to him and he knew
social workers and professionals who studied
there. He explained: “I’d heard good things
about the University, so the choice of where to
study was easy. Because of my background as a
looked-after child, some people questioned my

decision to be a social worker and suggested I
would find the course challenging. But I thrive
on challenges, and the course made me feel
empowered to be able to make a difference.
Allan also performs as a drag artist and said: “I
visit so many diverse venues and meet such a
variety of people, which helps me to apply my
skills and capabilities most effectively in my life
as a social worker.” He added: “I can honestly
say that as a care-leaver, my years studying
social work at Chester have been some of the
best times of my life. My degree has opened
lots of doors, not just in terms of my career,
but also in helping me towards a greater
understanding of myself and others. The
University is a very supportive place. The tutors
and support staff all want to see every student
achieve their full potential, and to future
students I would say that at the University of
Chester, achieving your best is possible!”
A Master’s student, who is a Captain in
the Irish Defence Forces swam the English
Channel in 15 hours and was congratulated
by the Irish Taoiseach, Leo Varadkar. Deirdre
Newell is studying for an MSc in Exercise
and Nutrition, while based in Dublin, having
recently returned from overseas service with
the United Nations. She made the attempt
with a support crew and crossed the shipping
lanes to France, thus fulfilling a long-held
endurance goal. Deirdre hopes to use her
MSc qualification, alongside her experience
as an endurance athlete, to help others in the
future by guiding their nutritional plans and
training and, more generally, to “inspire more
people to get involved in activities which
challenge them as well as getting them to
respect their environment”.

Jack Phillips, a former Sports Coaching
foundation degree student, has achieved
his dream of working in professional sport
with his role as Performance Analyst for
the Super League First Team at Warrington
Wolves. He volunteered and completed a
placement in his first year of study with the
Warrington Wolves Charitable Foundation
and continued to volunteer there until
his third year when he was being paid
as a casual coach. He was then offered a
full-time contract as a community Rugby
League coach with the Foundation and
started to carry out performance analysis
work in the youth system. Jack progressed
to study a Master’s degree in Sports Science
and said of his experience: “Gaining the
qualifications I did at the University has
enabled me to fulfil a lifelong ambition
of working in professional sport by
giving me the platform to succeed in this
industry. I would encourage every student
to take advantage of the volunteering
opportunities available to them while they
are at University.”
Jennifer Hodgson completed her BA in
Fashion Marketing and Communication
and landed the role of Director of
Communications at a new film and TV
studio in the North West, Pacific Road
Studios. She said: “When I returned to
university at a later age, I really wanted to
cement my knowledge of communications
and gain the confidence I needed to
succeed in the industry afterwards – I
definitely think it has done that.” She added:
“The course has been fantastic for me and
really cemented my strengths.”

Deirdre Newell (Image: Gavan Hennigan).

Jack Phillips.

Jennifer Hodgson.

Leanne Gauchwin.
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Media student, Ash Green, worked on an
independent feature film called Black Site
and gained valuable experience. He said:
“I worked as 2nd Assistant Camera and as
part of this role I would fetch lenses and
use the clapper board to sync the sound.
The film premiered in Leicester Square in
London and has received many awards
from film festivals. It was an amazing
opportunity to be a part of and I enjoyed
every second of it.”

Holly Cunliffe.

Alex Jones (centre and insert) with Their Royal Highnesses, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge.

Computer Science graduate and current
PhD student Alex Jones has designed a
pioneering children’s smartphone safety
app with his colleagues at the BBC. He
has been working for the BBC for six
years and is a Senior UX Designer. They
created the Own It app to help improve
children’s online wellbeing as they take
their first steps into the digital world.
The app was announced at an event with
Their Royal Highnesses The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge, and Alex provided
a demonstration of the prototype at
the corporation’s central London offices

as part of the Duke’s visit about
his Cyberbullying Taskforce. Alex’s
PhD research involves researching
how people collaborate together
in the design and engineering
industry in organisations, which has
implications in the creation of apps.
He said: “It’s a really topical area of
debate about how User Centred
Design can integrate with Agile
Software Development processes,
and in particular how designers and
developers can collaborate effectively
together.”

Fine Art student, Holly Cunliffe, won the
second place prize in the Accademia Riaci’s
international art and design competition. The
aim is to contribute to the revitalisation and
internationalisation of the Italian art, design
and crafts industries by discovering new
artists and promoting study abroad in Italy.
Entrants were invited to represent ‘blooming’
in their country in any art form. Holly chose
to enter in the non-professional painting
and drawing category, depicting a busy and
imaginary street scene with a bright colour
palette. She has won a year of tuition fees, to
study at Accademia Riaci in Italy or funding
for a summer course. Holly was the only
UK applicant and hopes this opportunity
“inspires others to take the leap and enter
competitions to show off their work”.

Advertising and Radio Production graduate
Jarred Cooper Jones used the valuable
knowledge and experience gained on his
course, including broadcasting on The
CAT Radio at the Warrington Campus, to
secure his dream job. Jarred said: “What
made me want to study at the University
were the amazing facilities. The fact that
the studios have such a high-tech industry
standard set-up is great. Also, the fact
that your degree work is actually used to
create programmes that will be broadcast
on The Cat Radio makes it feel even more
important.” He now broadcasts on Hits
Radio Manchester, which is the first national
digital station outside London, and his
show is transmitted across the country
on 22 Bauer radio stations. He said that
his work on the ‘Best Student Radio Chart
Show’, which won silver at the Student
Radio Awards, was instrumental in gaining
his new position and said of his job: “It’s so
much fun, I absolutely love it.”

#MyChesterStory
An inspiring LGBTQ+ charity Young Ambassador has come
through difficult times in the care system to mix with royalty as
part of his national volunteering role.
Edmund Prescott, who is originally from New Brighton (Wirral), is a Young
Ambassador with the charity akt, which campaigns for safe homes and better
futures for LGBTQ+ young people. A youth worker recommended that Edmund
contact akt for support and guidance while he was growing up and he is now
promoting akt’s work and speaking to spread awareness of its work.
Edmund is studying for a degree in Broadcast Production and Presenting at the
Warrington Campus to help with his career ambition to be a comedy presenter
or script writer. This is despite only having taught himself to read and write at
the age of 17, after his abusive childhood had prevented him from accessing
academic education. He lived on £3 a week for food during this time and even
sold his own fridge to pay for his UCAS application. As part of Edmund’s akt role,
he has met HRH The Duke of Cambridge at the opening of the charity’s new
centre in London, visited Burberry’s headquarters to be interviewed as one of
the first non-employees to be featured in a podcast, attended a reception at the
House of Commons to celebrate the Trust’s 30th anniversary and has appeared
on Channel 4 News talking about his experiences.
He said: “I feel like I wouldn’t be here without akt. They gave me a mentor and
a key worker when I needed their help and they do so much to help young
people, and 78% of the Trust’s income is spent on the young people. Their work
is immensely important and I want to help them achieve their aims to stop
LGBTQ+ youth homelessness and protect the LGBTQ+ community. Throughout
my life, there have been many battles, there have been many tears, I have
endured things unimaginable, however I will never stop trying, as one only
fails when one gives up and giving up is not in my makeup.” He added: “I’m
not living my life to be somebody, nor to follow the crowd, I’m living it to do
something. Volunteering with akt is helping me to achieve that.”

EDMUND PR E SCOT T

Angela Graham, Services Manager at akt, said: “Everyone at akt is so incredibly
proud of Edmund and his amazing achievements in spite of such hardships.
He inspires everyone he meets with his wit and humour and it’s clear his
determination and strength will help him to fulfil his goal of helping others.”
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STUDENT SUPPORT
The University is committed to supporting students throughout their higher education
journey, so that they feel encouraged to participate fully in student life, reach their potential
and benefit from the array of opportunities on offer.
The University has a strong reputation for
welcoming students from a wide range
of backgrounds and providing them with
a high quality and supportive experience,
characterised by an emphasis on both
academic and personal achievement. This is
especially evident in the opportunities offered
for the development of employability skills and
work-related learning.
The University underpins its work in this area
with a commitment to high quality learning and
teaching and to the provision of strong support
services to include, retain and develop successful
learners who may have diverse entry profiles.

Mental Health First Aid
instructors and staff.

The Student Futures team provides students
with practical information and advice on
any non-academic aspect of the student
experience, such as settling into student life,
helping with any problems that may arise
and offering opportunities to try new things
and learn different skills. These areas include
wellbeing and mental health, inclusion and
disability, community liaison and financial
support, student counselling and volunteering
and mentoring.
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A greater degree of tailored help is available
for groups such as commuting students,
students from care backgrounds, international
students, and students with a disability, in
order to allow them to participate fully in
student life. In addition, advice, support,
counselling and learning opportunities
are available throughout each course. The
University upholds the highest professional
standards and is committed to meeting the
needs of students with sensitivity and care.
There has been a national rise in students
accessing wellbeing and mental health
support services and this has meant adapting
services and introducing innovative ways in
which to help those affected.
In order to reduce the barriers and stigma
that prevent people from talking about their
mental health and promote appropriate
recovery and support, the University aims
to train a minimum of 80% of staff as either
Mental Health First Aiders, Champions or
being Mental Health Aware by July 2022. A
continuing programme of mental health
courses for staff shows that knowledge and
understanding of how best to support others
with a mental health issue has increased,
as has personal confidence. At the end of
2018–19, 142 staff had been trained as Mental
Health First Aiders, 145 as Mental Health
Champions and 51 had completed the Mental
Health Awareness course. This is accompanied
by Mental Health First Aider and Champion
Network events three times a year to provide
the opportunity to share experiences and
best practice with colleagues and to update
knowledge relating to mental health.

Other specialist staff training has included the
Look After Your Mate workshops devised by
Student Minds and two staff from Wellbeing
and Mental Health are now trained to deliver
the workshops aimed at empowering
peers to support their friends who may
be experiencing mental health difficulties.
Workshops are being delivered to students
as part of a monthly programme. Suicide
prevention training has been delivered by
the charity PAPYRUS to a number of staff
in student-facing roles, and safeguarding
training to staff in Student Futures.
A new Applicant Pack has been introduced
by the Disability and Inclusion team to raise
awareness of the mental health support
and services available at the University. The
information has been designed to allow
applicants to be better prepared for the
transition into university life, and encourage
students to seek support (such as Disabled
Students Allowance) at an early stage.
The University offers students free access
to Big White Wall, a leading online mental
health support service which offers unlimited
accessible online support available 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. This anonymous
service allows students to use tailored selfhelp resources, connect with peers, join
groups or take self-assessments, and the
range of help is available in less than five
minutes from signing in to the system.
The support section on the University’s
app has been developed by the Wellbeing
and Mental Health team and Learning and
Information Systems to help those who may

be struggling with their mental health and/
or wellbeing. Resources include information
on helping those who are in a mental health
crisis, are unable to keep themselves safe,
or who wish to report an incident, such as
sexual violence. It has self-help resources
on topics ranging from time management
to anxious thoughts, and local information
on transport and GP surgeries. There is an
interactive element focusing on the five
steps of wellbeing: to take notice; give back;
keep learning; be active and connect. Each
step has 20 different challenges for students
who are struggling with lack of motivation
or low mood, which can help with their
overall wellbeing. The app is being updated
in response to feedback and continues to
expand the ways in which it can provide
advice and support for students.
The Active Wellbeing Programme (AWP)
has been developed at the University in
order to support students holistically as an
alternative pathway to counselling services.
The problems addressed range from low
confidence to diagnosed depression which
is being treated through medication. The
programme allows students to access the
Fitness Centre, fitness classes, swimming
pool or a home programme for 12 weeks in
order to use exercise to support their mental
health and wellbeing. The AWP allows
participants to work on their goals whilst
supporting them through different lifestyle
changes, such as sleep or nutrition, and how
it may also help their wellbeing and mental
health. The Programme aims to support
participants to sustain a positive lifestyle
after University.

Kirsty Convery-Hill and Amber French, Active Wellbeing.

Active Wellbeing

Home Workouts

A guide with simple exercises that you can do at home
for the upper and lower body and core.

Active Wellbeing

1
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The Peer Mentoring scheme is an opportunity
for new students to connect with a current
student to help to welcome them to the
University. The Student Futures Volunteering
and Mentoring team provide training, resources
and support for the Peer Mentors, and ensure
that mentees are matched with an appropriate
mentor. This scheme is run at a general
level and is being developed within specific
departments such as Nursing at the Warrington
Campus and Sport and Exercise Science on the
Parkgate Road Campus.
Welly Wednesday.

There are a number of student-led volunteering
projects run by students, for students. Volunteer
project leaders are recruited, trained and
supported by the Volunteering team, and they
then enlist and manage the student volunteers.
Three new projects were established: the Welly
Wednesdays conservation project, Communitytea and Student Dog Walkers. All of these the
projects help to integrate students, promote
wellbeing and give back to the local community.
The University has signed up to be part of
the Time to Change Employer Pledge, to
demonstrate that it is committed to changing
how mental health is thought about and acted
on in the workplace, and that employees
facing these problems feel supported. Time
to Change is England’s biggest programme
to challenge mental health stigma and
discrimination and is run by the charities Mind
and Rethink Mental Illness. In order to sign the
Pledge, the institution submitted an action
plan, detailing its plans in this area.

Hannah Thomas.

Hannah Thomas has not let a rare brain
tumour affect her career trajectory and has

now graduated with a first-class degree. This
condition was diagnosed at school and has
left her partially sighted and deaf in one ear.
After GCSEs, she studied at Coleg Cambria and
progressed to the University to study Business
Management. Hannah received support from
the Disability and Inclusion team, but managed
her disabilities by building relationships with
tutors. She chose equality and diversity in
higher education for her dissertation topic and
focused on reasonable adjustments for students
with hidden/invisible disabilities. Hannah
would like to follow her passion for fairness and
diversity through a career in Human Resources
in an educational setting and so to use her own
experiences to benefit others.

undergraduate degree entrant paying
a tuition fee of over £6,000, who has a
declared household residual income of
£25,000 or less. This comprises £500 of
benefits in each year of the programme.
• Chester Bursary for Part-time Students: This
bursary has a total value of up to £1,500
in cash, which is applied on a pro-rata
basis based on the credit intensity at each
level of study. Eligibility is based on new
part-time undergraduate degree entrants
paying a tuition fee of at least £7,000 (full
time equivalent), enrolled for a minimum
of 40 credits at the start of Level 4, and
with a declared household residual income
of £25,000 or less (exclusions apply).

Financial support
For 2018–19, tuition fees are set at £9,250 for
home and EU students studying full time for
first degrees and £7,650 for foundation degrees.
The estimated average fee paid by students at
the University after fee waivers is £8,969.
In keeping with the Mission, Vision and
Foundational Values, which advocate extending
opportunities for education to all, the institution
offers an extensive range of targeted measures
to help provide financial support for around
40% of students, particularly those from less
advantaged backgrounds.
The University is committed to a comprehensive
support package for students for 2018–19,
which includes the following measures:
• Chester Bursary: An award to the value
of £1,500 is given to any new full-time

• Care Leavers Bursary: Available to verified
care leavers on a first come, first served basis
The scheme normally provides care leavers
with £6,000 of benefits over the three years
of their programme (or up to a maximum
of £8,000 if the award is made from the
Foundation Year of the programme).
• Young Adult Carers Bursary: In partnership
with registered carer organisations, the
University has developed a targeted
financial support package for young carers.
This is in the form of a bursary package
of £1,500 per year, totalling £4,500 over
three years of study (or up to a maximum
of £6,000 if the award is made from the
foundation year of the programme).
• Foundation Year: All students (home
and EU) on the University’s extended
degree programmes including a Level 3
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foundation year, receive a £1,000 fee waiver
in the first, foundation year of study.
• Financial Assistance Fund: This is a financial
hardship fund, aimed at supporting
students from low income backgrounds
and gives priority to students with children;
mature students; students from low income
families; disabled students; students who
have entered higher education from care,
etc. There is an application and assessment
process for this fund.
• All full-time students starting at Level 4
in September 2019 were eligible for the
University of Chester Aspire Books offer,
which consisted of a package of essential
textbooks for their undergraduate course.
This scheme is run jointly between the
University and John Smith’s.

• The Chester Alumni Fund: Supporting
current students was a founding principle
of the original ‘College Club’ and this ethos
is continued with the Chester Alumni
Fund. This provides support for students to
participate in a range of memorable and
meaningful activities that benefit the student
experience. As part of the Chester Alumni
Fund, the Cestrian Award is given annually
to initiatives by students showing excellence
in sports, community or academic work.
This could include competing in sports at an
international level, leading special projects or
academic activities, such as conferences. An
annual allocation of up to £1,500 is available
for students requiring financial assistance
for a specified activity, without which they
would struggle to achieve their goal.

• The government-backed Postgraduate
Master’s Loan scheme allows students
to apply for a loan of up to £10,906 as a
contribution towards their course and
living costs. If courses are longer than one
year, the loan is divided equally across each
year of the course.

• University Foundation Awards for
Excellence: Through the generosity of the
alumni community and gifts from parents,
governors, and staff past and present, the
University gives three annual awards of £500.
These are intended to assist outstanding
students of the University in study overseas,
study for a higher degree or competition in
a sport at an international level.

• The Chester Science and Engineering
Award is available for Engineering or Natural
Science students at Thornton Science Park
(TSP) and provides £500 in Year 1, while
the Thornton Prize is £500 awarded to
students who progress into Year 4 of their
MEng course. The Summer Work Experience
Bursary awards £1,200 to Engineering
or Natural Science students at TSP who
complete their first-year placement.

• The University Mission Committee has
limited funds for University Mission Awards,
which provide support for student projects
and activities which are consistent with the
University’s Foundational Values and Mission
Statement; for local community projects
and voluntary work by students in the local
area; for students who are past participants
of projects, activities or volunteer work, who
are returning to do volunteer work or study

related to their activity; and for students
competing in sporting activities at national or
international level.
• Sports Scholarships are available for
existing and prospective students who
compete for the University in British
Universities and Colleges Sport (BUCS)
events and at a national or international
level. These consist of a package of
financial support and other benefits, such
as strength and conditioning sessions,
access to a resident sports therapist and
athlete education workshops.
• A Choral Scholarship is available to a
student who is able to play a leading role
in the musical activities of the University,
particularly with the management of the
University Chapel Choir.

The first ever Patricia Highsmith Symposium was funded
by the University of Chester Alumni Fund.

• The Chester Employability Fund enables
students who meet the eligibility criteria
to purchase items or carry out activities
to enhance their employability up to a
maximum award of £500.
• Since 2010, the University has supported
the Helena Kennedy Foundation’s Article
26 project, to promote access to higher
education for people seeking sanctuary
in the UK. The University aims to make
higher education a reality for one student
per year who is seeking sanctuary in the
UK and who does not have access to
student finance. The University of Chester
Sanctuary Award comprises a full tuition
fee waiver and limited financial support to
help meet study and travel costs.

Sports Scholar Reiss Faure-Daley.
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Santander Universities has increased
support to the University as part of
its commitment to 83 UK universities
and over 1,200 worldwide, in countries
including Argentina, Brazil, Italy, France,
Russia, Spain, China, Portugal, USA,
Germany, Mexico and Singapore. This
partnership with higher education
institutions, which has seen donations
of more than £1.5 billion since 1997,
provides scholarships, mobility grants,
support for special projects and
academic and non-academic awards.
As Chester is a participating university,
its students can benefit from the range
of funding options. For example, in
2018–19 students and staff received
six Community Service Awards, one
Community Project Fund grant, nine
International Research Excellence
Awards, 13 Ambassador Awards, seven
Awards for Excellence in Enterprise
and Entrepreneurship and 11 SME
(small and medium-sized enterprise)
Internships.
The Santander Universities Enterprise
and Entrepreneurship Celebration and
Santander Scholars’ reception took
place at the Riverside Innovation Centre
when the Vice-Chancellor, Professor
Tim Wheeler, and the Director of UK
Santander Universities, Matt Hutnell,
signed an agreement to secure three
further years of partnership between
the University and Santander. The

event celebrated the positive impact
of Santander’s focus on employability,
education and entrepreneurship
across the University, its students, and
the local business community. Ben
Roberts-Shaw, Head of Operations
at Power Solutions UK, explained
how employing student interns has
helped the business to pivot into new
online platforms and drive growth.
Recipients of Santander funding, Yam
Kovatch and Eveline Mujinya, spoke
about the positive impact on their
futures and Paul Vernon, Executive
Director of Commercial Operations
highlighted the opportunities available
for local businesses to work with the
University. The Santander Agreement
continues to support activities which
benefit education, employability and
entrepreneurship, with a particular focus
on student support.

Student Futures Support can advise
on a range of other external options
to supplement students’ income while
studying at the University including:
Financial Assistance Funds; Childcare or
Adult Dependants’ Grants; Parents’ Learning
Allowance; Disabled Students’ Allowance
(DSA); NHS Learning Support Fund; and
bursaries from sponsors or charitable trusts.
Yam Kovatch.

Eveline Mujinya.

Professor Tim Wheeler and Matt Hutnell.

Judges and recipients of the 2019 Santander Universities Enterprise Awards.

Selected recipients of external
financial support
Mechanical Engineering student, Lauren
Friel, participated in the Santander Women
in Engineering Programme, which resulted
in valuable experience and networking
opportunities. Lauren submitted an
application with a video about what
participation would mean to her. As a
result, she was invited to the launch event
at Silverstone over the Formula Student
weekend, which was a chance to network
with other young women in engineering from
across the country. The attendees listened to
leading women in engineering and a panel
discussion with Jenson Button. Although
Lauren did not win, she is benefiting from
access to further networking events with
leading females in the engineering industry,
a two-year membership of the Women in
Engineering Society and help in finding an
internship from the Santander Universities
Internship Scheme. For example, Santander
have part-funded the costs associated
with her attending an autumn Women’s
Engineering Society event in London. She
said “I would definitely encourage people to
apply for this next time the award is offered,
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as well as any similar initiatives that may be
offered, even if just for the chance to attend
an event such as this one, and the potential
for further opportunities and support.”
A graduate teaching assistant in the
Department of Geography and International
Development completed a course in
London with specialists from the Natural
History Museum. Dale Tromans was one of
only 15 PhD students and early career earth
and environmental science researchers
chosen from across the UK to take part in the
palaeoecology (the ecology of fossil animals
and plants) course, fully funded by NERC
(the Natural Environment Research Council).
Dale said: “The course was a truly great
experience, led by leading researchers in the
field of palaeoecology, and it was a privilege
to have been able to attend.” He added: “I
would recommend that people apply to
NERC courses, even if they do not receive
NERC funding for their PhD/postgraduate
qualification, as they are sometimes
undersubscribed and places are then made
available – as was the case for me.”
Final-year Law student, Kelly Gallagher won
the BPP Advocacy Scholarship to study for
the Bar Professional Training Course at BPP
Birmingham. She also achieved the Chester
Difference Award during her course which
captured her range of extra-curricular and
voluntary activities.
Jen Davis (Visiting Lecturer and PhD
student, Department of English) won an
Ernest Walder Memorial Scholarship, which
entitled her to a week’s accommodation at

Dale Tromans.

Jen Davis.

Kelly Gallagher and Professor Chris Haslam.

Gladstone’s Library to pursue her research.
This meant that she had the opportunity
to work with Gladstone’s own collection of
19th-century materials, and produced some
exciting, original research.
Selected recipients of financial
support from the University
Five recipients of the University’s sports
scholarships have used their support to
achieve a host of sporting successes. Casey
Gray was the World Karate Union Champion
(WKU) in 2017, and went on to win the WKU
English Open Champion (Women’s Korean
Forms); WKU Kwon Grand Slam Champion
(Women’s Korean Forms); WKU British Open
Champion (Women’s Traditional Weapons);
and WKU German Open Champion
(Women’s Korean Forms) in 2018–19.

Casey Gray.
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Cyclist Kieran Wynne-Cattanach reached the
podium for the second year in a row at the
BUCS (British Universities and Colleges Sport)
Cycling National Hill Climb Championships,
earning him a bronze medal. Kieran, who is
studying for an MSc in Sports Physiology,
said: “I did the best I could and I’m really
proud to have got another bronze BUCS
medal for the University of Chester.” He
added: “It has probably been my most
successful hill climb season. I’ve won three
races, and come within 1.5 seconds of
beating a course record that has stood since
1981. I also competed in the Welsh Hill Climb
Championships in South Wales, retaining my
Under 23 title, and finishing fourth overall.”
Maisy Clapperton played for the British
Universities and Colleges Sport (BUCS)
Women’s Water Polo team, producing top
performances in both BUCS League and the
Northern Cup competitions. As a result, she

was selected for Team GB at the EU Nations
Cup, winning four games and scoring against
the Czech Republic. She said: “It has been an
honour to play for my country, and I thank
the University for its continued support over
the last year. I look forward to progressing in
my water polo career.”
After an impressive silver win in the
Women’s 400m at the BUCS Athletics:
Indoor Championships, Laura Turley
followed this up with a bronze in the
400m at the BUCS Athletics: Outdoor
Championships. She was also placed 11th in
the British Indoor Championships at Arena
Birmingham, achieving a personal best of
54.67, and won gold at the Welsh Athletics
Indoor Championships, successfully
defending her 400m title. Laura said:
“My ultimate goal is to compete in the
Commonwealth Games in 2022 – so I’ve got
a few years to train for that!”

Kieran Wynne-Cattanach (centre) in the BUCS
National Hill Climb (photo: Ellen Isherwood).

Maisy Clapperton.

Laura Turley.
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Sports scholar Reiss Faure-Daley was one of
the leading scorers in many games for the
University’s National Basketball League team,
which won the final of the National Shield,
the National Division Three Championships,
the National Division Three Cup and were
second in the Tier One BUCS League. He
said: “It has been a great first season for the
whole team. I feel that the team has a lot of
potential to progress over the next few years
and I’m also enjoying my time – Chester is a
great place to play and study.”
Shashara Gunawardena came to the UK
from Sri Lanka with his family “to build a safe
and prosperous life here as active citizens”.
He was accepted for a BSc in Mathematics
at the University, but lack of funding meant
that he was “heart-broken” to have to pass
up the opportunity. However, Shashara was
encouraged to apply for the University of
Chester Sanctuary Award, which covered
his tuition fees and meant that he could
proceed with his studies. He said of his
experience: “The University has completely
changed my life and provided me the
support and inspiration to overcome any
challenges. There is no doubt that it offers
incredible student support, which has
helped me to achieve a first-class degree
and a predicted distinction in my MSc in
Mathematics. I am gratefully in debt to
all the staff who were always open to my
academic/personal problems and helped to
point me in the right direction whenever I
needed it.”
Social Work student, Kirsty Squibb, used
a University Mission award to travel to

Ghana for a placement at the Shelter for
Abused Children in Accra. She stayed with
a host family and her work at the Shelter
involved working with children who were
mainly runaways or lost street children.
There were also cases of child trafficking,
forced marriages, child sexual exploitation
and a family seeking asylum. She became
familiar with the processes involved in
accepting child referrals and the way
in which the social workers try to trace
family, guardians or alternative relatives
for the children. Kirsty participated in
empowerment sessions for girls in the
correctional centre, delivered a workshop
for shelter staff and introduced the idea of
therapeutic sessions to help the children
to process their traumas and negative
experiences. Kirsty said: “My experience
has allowed me to gain a better
understanding of how faith can bring
community cohesion, as well as allowing
me to develop my skills when working
directly with traumatised children. By
recognising their experiences, I was able
to also realise how vital education can
be to their development and recovery
from trauma. Lastly, my internship has
allowed me to gain first-hand experience
and understanding of how poverty and
culture impact on families and children
directly. I was able to develop successful
new ways of working within the shelter,
helping other professionals to strengthen
their skills and creating new opportunities
for them and all children across the
shelter. I truly believe they have impacted
my practice as much as I hope I have
positively impacted theirs.”

Kirsty Squibb
in Ghana.
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CHAPL AINCY
Chaplaincy provides a welcoming community for everyone at the institution, whether they
are of any faith or none, where the activities are guided by Friendship, Learning, Worship
and Mission.
The Chaplaincy team is a visible Christian
presence, meeting with students and staff
and creating opportunities for communities
to form, as well as leading services in
Chapel and Chaplaincy House. In addition
to the programme of events and services, it
supports members of the University through
significant life events, such as weddings and
baptisms, as well as through challenging
times of stress, illness and bereavement.
Chester
Chaplaincy staff have continued to build
relationships with staff and students across
the Chester and Thornton campuses,
finding new ways in which to support
departments. A weekly community lunch
takes place in Chaplaincy House on the
Parkgate Road Campus after lunchtime
prayers and there has been the opportunity
to bake cakes for various occasions. These
include for Fairtrade Fortnight and, in joint
initiatives with the Christian Union and
CathSoc, to raise money for Chester Aid
to the Homeless, together with creating
pancakes for Christian Aid’s Big Brekkie.
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Holy Week was marked in Chapel with
services twice a day, which strengthened
the Chapel Community and led to the
introduction of Morning Prayer at the
start of each working week. The candlebank and prayer ribbons in the Chapel
are in daily use to help people to pray,
or as an aid to transferring thoughts into
written words. Significant moments in the
University calendar were the annual Carol
Service, the Valedictory and Prizegiving
Service and Founders’ Day. The speaker
at Founders’ Day was the Right Reverend
Beverley Mason, Bishop of Warrington,
which demonstrates the close links
between the University and the Diocese
of Liverpool. Chaplaincy staff were also
involved in hosting the Cathedrals Group
Colloquium, which reflected on the
distinctiveness of the higher education
experience within its institutions.
Shrewsbury
The Shrewsbury Chaplaincy continues to
develop the ministry of ‘being around’ and,
although increasing numbers of students
are making contact, many of the beneficial
encounters arise from simply being present.
Greater involvement in Welcome Week
raised the profile of Chaplaincy for all new
students, together with the work with CSU
on social activities to build community.
The Prayer Room continues to be used by
students, while the Graduation and Carol
Service, held in St Chad’s Church, both
reflect the church foundation of University
Centre Shrewsbury.

Warrington
Building positive relationships and
community are key to the work at
Warrington, which includes talks on
Wellbeing, Church Schools and Spirituality
for PGCE students and providing pastoral
support. The team has worked with a range
of individual students, student groups and
departments, giving practical and spiritual
support and helping to improve the student
experience. The newly decorated Warrington
Chapel provides a calming environment
where students, staff and visitors can
socialise, eat food, relax, reflect, meditate and
pray. The main weekly service, ‘Monday Night
in Chapel’, has a more informal approach to
worship, with conversation about life and
faith over food and drink, while the special
services to mark significant events, such as
the annual Service of Remembrance, are
greatly appreciated by the community. The
kitchen renovation has provided students
with a meeting place to eat, which has
encouraged informal conversation between
staff and students, and given greater
opportunities for other groups, such as
Adoption Matters, to use the space.

The Amber Cross.

Armistice Day service.

The Chaplaincy Team.

The Easter Cross.

Staff members, Andy and Amy Milton, with Rev
Canon Dr Peter Jenner at their son’s baptism.
The Warrington Chapel.

The Student Christian Union Society.
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E D U C AT I O N A L O P P O R T U N I T I E S
Students can choose from a range of pioneering courses, different ways of learning, real
world experience, integrated internships and overseas placements which all combine to
give them valuable skills and preparation for the future.
New courses
The courses offered at the University
continue to evolve to meet the needs
of both employers and students at a
regional level and beyond. New BA courses
include: Philosophy, Ethics and Religion;
Music Production; Music Production and
Performance; Digital Marketing; and Special
Educational Needs and Disability. There
is also a BSc in Applied Computing and a
BMedSci in Medical Science.

Speed Networking Event at
Thornton Science Park.

At postgraduate level, new MSc programmes
comprise Animal Behaviour; Animal Welfare;
Computer Science; Flood Risk Assessment,
Modelling and Engineering; Management
(at University Centre Shrewsbury); Psychiatry
(Neurodevelopmental Disorder); Psychiatry
(Child and Adolescent Mental Health); and
Psychiatry (Neuropsychiatry). Dyscalculia
Research and Practice is offered at both
Postgraduate Diploma level and MA, while a
Postgraduate Certificate is available through
the Work Based and Integrated Studies
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(WBIS) route in Professional Development in
Small Animal Diagnostic Imaging.

they spend 50% of their programme divided
between academic and clinical placements.

The Postgraduate Certificate in Education
Primary (3–11) with QTS PGCE (Wales and
beyond through the CaBan – Chester
and Bangor Partnership) is an innovative
course, which has been co-created with
Lead Partner Schools in Wales and Bangor
University and involves active engagement
with a wide range of different educational
settings. The course was designed to
provide a deep understanding of how
children learn, and to provide the skills and
knowledge needed to develop as a creative
and innovative teacher. It has been available
through the English medium at Chester and
Welsh at Bangor.

A nomination for the Student Nursing Times
awards was gained by Cheshire and Wirral
Trainee Nursing Association Partnership
for its pioneering work on the Nursing
Associates course and David WilliamsonDraper (Wirral Community NHS Foundation
Trust) was also nominated for Nursing
Associate Trainee of the Year. David was
among the University’s first cohort of 40 new
trainee Nursing Associates who graduated as
Registered Nursing Associates. Cheshire and
Wirral Training Nursing Associate Partnership
(a group of local NHS trusts) worked with
the Faculty of Health and Social Care to
develop the Nursing Associate Foundation
Degree. The Nursing Associate role was
created to address a skills gap between
health care assistants and registered nurses
– a stand-alone role that can also provide
a progression route into graduate-level
nursing. Cheshire and Wirral was one of the
first 11 pilot sites across the country selected
by Health Education England to pioneer
Nursing Associate training in England. Avril
Devaney, Director of Nursing at Cheshire
and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
said: “We are absolutely delighted that the
Trainee Nursing Associate work done locally,
in partnership with the University of Chester,
has been recognised nationally through
the shortlisting of the Nursing Associate
Partnership for best partnership of the year
and also best training programme provider
– together with one member of the cohort
being shortlisted for Nursing Associate
Trainee of the Year.”

The first cohort of 29 student Physician
Associates is being educated in an
accredited two-year MSc programme,
which is equipping a new breed of
clinician to support the NHS workforce. The
development of the Physician Associate
profession has been led by the Department
of Health and has involved the Royal College
of Physicians and Royal College of General
Practitioners, as well as the profession itself
through the UK Association of Physician
Associates. The students receive a generalist
medical education in medical science and
clinical reasoning and complete clinical
placements in community medicine, general
hospital medicine, surgery, paediatrics,
obstetrics and gynaecology, emergency
medicine and mental health. Clinical
placements are offered by NHS Trusts and
GP practices in the North West area, where

Apprenticeships
The Centre for Work Related Studies (CWRS)
won the Educate North Award for Business
Collaboration and Partnerships for its
pioneering work in creating two successful
routes for the Senior Leaders Master’s Degree
Apprenticeship, both situated within the
University’s WBIS framework. The MBA
and MA routes are both focused on work
based learning for senior professionals in
the workplace and have engaged a wide
range of employees including public
sector organisations and major corporate
employers. In addition, CWRS was runner-up
in two other awards run by the Universities
Association for Lifelong Learning. This was for
its postgraduate partnership work with the
Mountbatten Institute in the International
Category, and also for its work on higher level
apprenticeships in the Innovation Category.
CWRS has now welcomed 255 students on the
ground-breaking apprentice degree courses at
both undergraduate and postgraduate level.
The average age for students undertaking
these programmes is 36 and a significant
majority are female, which suggests that
management degree apprenticeships may
be an effective intervention to improve
gender equality in senior roles. The benefits
of the courses on increased social mobility
are becoming apparent, as the majority
of undergraduate apprentices enrolled to
date have previously been unable to access
higher education because of their individual
backgrounds, whereas the postgraduate
learners have been restricted by their
individual financial and family responsibilities.

CaBan.

The first cohort of Registered Nursing Associates.

Avril Devaney, David Williamson-Draper and
Katie Mansfield-Loynes.
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UK Degree Apprenticeships in Chemical Engineering.

Cheshire Constabulary Police Constable Degree Apprentices.

Apprenticeship event.

As a result, apprenticeships are currently
providing a significant opportunity for
mid-career advancement at work, further
evidenced by the number of apprentices
who have received significant promotions
during their studies. The courses have resulted
in closer links with employers, which have
enabled the academic team to maintain their
own practitioner knowledge and to support
individuals, organisations and the wider local
economy more effectively with critical skills
development needs. The current cohorts will
deliver more than 450 individually negotiated
consultancy projects, which are creating a
wealth of research and knowledge transfer
opportunities, significant leadership skills
development outcomes and unprecedented
talent sourcing and retention of skilled workers
within the region.
The first cohort of 29 Police Constable Degree
Apprentices from Cheshire Constabulary
began their studies at the Institute of Policing
on the Warrington Campus. The students
divide their time between University studies
and policing, to gain transferable skills
and knowledge. Mark Williams, Cheshire
Constabulary Police Trainer, said: “The
Police Constable Degree Apprenticeship is
designed for the 21st-century police officer,
who needs to be critically astute, innovative,
emotionally aware, reflective and caring.
Combining academic thinking with practical
policing skills will prepare the apprentice
for the complex and fast-moving world of
professional policing.”
The Nursing Degree Apprenticeship allows
students to study for the Bachelor of Nursing

degree in the fields of Adult, Mental Health,
Children’s and Learning Disability Nursing.
This course is approved by the Nursing
and Midwifery Council, which means that
students can register with the organisation
as a nurse, and there are full- and parttime pathways. Methods of teaching and
learning include lectures, seminars, tutorials,
e-learning, practice-based workshops, practice
in skills suites, practice simulation, practice
placements, and self and guided study. This is
an opportunity for a learner to develop their
own talent and complement the organisation’s
specific workforce needs.
The Faculty of Science and Engineering
partnered with major employers in the region
to offer the first UK degree apprenticeships
to be based upon the Institute of Chemical
engineering (IChemE) accredited Chemical
Engineering degree, which was welcomed by
the government’s Apprenticeships and Skills
Minister, the Rt Hon Anne Milton MP. One of
the first to study on this course was Michael
Leary, who joined Unilever in its Advanced
Manufacturing Research and Development
Centre. He said: “It’s a superb opportunity
for me. I’m busy, but really happy to be
learning in both the University and workplace
environment. The principles I get from my
University studies are reinforced with real-life
experience at Unilever, where I work closely
with process development engineers, R&D
scientists and pilot plant technicians.”
Catherine Hill studied on a forerunner of
Chester’s innovative Chartered Manager
Degree Apprenticeship which was fully
funded by Airbus Industries. At just 18, she

entered the four-year programme as one of
CWRS’s youngest ever students. Gaining a
first-class BA in Leadership and Management
(WBIS), she exemplified the qualities which
showed why Airbus had selected her straight
from school as a commercial apprentice.
Her assignment projects were all workplace
related and this culminated in a final work
based project that proposed, researched and
evaluated the Airbus decision to introduce
flexible working for all future commerciallybased apprentices at the Broughton site.
This, in turn, has enabled Catherine to secure
a full-time role within the Airbus Human
Resources Division.
Work Based and Integrative Studies (WBIS)
The University was recognised by the
‘MadeAtUni’ campaign for transforming
professional development in the workplace
and supporting people from a wide variety
of backgrounds and careers to gain – or
enhance – their qualifications. For over
20 years, the University’s Work Based and
Integrative Studies (WBIS) framework has led
the way in this field, developing corporate
educational programmes which respond
to employers’ needs and give organisations
the tools they need for in-house training.
The Universities UK ‘MadeAtUni’ campaign,
was designed to highlight 100 of the most
innovative developments from universities
which have improved everyday life for people
from a range of backgrounds. Dr David Perrin,
Head of CWRS said: “This is testament to the
leading position Chester has established in the
field of work based learning and professional
development within the sector.”
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As the national lead on Campaigns, Policy
and Communications for the NASUWT,
one of Britain’s biggest teaching unions,
Gareth Young has played a pivotal role in
national negotiations within the sector
over pay and conditions. Some of his most
ground-breaking work has been the annual
NASUWT survey of teachers focused on
attitudes in the profession and the wellbeing
of staff. This ongoing longitudinal research
has underpinned his own union’s political
strategy, as well as forming the basis for
significant Master’s level accreditation of
prior learning claims from Gareth for his
ongoing research and analysis. David Perrin
commented “This has been one of the most
significant pieces of work based research that
I have ever seen captured for the purposes
of academic credit at a university.” Gareth’s
negotiated WBIS award title was an MA in
Trade Union Policy & Strategy (WBIS), for
which he received a Distinction. He said:
“WBIS is a great way to enable people to
gain reward for their learning through work,
and as a trade unionist I can recognise its
ability to empower people through the sheer
breadth of educational opportunity it offers.”
Internships and Work Based Learning
The Work Based Learning (WBL) Department
offers a unique approach through a
University-wide, centralised, credit bearing
module for second-year (Level 5) students,
which provides a relevant and authentic
learning experience that offers guided
reflection via module assessment. The aims
are to aid the development of transferable
employability skills, support students in

critical reflection, gaining new personal
insights, articulating the skills developed and
helping to shape graduates’ expectations
about the world of work. In turn, this helps
to support local and national business
through a greater skill set and the possible
identification of future employees. In 2018–19,
the University supported over 1,400 students
(around 63% of the cohort) in successfully
completing a work placement and passing
the rigorous academic aspects of the module,
thus providing the opportunity for students
to apply and develop knowledge, integrate
theory with practice and explore possible
future career options.
Two Chemical Engineering undergraduates,
Rebecca Meadows and Nicole Fisher, were so
impressive during their second-year fiveweek work placements that the companies
took them on for an unscheduled sandwich
year before their final-year studies. Rebecca
worked for Motrac Racing on the evolution
and testing of the next generation of fuel
treatments being developed by fuel treatment
manufacturer, Cataclean Global Ltd, and she
continued to analyse particulate emissions
and exhaust gases. Nicole worked with Safe4
Disinfectant via the University’s Analytical
Centre and helped the company to map out
the requirements of the European Chemicals
Agency for registration of its products under
the biocidal products regulations.
Two Events Management students,
Charlotte Humpage and Bethan Miles,
organised a postgraduate information
event at Storyhouse for their secondyear Work Based Learning module. The

Nicole Fisher.
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event was an opportunity for prospective
postgraduate students interested in the
MRes in Storytelling and MA Creative Practice
in Education to find out more about the
courses, learn about the experiences of
alumni and attend creative workshops.
Bethan said: “I am thrilled to have been a part
of the launch of this event, which brought
together past, present and future students in
a creative and diverse way, in the cultural hub
of Storyhouse.”
Lauren Duffy.

Lydia Kinman-Carrol.

Ben Summers.

Joe Sargent.

Nick Clarke, pictured with Robert Ellis.

Aspiring television presenter and reporter,
Lauren Duffy, completed a CBBC placement
with news bulletin show Newsround. Lauren
(Broadcast Production and Presenting)
had already gained experience at Made
in Liverpool TV and STV (the Scottish ITV
network), while developing her skills through
the North West Media Centre’s professional
TV studio and a weekly radio show on The
CAT radio station. One of the stories Lauren
researched was featured on the Newsround
website and in the morning bulletin on
CBBC. Mark Hannaby, Senior Lecturer in
Journalism said: “Lauren clearly impressed
the Newsround journalists with her hard work
and positive attitude.”
Joe Sargent (Sports Journalism) fulfilled
a lifelong ambition to work at Wembley
Stadium during his Work Based Learning
placement. While based at Tranmere Rovers,
he went to the League Two play-off final at
the stadium to watch them beat Newport
County to record a second consecutive
promotion. Joe joined Tranmere’s media
team at Wembley, where he produced video
content for the club’s website and social

media channels. He said: “It was fantastic
to be given the opportunity to work for
Tranmere at such an iconic stadium and for
such an important match.”
Mechanical Engineering student, Lydia
Kinman-Carrol, became the first female
student to complete a four-week work
placement at the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF)-funded Innovation
to Commercialisation (I2C) project at
Thornton Science Park. She was selected for
the role in a ‘speed dating’ style recruitment
event as one of 15 students interviewed by
I2C. Lydia said: “I feel much better prepared
now for life beyond University and I made
some great connections, which I think will
be useful when it comes to job-hunting and
references. It was great learning to operate
as part of a team and seeing a real project
through to completion. I’ve already asked
if I can come back next year for a longer
placement at I2C!”
Chester accounting firm, Ellis and Co
Chartered Accountants and Business
Advisors, gave a monetary award to Nick
Clarke, Accounting and Finance graduate,
as the highest performing student in his
class. During his studies Nick completed a
five-week Work Based Learning placement
with the firm and was then offered a training
contract as a Trainee Accountant, in order to
qualify as a Chartered Accountant with the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales. Nick said: “If you put the work in
and utilise the resources offered to you, then
university is a great environment to lay the
foundations to achieve your future goals.”

Ben Summers secured a position as an Online
Retail Graduate at Halewood Wines and Spirits
after completing his Business Management
(Entrepreneurship) degree. He works with
some of the company’s well-known brands
by placing content on online retail websites to
increase revenue and boost sales. Ben’s course
included a year in industry placement, which
he completed at Lidl, and he credits both in
helping him to prepare for his career. He added:
“The University creates a family-like atmosphere,
where everyone knows everyone, so to speak.
Students can also get to know lecturers really
well, which adds to the University experience
and makes students feel comfortable and
supported. The University always offered me
great support and I’m proud to say that I’m a
graduate from the University of Chester.”
Six Chester Business School students were
selected for an internship with Royal Caribbean
International as part of this exclusive four-year
partnership. The students from International
Tourism Management, Accounting and
Finance and Events Management, were
hired into different strategic head office
departments: public relations; social media;
digital; marketing; web design; trade
marketing; and sales support. Ben Bouldin,
Associate Vice President and Managing
Director, Royal Caribbean International UK and
Ireland, said: “This is the fourth year we’ve run
the programme and every year it’s a pleasure
to help nurture and develop the potential of
these incredibly talented students.”
Through Chester Business School’s International
Tourism degree links with adventure travel
company, EDGE Travel Worldwide, Olivia Jones
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spent an eight-week placement with them.
She learned more about the importance of
responsible and sustainable tourism practices
to the firm which operates discovery treks
to places such as Machu Picchu and Mount
Kilimanjaro. Olivia said: “The highlight of my
placement with EDGE was being able to apply
the skills and knowledge I gained during my
degree to a real organisation.”

standard’ accreditation from the Institution of
Chemical Engineers (IChemE) for its Chemical
Engineering MEng postgraduate degree. This
achievement is added to the undergraduate
BEng degree which also received the same
accreditation in 2018. One of the first graduates
of the MEng course, Andrew Caldwell, is now a
Graduate Process Engineer at GHD – one of the
world’s leading professional services companies.

Adult Nursing student, Emily Birkett, spent
her elective placement on the Isle of Man and
found it valuable experience to work in the
NHS with a smaller population, fewer resources
and the need to refer people on to services on
the mainland. Emily spent a week on one of
two general surgical wards, a week in theatres,
and a week on the orthopaedic ward. She also
had the opportunity to attend the TT races
debrief meeting for healthcare services.

The Australian comedian, Adam Hills made
a guest appearance on The Cat radio station
as part of a one hour special programme,
presented by Radio Production students Steph
Taylor (BA, Radio Production) and Dan Baker
(MA, Radio Production). Adam is a member of
the Warrington Wolves Physical Disability team
and travels up from London to the Warrington
Campus weekly to use the Wolves training
facility. He said to The Cat Radio: “With the birth
of physical disability rugby league in the UK, and
Warrington Wolves being the first team to ever
do that, I am back in and absolutely loving it.”

Serena Cafferatta (Fine Art) and Harriet
Sharp (Photography) spent two weeks at the
Compliance and Skills Academy in Runcorn, in
conjunction with The Prince’s Trust Programme.
They worked with trainers to develop a Smart
Street concept on an inside wall at the training
skills centre. As part of the project, the students
learnt how to plan and budget for a job and
the importance of health and safety within the
workplace, before getting hands-on experience
in construction and painting. Serena and
Harriet designed and project-managed the
mural to represent a ‘smart street’ of the future.

Chester Business School students learn from
meeting many industry contacts throughout
their course, which helps to prepare them for
the world of work:
• Managers from McArthurGlen Designer
Outlet Cheshire Oaks and Iceland Frozen
Foods joined Retail Management students
to discuss issues such as changing
customer expectations, retail location
strategy and competition.

Course innovations and activities
The Department of Science and Engineering
received internationally recognised ‘gold

• BSc Accounting and Finance students were
joined by a team from the Bank of America
Merrill Lynch to find out about what the

company does around the world and
careers within the organisation.
• Fifty Chester Business School students had a
tour of Chester and a glimpse into future retail
developments with Clare Huber, retail property
development specialist. They explored
the factors influencing retail planning and
decision making at a city-wide level.

Adam Hills, Steph Taylor and Dan Baker.

• Marketing students from Chester Business
School were inspired by high profile
marketer, Caroline Sanger-Davies, as part
of their Professional Marketing module at
Chester Zoo. Caroline said: “I have really
enjoyed sharing my story and marketing tips
with the enthusiastic and talented marketing
students here. I was impressed by both their
interest and the quality of their questions.”

Caroline Sanger-Davies visit.

• International Tourism Management students
were inspired by local Supertrees champion
and project co-ordinator, Steve Hughes, to
consider the way in which these features
can help to combat climate change. Student
Rhianna Rees said: “Steve’s determination to
save our planet is extremely inspiring and
educational for others.”
• International Tourism Management
students had a tour of Airbus in Broughton,
to help them understand developments
in technology in transportation and the
airline industry as part of their Tourism
Futures module. They also met degree
apprentices who are completing their
Chartered Manager Degree Apprenticeships
at Chester Business School, alongside their
employment at Airbus.

Bank of America Merrill Lynch visit.

Airbus visit.
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Staff and students at the Warrington
Campus celebrated the first national
Mental Health Nurses’ Day at a special
get together with tea, cake and time to
talk about the profession.
This showcased the valuable work that
mental health nurses do and aimed to
encourage more people to consider
this specialist area of nursing. Dean
McShane, Mental Health Lecturer,
said: “Mental Health Nursing is such
a rewarding profession and we have
helped to discuss some misconceptions
regarding the role and to promote the
amazing work that Mental Health Nurses
do throughout the country.”

Dean McShane.

Lyndsey Hill and Neil Hosker on Mental Health Nurses’ Day.

Mental Health Nurses’ Day.

Social Work student Chloe Ball co-produced
an event at Halton Stadium for the Halton
Adult Safeguarding Board. Chloe helped to
design the event, facilitated discussions and
delivered content to over 100 practitioners
and members of the public including an
explanation of the law in relation to adult
safeguarding and elements of good practice.
Mental Health nursing students, Joanna
Johnston and Peter Dzidza, have now joined
the Mental Health Nursing Journal Editorial
Board. Members of the student nurse
empowerment group had the valuable
opportunity to attend the January 2019
RAISE (Raising advancing and inspiring
student engagement network) Conference in
London, together with staff members.
Students Tom Marland (Radio Production
and TV Production) and Annabel Smith
(Journalism) interviewed Dr Noemie
Lopian, the daughter of a concentration
camp survivor, in conversation with Derek
Niemann, the grandson of a Nazi SS officer.
The students met the visitors before the
CSU-hosted event ‘Across the Divide’ and
Annabel said: “I found the experience
extremely moving. Hearing two very
different accounts of the holocaust was both
interesting and educational.”
A number of Department of Media
students filmed the CSU-organised
Brexit Debate, which featured Lord
Andrew Adonis, Brendan Chilton MP, Noel
McGlinchey and Jonathan Starkey. MA
Broadcast Media student Joanne O’Brien
said: “The panel members were intelligent
and passionate about their views and I
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was surprised how quickly it went. Being
involved with a team was an invaluable
experience in practising and developing
communication and camera skills.”
A range of industry experts visited the
Department of Media to give students the
benefit of their knowledge and experience,
including: Fran Baker, Executive Producer
at Blakeway Productions; Matt Chritchley
of beIN SPORTS; Amanda Wynne-Evans,
Director of Wynne Marketing; Vidar Hjardeng
MBE (ITV diversity consultant); Stefan Petecki
(video-editor); former Liverpool and England
defender Rob Jones; Tom Walker (freelance
feature podcaster); Cheshire Phoenix head
coach Ben Thomas; Jordan North (Radio 1);
Vass Lauricella (Urban Revel PR); and Alex
Jacob (drama director); Ali McBride (TV
Executive Producer); Bill Carr (digital media
entrepreneur); and Shirley Jones (journalist).
Media students volunteered at two music
festivals in the Warrington area, through
interviewing festival goers and artists at
Warrington Music Festival and producing
a range of media for the Neighbourhood
Weekender, which featured George Ezra,
Richard Ashcroft and Pale Waves. A total of
22 Media students and staff visited Berlin to
explore Germany’s past and some subjectspecific sites, such as the Olympic Stadium,
the Brandenburg Gate, the Holocaust
Memorial, Sachsenhausen Concentration
Camp and the TV Tower.
MA Broadcast Media student, Nicola
Pearson, gained paid work with BBC Sport at
MediaCityUK in Salford Quays. She attended

the ERIC Fest x BBC Sport careers event,
where attendees were given the opportunity
to be BBC Sport Interns and visit the different
departments of Journalism, Radio, Online
and TV, contributing ideas to hypothetical
‘breaking news’ stories and upcoming
sporting events. At the end there was the
opportunity to speak to the BBC Sport Talent
team to find out more about careers. MA TV
Production student Emma Shaw also secured
a day’s paid work as a runner for the BBC’s
Top Gear. Emma said of the opportunity:
“Great day all round and the crew and the
other runners were very nice.”
BA Sports Journalism students worked
behind the scenes at the Anfield stadium
during Super League’s Magic Weekend.
Students formed part of the media team for
the ground-breaking Community Integrated
Care (CIC) Super League project that is
helping people with learning disabilities
access and enjoy playing rugby league. This
is the first of many link-ups between CIC
and the BA Sports Journalism course, which
could result in students working at the 2021
Rugby League World Cup.
The Student Radio Association hosted a
regional training day at the Warrington
Campus, home of the award winning
campus station The Cat Radio. Radio
students were able to meet with presenters
such as Darryl Morris, presenter, voice-over
and podcast maker, Natalie Silverman, and
alumnus, John Isherwood, who gave tips
and advice to those aspiring to work in
the industry. The SRA holds two regional
training days a year, as well as a national

conference, at which those who work in the
industry give talks and hold workshops.
BSc Accounting and Finance student,
Autumn Johnstone, excelled in her role
as a campus ambassador for the Institute
of Chartered Accountants in England and
Wales (ICAEW). Autumn was selected for
the role through a competitive process
and attended training in London at the
ICAEW Chartered Accountants Hall. She is
the first port of call for students who would
like professional ICAEW support during
their degrees and helps students to access
a range of online resources, including
virtual careers fairs. Autumn said: “I want
to be a chartered accountant, so this role
as Campus Ambassador is propelling me
forwards in my future career. I’m really
enjoying my new role working closely
with the North West team of ICAEW and
presenting to students the opportunities
that are available to them.”
Science and Engineering students had
the opportunity to network with local
companies and Thornton commercial
tenants during the annual Speed
Networking event, organised by the
Faculty. The event helps first-and secondyear students to secure their industrial
summer placements with local and regional
companies, which could then lead to paid
graduate positions. Approximately 60
students attended the event and had the
opportunity to meet around 18 companies,
as well as various industry representatives
specialising in engineering, manufacturing
and chemistry.

Autumn Johnstone.

Natalie Silverman.

Speed Networking event.

Darryl Morris.
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Student stand at the Nutrition Fair.

The createChester event.

Niamh Roberts.

The Nutrition Fair, hosted by Human Nutrition
and Dietetic students, encouraged visitors
to explore different ways to stay healthy.
Experts were on hand to offer healthy lifestyle
advice, free food tasting, interactive games,
competitions and prizes to help encourage
people to think about the ways they can lead
a healthier lifestyle. Dr Hibbah Osei-Kwasi
(Lecturer, Department of Clinical Sciences
and Nutrition), said: “Our annual Nutrition
Fair is a great way for our students to engage
with their peers and members of the public
through their stalls, which address important
areas of public nutrition.”
The fourth student-organised Cybersecurity
Conference offered the chance to learn
more about common cybersecurity threats,
gave over 80 delegates an insight into the
technology to combat cyber crime, and gave
an overview of the cybersecurity landscape.
The event was organised by Jacob Hamblett
and featured representatives from a variety
of cybersecurity companies, such as Taz Wake
(Halkyn Consulting Ltd) and Simon Barber (IIS
Limited). Sponsorship was provided by The
Institution of Engineering and Technology.
Counselling Skills degree students had the
opportunity to visit Styal Women’s prison
to see how their counselling skills can be
used in workplace situations. They visited all
sections of the prison, engaged with staff
and service users and had lunch cooked
and served by prisoners. Students saw
prison life first hand and witnessed some of
the daily challenges faced by counselling,
pastoral and prison staff and by the service
users themselves.

The Department of Computer Science
held createChester, a new four-day student
conference to bring students from a range
of courses together to work on group
projects at Thornton Science Park. Students
attended a series of bespoke workshops or
guest talks, before starting technical work
on their project briefs which included an
original ‘community’ computer game, the
creation of a concept system for redeeming
voucher codes and a ‘capture the flag’
competition, involving specialist hacking
techniques. This provided opportunities for
peer learning and students in later years to
mentor less experienced students.
Study abroad and overseas study trips
Learning Disability student nurse, Susanna
Bateman, travelled to Ghana with Work the
World. Susanna said: “My trip to Ghana was
an unforgettable experience and I will never
forget it. The whole experience changed
me as a person. The things that I saw over
there, at times were hard to deal with. In
the UK we don’t realise how lucky we are. I
spent time on the neonatal ward, paediatric
ward and also the labour ward, all of which
were incredible experiences. I assisted in
delivering babies, and on one occasion
delivered twins on my own, which I am
very proud of. This is definitely something
I would do again and if you are someone
contemplating doing an experience like this,
DO IT!”
Adult Nursing student Aimee Wardle
journeyed to Thailand and worked in a
hospital serving 10 surrounding villages.

She was involved in numerous clinics,
such as hypertension, cervical screening,
newborn baby checks and dental checkups for children in primary school. In the
hospital she carried out height and weight
checks, did wound dressings and packed
up medication. She said: “It was amazing to
see how different healthcare is over there.
It made me really appreciate the NHS and
the services that it provides.” She said of her
experience: “I have gained memories that
will last a lifetime and skills and knowledge
that I don’t think I would have gained here
in the UK.”
Niamh Roberts experienced her subject
at first hand after completing a year’s
placement at Walt Disney World as part
of her four-year International Tourism
Management degree. Placement provider
Yummy Jobs, which has strong links with
Chester Business School, offered Niamh
this placement after the selection process.
Niamh said: “Working for Walt Disney World
not only provided me with hospitality/
entertainment specific experience, but
enabled me to learn from a leading
company in the field. The experience
was extremely valuable and enriching,
as it presented the opportunity to study
at Central Michigan University and was a
great insight into how one of the world’s
most popular tourist destinations operates.”
Having completed her studies, she is now
taking advantage of another placement with
Yummy Jobs on a 12-month management
internship with Marriott at the Swan and
Dolphin Hotel on Walt Disney’s Boardwalk.

#MyChesterStory

A pioneering Chemical Engineering student has helped to shape the
Master of Engineering (MEng) course for future students and gained a
wealth of valuable work experience during his studies.
Jack Muirhead was among the first cohort of Chemical Engineering students based at the
Thornton Science Park and the course was designed from scratch to provide embedded
work experience with regional companies. The former Shell research site boasts world class
facilities and there are around 40 companies based there, who provide varied placement
and research project opportunities for students.
Jack, from Newcastle-upon-Tyne, began his four-year Master’s course in 2014, taking his
third year out to work in industry. He said: “I chose to study in Chester because of the
amazing facilities at the Thornton Science Park campus and because of the lecturers’
enthusiasm for the new courses.” He said: “Another reason I chose Chester was the vast
range of sports groups and societies. I joined the Snowsports Society, became their
Communications Officer and then Vice President, where I was able to help organise
sponsorships, events, competitions and the annual winter trip to the Alps.” He added:
“Having a good balance between studying and socialising is imperative if you want to do
well and there are plenty of extra-curricular activities on offer.”
Work experience opportunities organised by the University throughout the course allowed
Jack to work for local, regional and international companies, helping to design industrial
structures as diverse as a chloromethane plant, a coffee production plant and novel fuel cell
reactors. He said: “My work on these interesting projects included investigating how the
design of a fuel cell reactor could reduce carbon emissions. Working on the construction
and operation of a combined heat and power plant involved travelling to Austria to help
optimise the running of the unit and testing that emissions were within regulations.” He
added: “Having all this experience gave me a definite advantage when applying for jobs for
a year in industry – I secured a placement with GE (General Electric) in Peterborough, where
I worked in its Water Technologies and Solutions division. I used my previous optimisation
experience to highlight areas where the company could save money.”
A coveted place on the graduate training scheme at Turner and Townsend – a global
company that has worked on high-profile UK projects such as the Heathrow Airport
expansion – was secured by Jack who is now “working in the infrastructure sector, on
transport, utilities and power projects, while completing my professional exams at the
same time.”

JACK MUIRHE AD

Jack confirmed that the University’s contacts in industry and the experience and knowledge
of its Science and Engineering staff have been vital to his success: “All my experience gave me
a definite advantage when applying for jobs and each of my work placements made me feel
I was becoming a better engineer.” He added: “To have been part of University of Chester
history and to have helped to shape the Chemical Engineering degree course for future
students is a great feeling too.”
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VO LUN T EER ING AND MEN TO R ING
Community involvement has always been a significant element of life for all at the
University and this is shown by the fact that students and staff contributed 23,678 of
recorded hours of voluntary service and raised tens of thousands of pounds for charity, thus
following in the steps of their predecessors.
The annual Valedictory Service and celebration
saw a number of students recognised for
contribution to the community and these
included five students who received the Ede &
Ravenscroft Award for Excellence:
• Hannah Kettleton (Mental Health Nursing)
has been an integral part of creating
and maintaining the Dementia Buddies
programme with Warrington Wolves,
in which she assists people living with
dementia to home games. She trains other
volunteers in the role, helps to co-ordinate
the day and fundraises to provide warm
clothes and drinks for the attendees.
She has also helped with other activities
such as the Chasing the Stigma Hub of
Hopeathon and fundraising for Hope View
Sensory Farm.
Jasmine Stanley-Ahmed
at the Wirral Bikeathon
(see p. 55).

• Sophie Rushworth (Dance) achieved
some of the highest marks in her class and
organised the Winter Dance Showcase,
a student-organised evening-length

dance performance. She volunteered and
performed at the NOW Dance Showcase,
co-produced with the Department of
Performing Arts in collaboration with
Cheshire Dance. Sophie was part of the Pina
Bausch Nelken film project that was screened
worldwide and is also a volunteer dance
teacher at Upton-by-Chester High School.
• Stephen Davies (Physics with Materials
Science) volunteers as an assistant
instructor at Elite Martial Arts, which
provides self-defence classes, and for
organisations including 1st Denbigh Cub
Scouts; Denbigh Town Carnival, Vale of
Clwyd Angling Club; Marie Curie; and
the Welsh Blood Service (promoting
blood donation); and at the University
he is a Student Academic Rep, a Student
as a Recruiter and is involved with the
STEM Society. Stephen is a qualified drill
instructor, helps out at the 1918 (Ruthin)
Squadron Air Training Corps (ATC) and is a
community sports leader for archery.
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• Lois Brookes-Jones (International
Relations and Politics) is a human rights
activist and ambassador for Romani
Rights; was the Romani Rights Activist
Representative for GRT (Gypsy, Roma and
Traveller) rights at the Roma Women’s
Conference in Helsinki; GRT Report
Racism Ambassador for GATEHerts
(Gypsy and Traveller Empowerment
Hertfordshire) and represented GRT
youth at political events around council
decisions and policy; European YWCA
Representative for the European Youth
Forum (working towards sustaining and
pursuing women’s rights within Europe);
Women’s Representative on the Student
Council; and course representative for her
first-year International Relations course.
• Daniel Robert Branch (Learning Disability
Nursing) is a student representative, a
Student Quality Ambassador (SQA) and
a student peer mentor. He is President
of Devability – the Disability Student
Society, which seeks to support and
empower disabled students at the
University. Daniel is a Samaritan listener
and helps to train new prospective
Samaritan listeners. Daniel also works
with his local church, St John the Baptist,
doing lots of work in the community.
Daniel is part of the Meols community
choir, which has raised thousands of
pounds for charity by giving concerts.
• The Kirsty Craig Associates Award for
Enterprise was won by Engineering
Management student and Chevening
Scholarship recipient, Commander

Khairol Nizam Bin Mansor, from the Royal
Malaysian Navy. Khairol came up with the
idea to create a herb garden on the land
around the Shah Jalal Mosque in Chester.
He gathered student volunteers and
collaborated with the Shah Jalal Mosque
organisation to revitalise the landscape
of the Mosque. The volunteers can now
learn about growing, tending, harvesting
and selling the herbs to local Asian shops.

• Sophie Hillier (Law) volunteers for
the Youth Advisory Group; Youth
Commission; Labour Party; Smear on
Demand Campaign; Liverpool Legal; and
Citizens Advice.

The following students received
an Outstanding Contribution to
Community Award:
• Steph Taylor (Digital Photography with
Radio Production) volunteers for the
University’s volunteering scheme as a peer
mentor, student ambassador and student
experience rep; for the Chester Students’
Union Wheelchair Basketball team; the
Cheshire and Warrington Carers Trust;
Cheshire Phoenix Wheelchair Basketball
Club; and Maggie’s Cancer Charity.

• Rebecca Brett (Natural Hazard
Management with International
Development) has volunteered for 720
hours for Slaley First School; SPACE
(Sensory Play Areas for Chester and
Ellesmere Port); British Red Cross; and
has previously volunteered for the
CSU Barbershop Singers Society. She
is also a student peer mentor; student
experience rep; and Geography
mentor. Rebecca has recently started
volunteering for UKYCC (UK Youth
Climate Coalition), helping to organise
the UK’s 2019 Youth Climate Conference.

• Tracey Smith (Forensic Physiology) has
volunteered for more than 530 hours
for the Cheshire Wirral Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust; Mersey Care NHS
Foundation Trust (Scott Clinic); and The
Shannon Trust. She is also a University peer
mentor, higher education mentor and
student experience rep.

• Emily-Jayne Clarke (Bioveterinary Science)
volunteers for Girl Guiding, as a student
peer mentor and a student experience rep,
as well as for the Bioveterinary Society.

• Stephen Davies (Physics with Materials
Science), who also won an Ede &
Ravenscroft Award for his volunteering
efforts with multiple organisations (see
facing page).
The 2019 Valedictory Service prize winners.

Khairol Nizam Bin Mansor.

Tracey Smith.

Rebecca Brett.

Stephen Davies.
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The Hilary Tucker Prize is awarded to
students who have made the greatest
contribution to the Warrington Campus
and the winners were:
Ollie Murphy (MA, Sports Coaching and
Development), who has progressed
from his Foundation Degree in Sports
Coaching, through a BSc, Sports
Coaching, to a postgraduate qualification.
Alongside his studies, Ollie represents
the University through his role with the
Warrington Wolves Foundation as a
disability sports coach, where he delivers
an inclusive sports coaching programme.
Ollie now mentors other students from
the University on Work Based Learning
modules in this role and he has worked

out in China, coaching football for
Tranmere Rovers FC. In addition, he still
coaches the Women’s football team at the
Warrington Campus and is a long serving
member of the Men’s football team.
Ryan Allen (Foundation Degree in Sports
Coaching), who has achieved success
academically and as a volunteer coaching
young children with a local community
Rugby League club, Woolston Rovers.
He began a one-year internship with
the England Handball Association
alongside his studies to grow the profile
of handball locally and bridge school
club links in Warrington. He completed
a work placement with the Warrington
Wolves Foundation and is now working

with Warrington Wolves and coaching in
schools twice a week.
Rebecca Crawford (MA, Social Work),
has a ‘Unijob’ role on campus as an
assistant to support members of the
Social Work staff team with service user
and carer involvement in the academic
programmes. She established links
with local service users and carers and
carried out research and learning in
her own time to support this role. She
has established a Foodbank ‘donation
station’ for the Trussell Trust and
transported all the donated items to
the Foodbank in Warrington, as well as
supporting the regular ‘Carers’ drop-in’
sessions in Chaplaincy on the Campus.

Students raised more than £30,000 for
charity in 2018–19, through the Chester
Students’ Union (CSU) Sports clubs and
Societies. A total of 52 causes benefited from
the students’ fundraising efforts, including
cancer, stroke, Alzheimer’s and heart research
organisations; homelessness and mental
health charities; hospices and Comic Relief.
Among the Sports and Societies which
fundraised are:
• The Netball Club who raised more than
£3,100 for charity and organised a ‘Netball
run together’ event in collaboration with
Active Cheshire.
• The Cheerleading Club raised £2,247 for
Breast Cancer Now, Samaritans, Chester
Aid to the Homeless (CATH), and MEAction.
• The Running Club members organised and
participated in a triathlon and raised £1,208
for Claire House Children’s Hospice.
• The Drama Society raised £3,145 through
three shows of Chicago: The Musical,
which raised £1,066 between the Stroke
Association and St David’s Hospice,
Llandudno; a comedy night raising £127
for the British Heart Foundation; and a
Danceathon for Children in Need which
raised £843.

Ollie Murphy and Ryan Allen.

Rebecca Crawford.

• The Orchestral Society raised £1,091 for
Mind and Comic Relief through events,
and over £800 for Marie Curie and Nordoff
Robbins (an independent music therapy
charity), through busking in the city centre
and a Christmas Concert.
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• The Law Society organised a charity football
tournament with 140 participants. Twentythree teams raised £325 for Milking it for
Money; Cheshire Rethink and Cheshire
Without Abuse.
• The Warrington Mixed Netball Club raised
£166 through a Christmas market and hosted
a family friendly event at Bar Twenty10, for
the Alzheimer’s Society.
• Warrington Women’s Football held a charity
quiz in Bar Twenty10 and raised £200 for Mind.
• The Dance Club members raised over £600
for Acorns Children’s Hospice by climbing
up Snowdon.
• The Yoga Club organised an abseiling event
down Chester Cathedral, as well as a zorbing
event, to raise money for local mental health
charity Chapter. The society has raised over
£500 this academic year for the charity.
• The Events Society held their annual
Rowathon with a total of 22 teams who
participated over 12 hours. Altogether the
teams rowed 145,021 metres and raised
£586 for Children in Need.
Over 50 students from CSU Sports and
Societies raised more than £2,500 through
a sponsored ‘sleep out’ to raise money for
Chester Aid to the Homeless. Twenty-three
members of the Cheerleading squad raised
£1,166, 14 members of the Netball team raised
£657, Lacrosse raised £310, Women’s Hockey
£420, the Law Society with the Rotaract
Society raised £162 and the Dance Club £132.

Other community engagement events
run by the CSU Sports and Societies were
as follows:
• The Orchestral Society held ‘Time for
Change’, a campaign day in the Chester
Students’ Union café and played at Upton
Dene Residential and Nursing Home.
• The Ultimate Frisbee Club held a cheese
and wine night for senior residents at Sarl
Williams Court in Garden Lane, in Chester.
• The Spanish Society worked with charity
Post Pals, sending letters to sick children
and their siblings.
• The Events Society were presented with a
certificate for their contributions towards
a number of Christmas events including
the Chester Christmas Lights Switch On
and Parade, Chester Lantern Parade, the
Frodsham Christmas Festival, the Winter
Watch Parades and the Roman Saturnalia.
• Eighty-five student volunteers took part
in The Community Clean-Up of the areas
surrounding the Parkgate Road Campus,
organised by Chester Students’ Union and
supported by Councillor Bob Rudd who
said: “It is great to see students actively
engaging in their local community, and
being prepared to put back into the area
where they live.”
Rio Hall, Vice-President (Activities) at Chester
Students’ Union, said: “We are so proud of the
excellent volunteering and fundraising efforts
of all of the University’s Sports and Societies.
Each year, they work so hard to give back

to local and national charities. Our total this
academic year is over £30,000. Our thanks go
to each and every student who worked so
hard to make this happen.”
The student support in the community
and its positive impact were recognised
at the annual Volunteer Celebration
Evening. Almost 100 students who have
made a difference through volunteering
gathered to mark their achievements
with the presentation of the University of
Chester Volunteering awards. The awards
are based on the number of volunteering
hours, and other tasks, including workshops
and presentations. The UCV Platinum + is
awarded to those who have volunteered for
over 500 hours, UCV Platinum is for those
who have carried out over 300 hours of
voluntary service, the UCV Gold is for over
150 hours; and those who complete 50
hours or more of volunteering gain the UCV
Silver award.
The winner of the Students’ Choice
award was Cheshire Phoenix Wheelchair
Basketball Club, nominated by student
Stephanie Taylor. The finalists for the
Charity’s Choice Award were: Daniel Branch
(Learning Disability Nursing) student,
who volunteers with St John the Baptist
Church and the Samaritans, and Jane
Denton (Childhood and Youth Professional
Studies) who volunteers with Healthwatch
Cheshire. The winner was Nicole Quirk
(Graphic Design and Photography) who
volunteers with the Cheshire Down’s
Syndrome Support Group. The University’s
Choice Award finalists were Joe Moodie

Rowathon for Children in Need.

Orchestral Society.

Cheshire Phoenix Wheelchair Basketball Club.

Nicole Quirk.

Noah Young.
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Communi-tea.

Welly Wednesday.

Student Dog Walker Megan, with Dexter.

(Conservation Biology) for leading the
‘Welly Wednesday’ conservation project
and Michael Hewson (MA, Social Work),
who volunteers as a Student Representative
for his course. The winner was Noah Young
(Archaeology) for his work as a School
Mentor. Professor Chris Haslam, Senior ProVice-Chancellor, Academic Recruitment,
Quality and Student Experience, at the
University, said: “This evening has also
provided an opportunity to recognise
and thank the many charities and local
community groups who help shape this
volunteering into practical, meaningful
and beneficial activity. Volunteering is a
fantastic way to get involved in the local
community, whilst developing key personal
skills, and this event has been a brilliant way
to celebrate this with our students and our
local community partners.”
Student-led volunteering projects
are run by students, for students and
project leaders are recruited, trained and
supported by the Volunteering team to
recruit and manage student volunteers
on their own project:
• Welly Wednesdays have been shortlisted
for a national Green Gown Award for
student engagement. Project Leaders,
Joe Moodie (Conservation Biology)
and Zoe Bredenkamp (International
Development and Chinese Studies),
organised monthly conservation and
outdoor volunteer work days with 10
different organisations including Cheshire
Wildlife Trust; the National Trust and local
community groups at locations across
Cheshire and North Wales. Activities

for the 62 students included habitat
management, footpath building and
gardening.
• Chester Student Dog Walkers provide
support for those who own dogs but are
unable to walk them on a regular basis
due to medical reasons, illness or injury.
The volunteers provide a free service in
response to enquiries from the community.
Volunteers work in pairs, collecting the
dogs from their owners on an agreed day
and time each week to ensure that the
dogs receive regular walks and to help
their owners.
• Communi-tea involves working with local
charities to host afternoon teas for local
elderly people who are socially isolated
or do not have family or friends living
nearby. A successful afternoon tea for 29
was hosted at the Queen’s Park Campus.
This was organised by students: Andrea
Vasarhelyi-Szilagyi; Emma Robinson,
Izabela Farkas; and Zeynep Ozen. Students
from the Swing Dance Society entertained
the guests. This was in conjunction with
Re-Engage, a national charity dedicated
to tackling loneliness and social isolation
amongst older people.
As part of the agreement with Santander
Universities, the University, through its
Volunteering and Mentoring team in Student
Futures, gives up to £500 to students to
support new or existing volunteering
projects. These grants are available to pay
for essential materials, tools, training or
equipment to help students with community

volunteering. A total of £2,000 was awarded
to the following students for their projects:
• Stephanie Taylor (Digital Photography and
Radio Production) received funding to
purchase equipment and training kit for
Cheshire Phoenix Wheelchair Basketball
Club, for which she volunteers.
• Daniel Branch (Learning Disability
Nursing) used his funding to buy crockery
for Men’s Breakfasts (a chance for lonely
men in the community to meet and
make friends) and Bereavement Lunches
(regular lunches for those recently
bereaved and looking for companionship)
at his church.
• Stephen Davies (Physics with Materials
Science) purchased a ‘family’ of CPR
mannequins to provide free-of-charge
first aid training to children at the Elite
Martial Arts Club in Flintshire.
Twelve groups of Events Management
students raised an impressive £8,500
and increased awareness for a range of
charities from their fundraising events
organised as part of their course. The
events included the following:
• Evolving Events hosted a day of fun
dinosaur-themed activities for children
at their ‘Dino Day’ in aid of Alder Hey
Children’s Hospital.
• GMAC hosted a Neverland-themed
treasure hunt called ‘Map-Along’ in aid of
St Rocco’s Hospice in Warrington.
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• Hush-Hush Events hosted Mystery
Movie, an alternative and exciting
cinematic experience to raise money
for Chester Women’s Aid.

• Student, Victoria Silva, raised £300 for
Cheshire Down’s Syndrome Support
Group, by completing a 21-mile
sponsored walk.

• Only Once Events hosted a fun family
evening, including a special meet and
greet with Rapunzel titled ‘Prince and
Princess Popcorn Moments’ for The
Little Princess Trust.

• Rhian Morgan (English Literature and
French) volunteered for 10 days in
Calais and Dunkirk for the Help Refugee
charity.

• Pick’A’Mix Events hosted an interactive
over-50s event for Age UK Cheshire.
• Unique Events presented a live music
event – Go Live for Cancer Research UK.
• Bookworm Events hosted two free
children’s activities at Storyhouse:
‘Under The Sea’ sensory rhyme time
and Mini Monsters activities. The team
funded the free event by fundraising
through pub quizzes and bake sales at
the University.
• Eventgers hosted a fashion show in aid of
Look Good Feel Better, a cancer charity.
Other student activities included:
• ‘What is charity to you?’ An exhibition
by four Photography students
showcased photographs and film
work, which explored individual
feelings about charity and its
importance, in order to raise money
for The Joshua Tree, a local children’s
cancer support charity. They held a
bake sale and raffle, which raised more
than £189 for the charity.

• Students and staff from the Law School
took part in the 5km Liverpool Legal
Walk, raising over £500 for local legal
advice charities such as North West
Legal Support Trust and the Access to
Justice Foundation. The Student Law
Society also hosted The Great Legal Quiz
to raise further funds.
• Staff and students at the Warrington
Campus took part in a Hub of
Hope-athon to further develop the
UK’s most comprehensive mental
health support database. Launched by
Chasing the Stigma, the Hub of Hope
is a cloud based web app that uses
location-based technology to help
users instantly discover what mental
health support is available in their area,
as well as providing direct access to The
Samaritans through its ‘talk now’ button.
• Volunteers worked with Chasing the
Stigma founder and CEO, Jake Mills, to
update the existing database of 1,200
services and clear a backlog of hundreds
of new services and organisations
wishing to be added.

Staff members from across the University
participate in a range of volunteering and
fundraising activities:
• Dr Adam Keen (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Social Work and
Interprofessional Education) produced
a limited edition calendar capturing
landscapes and wildlife photographs
in aid of suicide prevention charity,
PAPYRUS Prevention of Young Suicide in
Warrington, raising a grand total of £1,850.
• Lucy Wallace (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Midwifery, Child and
Reproductive Health), Heather Ashcroft
(Faculty of Health and Social Care Coordinator), Wayne Connor-Scahill (Senior
Lecturer, Department of Mental Health
and Learning Disability) and Jo Sullivan
(Senior Lecturer, Department of Public
Health and Wellbeing) completed the
Manchester Marathon relay, raising over
£1,140 for Hope View Sensory Farm.
• Jayne Price-Smith (Departmental
Administrator, Faculty of Health and
Social Care) completed the Macmillan 26mile Mighty Hike with her team raising
over £2,000.

Dr Adam Keen.

Jayne Price-Smith (second to right).

• Heather Ashcroft designed and sold
102 hoodies for Pre-registration Nursing
students, raising £65 for Halton Haven
Hospice.
• The Riverside Campus administration office
raised £460 for Children in Need through a
raffle and cake sale.
Hub of Hope.
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• A Macmillan coffee morning was held at
Marriss House in Birkenhead raising £270.
• More than 135 students, staff and retired
nurses celebrated International Nurses Day
at Marriss House, with activities designed
to recognise the hard work and dedication
in the profession. The event was attended
by the Rt Hon Frank Field MP and raised
£816 for the Cavell Nurses Trust.
• Warrington Campus staff and students
hosted events including a cake sale, raffle,
and the sale of bespoke bags and badges
on World Mental Health Day, raising £538
for Hope View Sensory Farm, which is
also a placement provider for students
and has opportunities for volunteering.
• Dr Jan Bailey took part in Concern
Worldwide’s Ration Challenge 2019, living
for one week on the rations for a Syrian
refugee in Jordan, and raised £900.
• Senior Lecturer, Dr Valerie Gant, donated
all funds raised by her book, Working
with Family Carers, to the Carers Trust and
Carers UK equally, following her own
experience as a carer for her daughter.

The Big Broth.

General staff activities included the
following:
• The Research and Knowledge Transfer
Office held a ‘Wear it Pink’ cake sale,
raising £145 for Breast Cancer Now, which
funds life-saving research into the disease.
• Three cancer researchers from the
Medical School completed the 28-mile
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Wirral Bikeathon to raise money for
Bloodwise, a blood cancer research
charity. Jasmine Stanley-Ahmed
(Laboratory Technician/Demonstrator);
Dr Michelle Cordingley (Lecturer) and
Hannah Schultze (PhD student) raised
over £175.
• Student and staff volunteers sold
portions of freshly prepared vegan soup
on the Parkgate Road, Shrewsbury and
Warrington Campuses to raise awareness
and over £200 for youth homelessness
charity, Centrepoint. The ‘Big Broth’ used
donated vegetables and was prepared by
the Catering staff, accompanied by bread
baked by the Chaplaincy team.
• Staff member, Jake Edwards (Fitness
Facilities Supervisor), cycled from Hull to
Liverpool, covering a total distance of 180
miles over two days to raise £370 for the
Warrington Wolves Foundation.
• Dr Dawn Llewellyn (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Theology and Religious
Studies), raised over £3,000 for Salfordbased charity Tree of Hope, after
successfully swimming the English
Channel as part of a three-person
Chester-based team of friends.
• Staff competed against the City of
Liverpool Community FC in a Walking
Football match in aid of Chasing the
Stigma. The teams competed for the
inaugural ‘Wazza Cup 2019’ and were
joined by Danny Sculthorpe, from State
of Mind charity, and Chasing the Stigma’s

CEO, Jake Mills. The final score was 7-4 to
Liverpool and the event raised over £300.
• Seaborne Library staff organised a
Caring Cups campaign, where re-used
disposable coffee cups were filled with
loose change for ShareAid and raised
£430. A further £450 was raised for the
cause through a bake sale, winter crafting
workshops, a pop-up swap shop for preloved clothes and accessories, and a toy
collection for resettled children.
• Staff and students marked the 12 days of
Christmas by helping others in the local
community. Organised by the Volunteering
and Mentoring team, with help from
students, the activities ranged from calling
a friend or relative, helping someone with
something unexpected, supporting local
businesses and taking part in a reverse
advent calendar. This festive initiative
resulted in more than 750 items being
donated and distributed to Chester Aid to
the Homeless, West Cheshire Foodbank
and ShareShop, Chester.

Research and Knowledge Transfer Office bake sale.

Breast Cancer Now bake sale.

Michelle, Hannah and Jasmine at the Bikeathon.

International Nurses’ Day activities.

Twelve days of Christmas reverse advent calendar.

Peer and School Mentoring
The Peer Mentoring scheme is an
opportunity for new students to
connect with a current student to help
welcome to them to the University.
The scheme is run by the Volunteering
and Mentoring team, which provides
training, resources and support for
Peer Mentors and ensure that mentees
are matched with an appropriate
mentor. There were 183 Peer Mentors
registered in 2018–19 for a total of 147
mentees. The Peer Mentoring team
worked with Nursing in Warrington
and the Sport and Exercise Science
Department at the Parkgate Road
Campus. In these subjects, all new
students were matched with a peer
mentor who numbered 24 for Nursing
and 10 for Sport and Exercise Science.
School Mentoring offers the
opportunity for students to get
involved in local primary and
secondary schools across Cheshire
and the Wirral. Overseen by the
Volunteering and Mentoring team,
mentors work one-to-one and in
groups to support school pupils
with academic and social–emotional
problem solving. Mentors inspire
children and young people to reach
their full potential as part of the
University’s commitment to Widening
Participation. The number of School
Mentors in 2018–19 was 42, working
with 252 mentees, in eight primary
schools and five secondary schools.

#MyChesterStory
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A teenage mother, who was in an abusive relationship, has turned her life around
to achieve a Bachelor of Laws with Hons (LLB) and gained recognition for an
impressive range of voluntary achievements during her studies.
Sophie Hillier was studying Performing Arts in Bournemouth when she had her first child
at the age of 17. After leaving her partner and moving away to study musical theatre in
Newcastle, she decided that a change of career would be more beneficial for her and
her son. She returned to Wales at the age of 19 to study for two A levels and the Welsh
Baccalaureate at Coleg Llandrillo, while working part time for Barclays. On completion,
Sophie decided to continue her studies in Law at the University and moved with her new
partner (now husband) and son to live in the city.
Despite finding out that she was expecting her second child at the beginning of her degree,
Sophie juggled childcare and her studies successfully during the first year and had her
daughter a week after finishing the exams. She suffered with post-natal depression during
her second year, but continued to keep pace with the demands of the course alongside
childcare and still found time to become passionate about causes close to her heart. She
became an Ambassador for Cheshire Youth Commission, which involved discussing issues
affecting young people in Cheshire in schools, colleges and in the community. For example,
she presented at the Big Conversation Conference at Cheshire Constabulary HQ on issues
about domestic abuse and recommended that an Unhealthy Relationships topic be
brought into schools to raise awareness and combat crime. This was accepted by the police
who have since been making changes. She said of her role: “I am proud to have been an
advocate for a change in social policy for Cheshire.”
Other voluntary achievements include becoming an advocate for domestic abuse and
collaborating with Cheshire West and Chester Council to further an awareness of this
problem in the education system. Sophie is also an advocate for the Smear on Demand
Campaign to encourage doctors to carry out cervical smear tests on demand for women
under 25. She participated in a Legal Walk to raise money for local free advice centres,
which raised over £500, and abseiled down Chester Cathedral for Chapter, the local mental
health charity. In recognition of her commitment to multiple causes, Sophie was awarded
an Outstanding Contribution to Community Award at the University’s Valedictory Service
and immediately donated the prize money to Chapter.

SOPHIE HILLIER

Sophie feels that volunteering has improved her chances of securing future employment
and allowed her to gain valuable skills. It has also helped her to realise that “no matter
where or who you are in life, even one small act of kindness will make a difference”. She is
now working as a Litigation Assistant in a law firm which will help her to gain further skills
for the legal sector, while studying for the LPC LLM qualification to allow her to become
a solicitor. Reflecting on all the different facets of her University experience, Sophie
concluded: “It has been a busy, invaluable and fantastic journey and I thank the University
of Chester for all of their help in allowing me to pursue my dreams.”
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S T UD EN T PR OJEC T S
A variety of projects undertaken by students during their courses result in valuable,
real-world experience and the opportunity to showcase their skills.
The annual music showcase, Aspiration Live,
provided a diverse showcase of unsigned
music artists, which featured local and
student musicians. These acts included:
25p Cola, K3, Wynn Warlow and We Three
Kings and gave Music Production students
the opportunity to perform their best work
for their peers by merging an academic
course and a creative event. The idea fused
a music production group assessment with
the experience of an underground concert,
to create an accessible fun night out at the
University bar.

Art and Design students in
the Forum Shopping Centre.

Department of Art and Design students
saw their artwork showcased in popup exhibitions in empty shop spaces in
The Forum Shopping Centre in Chester.
‘A Message to Chester’, was part of
Collaboration Week where students
created an exhibition based around themes
including social responsibility; sustainability;
sense of place; identity and diversity. The
intensive one-week project was designed to
be fast, creative and fun, while also providing
students with many transferable skills to
enhance their employability.
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Fashion Marketing exhibition.

Fashion Marketing work.

Austen Lowe.

The creative work of final-year students from
the Department of Art and Design was on
display at the University’s Art and Design
Degree Show: ‘Impressions: Make Your Mark’.
This showcased the work of Fashion Design;
Fashion Marketing and Communication;
Fine Art; Graphic Design; Interior Design;
Photography; and Product Design students
at the Contemporary Art Space Chester.
It attracted members of the public to the
exhibits, which included clothing, lighting
designs, sculpture, film and advertising,
photography, sculpture and painting.
A group of Art and Design students created
an online virtual exhibition called ‘Khayalan’
(Malaysian for fantasy) with viewers being
able to see their work from the comfort of
their own home. The six students showcased
their skills in graphic design, illustration and
photography in the virtual world of Second
Life. The exhibition was designed as part of
their five-week work experience placement.
On the platform, a digital version of the
Creative Campus, Kingsway, was made,
where student artwork and exhibitions were
displayed, offering prospective students the
chance to see the Campus if they are unable
to attend in person.
The work of the first ever cohort of Fashion
Marketing and Communications students
was celebrated at a launch at Chester
Racecourse. The evening at The Walls bar
saw the students display examples of their
work, which included samples from their
last assignment entitled ‘Brand Me’ and
offered opportunities for them to network
with people in the industry. One of the

student organisers of the event, Jennifer
Hodgson, said: “The course is fantastic and
one that has brought so much to our lives
both personally and professionally. Tracey
Hall (Senior Lecturer, Department of Art and
Design) has provided so much in terms of
knowledge and feedback and really aided
our development, with the focus on getting
into industry as soon as possible.”
Recent Modern Languages graduate,
Austen Lowe, was selected to present his
project, a case study on GDP Spatial Memory
within Zwickau, in the form of a poster at
‘Grenzenlose Möglichkeiten’, the Cambridge
Undergraduate Conference in German Studies.
Austen said: “The opportunity to meet some
outstanding academics and dedicated fellow
students is such a fabulous experience and
after returning from my second conference, I
feel completely inspired, motivated and eager
to research exciting and new fields.”
Marketing students worked with the
Operations team of Chester Cathedral in
a project identifying key marketing areas
that could be developed by the Cathedral
to increase visitor numbers and enhance
the visitor experience. They presented their
findings following a visit to the Cathedral,
where the Operations Director gave the
group some insight into the day-to-day
running of the Cathedral, the challenges
faced and the marketing techniques used in
order to encourage visitors to the Cathedral.
Now in its fourth year, the project helps firstyear students to see marketing in action in
a real organisation and apply the skills they
have learnt in a practical way.

A group of Business students joined a project
to carry out research, collect data and produce
a report to help the Church Stretton Town
Council explore the best ways to engage
with its small and medium-sized business
enterprises (SMEs). The Town Council wants
to be more proactive in supporting local
businesses, particularly SMEs, helping them
to adapt to the new technologies and, where
possible, to grow more local employment
opportunities, especially for its young
people. The Council approached Chester
Business School about the joint project to use
business students to conduct a survey of local
businesses to identify the kinds of assistance
they would most welcome, ranging from
training to further broadband improvement.
Digital Marketing students used their
skills to help local companies boost their
engagement. Firms included Alexander's
Live, Hoots Property, The George and Dragon
pub, Pasaporte and local hairdressing salons.
The feedback from the companies was very
positive and Hannah Healy’s campaign to
help Pasaporte launch its new permanent
restaurant in Liverpool meant that that they
asked her to continue running their social
media channels and to be involved with the
management of events.
Chemical Engineering students have
been involved in research into a new
technology for carbon capture at the
Thornton Science Park. Energy experts at
the University partnered with local startup energy company, PMW Research Ltd,
over the research and development of
continuous cryogenic separation – a new
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technology patented by sister company
PMW Technology Ltd. This partnership
was through the European Regional
Development (ERDF)-funded Eco-Innovation
Cheshire and Warrington programme. The
students David Cann, Katie Russell and
Jaskiren Bussan, worked with PMW Research
Director Paul Willson and Dr Carolina
Font Palma (Senior Lecturer, Department
of Chemical Engineering), to progress the
research through projects such as setting
up a custom screw conveyor and carrying
out its initial testing. PhD student, David, set
up a custom screw conveyor (a mechanism
that uses a rotating helical screw blade) from
a specialist supplier, to circulate metallic
beads around the process. The beads will
ultimately provide the cold surface onto
which carbon dioxide will deposit as frost in
future experiments. Chemical engineering
student, Katie, designed a frame/structure
to host the screw conveyor using computer
drawing software, and then constructed it
with David, while Jaskiren, who is also studying
Chemical Engineering, helped with designing
experiments and in the initial testing of the
screw conveyor.
Two former Master’s students provided the
first evidence of an endangered monkey
species in a particular Ghanaian reserve in
over 20 years. Ryan Nolan and Adam Welsh
were both students on the MRes Biological
Sciences programme and worked with West
African Primate Conservation Action in Cape
Three Points Forest Reserve by permission
of the Wildlife Division of the Forestry
Commission of Ghana, to deploy camera
traps which captured clear images of the

white-naped mangabey. The results of their
research were published in the International
Journal of Primate Conservation.
Research by former BSc Animal Behaviour
student Timothy Gleeson, suggests that
under-road tunnels, designed to help frogs,
toads and newts safely pass across highways,
would benefit from retaining water, to help
reverse the worrying population declines
of some amphibians. With the support of
his Lecturer, Dr Anna Muir, he carried out
his research in collaboration with Froglife, a
national amphibian and reptile conservation
charity. The study aims to assess how rainfall
affects the use of under-road tunnels by
amphibians and has been published in
Bioscience Horizons.
Ryan Gunning (Mechanical Engineering)
worked with Dr Andy Williams (Senior
Lecturer, Mechanical Engineering) who is
based at Thornton Science Park, to come up
with a research model which could see surge
limits on turbochargers becoming a thing
of the past, making them more efficient
and cost effective. His research focused
on open, high speed compressor systems,
specifically those used in turbochargers
for automotive applications. Together with
Dr Williams, he determined at least three
substantially different practical techniques.
which can form the basis of stabilising the
flow. A bespoke turbocharger test rig at
Thornton Science Park was ideally placed to
develop and prove this technology and Dr
Williams and Ryan have also prepared for
experimental verification of the concepts.

How to help cancer patients with intellectual
disabilities, as well as the staff who care
for them, was the topic studied by PhD
graduate, Samantha Flynn. She hopes her
ground-breaking research will lead to better
outcomes for both groups. Samantha began
her PhD as a full-time student, but switched
to part-time and four years later moved
away from Chester to be closer to family. In
addition to studying at a distance, she also
started working at the University of Warwick
during her studies. Nick Hulbert-Williams
(Professor of Behavioural Medicine), said
“Given the increasing prevalence of cancer in
this difficult to reach population, I anticipate
that Samantha’s PhD research will have a
good deal of impact on both the research
community and applied practice in the
coming years.”
Law student, Chloe Convery, was one of 10
shortlisted in the annual Future Legal Mind
Award. Law students and those in the first
two years of their legal career were invited to
submit an essay about their legal ambitions
and how having a legally-trained mind would
benefit them, their local community and
society. Those shortlisted were then asked to
submit a home-made video to support their
written entry. Chloe aspires to have a career
in corporate and commercial law.
BA Sports Journalism student Adam Harrison
was appointed as the Head of Media at newly
promoted BetVictor Northern Premier side
Radcliffe Football Club. Adam worked closely
with Radcliffe FC on two of his final-year
projects, one that saw the planning and design
of a special publication commemorating the

Adam Welsh and Ryan Nolan in Ghana.

Ryan Gunning at Thornton Science Park.

Samantha Flynn.

Adam Harrison.

Chloe Convery.
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club’s 70th anniversary that Radcliffe printed
for distribution to supporters. So impressed
was the Bury-based club with Adam’s
attitude and application that it approached
him to head up its media operations. Adam
also gained the Warrington Guardian award
for the Department of Media student who
has made an outstanding contribution in
the field of journalism at the University’s
Valedictory Service and Prizegiving.

Jeremy Griffiths.

STUNII cheque presentation.

Jordan Tew.

Harry Madeley.

Global Entrepreneurship and Business
Management students Harry Madeley
and Jessica Kelly impressed the judges at
the regional finals of the Young Enterprise
Start-Up competition after winning places
with their respective businesses. Their
degree involves planning and setting
up a business in the second year of the
course and Harry’s company, The Healthy
Colony, creates vitamin enriched brownie
balls for those who find it challenging to
absorb the recommended daily allowance
of vitamins. The Goat Tree, led by Jessica
and her business partner Ayoup Jarri
(International Business with French), set
up a co-operative in Morocco producing
pure argan oil with 20% of profits funding
the education of Berber women (see p.
123 for further details), and The Goat Tree
represented the UK at the European finals.
Both companies went on to compete in
the annual University of Chester Santander
Enterprise Challenge, judged by a board of
directors from a range of sectors. The four
other Enterprise Challenge finalists were:
• STUNII, led by Jordan Tew, a student
discount app that currently has 4,760

subscribers and is launching in other
universities around the country. It offers a
standard and premium subscription for a
range of student discounts.
• Senergy, led by Jeremy Griffiths (Business
Management and Entrepreneurship), a
highly innovative concept for generating
energy from swimming pools. Jeremy is
currently working with two engineers to
bring the product to market.
• Peer Pals, led by Raphael Shotikare
(Business Management), a student-driven
social enterprise for championing and
responding to student mental wellbeing
through a peer mentoring scheme and a
range of practical support sessions, such as
cookery, fitness and nutrition.
• Deviate PR, led by Holly Royle (MA,
Nineteenth-Century Literature and
Culture), pitched for an online music
service promoting artists of the alternative
and heavy metal genres.
The winner of the Enterprise Challenge
competition was The Goat Tree. STUNII was
named runner-up, with The Health Colony
in third place. Judge Alastair Maxwell from
Crest Medical, said: “Listening to these
young people talking about their start-up
ventures was an absolute privilege and I feel
sure that these students are all set for big
success in business.”
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E N H A N C I N G E M P L O YA B I L I T Y
Students are supported throughout their course by the Careers and Employability team,
in tandem with academic departments, to explore career options and acquire valuable
professional skills, knowledge and experience. This lays the foundation for lifelong careers
which means that graduates can continue to contribute to the community and economy of
the areas in which they live and work.
The University was ranked as the seventh
best institution for careers support (and the
only one in the top 20 from the North West)
by Student Hut, a national university review
site, which develops the rankings from over
84,000 responses from former students. The
website described those who made the top
20 list as providing “the best employability
support for students during their degrees
and beyond”.

Speakers at the second
TEDx event.

One of the many initiatives run by the
Careers and Employability team is the
Chester Difference Award (CDA). This
continues to increase in popularity as a way
for students to capture the extra-curricular
activities undertaken during their studies,
such as volunteering, work experience,
responsibilities in student societies, parttime work and attending workshops to
develop their skills. Achieving the Award
demonstrates to prospective employers
that applicants have maximised their
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Jack McGovern at TEDx.

Pro-Vice-Chancellor
Kate Oblie
Professor Chris Haslam at TEDx.

Kate Oblie at TEDx.

opportunities and so gives students an edge
in the job market. This Award demonstrates
how students have gone above and beyond
to make a difference to themselves, the
University and their communities, with
98% of students who provided feedback
saying they felt the CDA has helped them
to become more employable. The Chester
Difference Award celebration event took
place at Storyhouse to recognise the
achievements of 162 students, including
40 who received the highest level. Three
students, Monica Escobedo (International
Tourism Management), Walter Elchmanar
(Chemical Engineering) and Niamh Roberts
(Tourism Management) spoke about their
experiences of the initiative and the ways
in which it has helped them to gain wider
experiences and skills and enriched their
student experience.
Enhance Your Employability Training
supports students to develop the skills
needed to succeed throughout the
recruitment process. This series of over 60
presentations and workshops is delivered
by Careers and Employability and includes
sessions on job seeking, LinkedIn, CVs,
applications and interviews, confidence,
networking skills, personal branding and
building global skills for the workplace.
The new Digital Skills Training Programme
is part of a Europe-wide initiative, led by
Facebook and delivered by Agent Academy,
in partnership with the Extraordinary Club.
This Programme aims to help people and
businesses to grow and to provide the
digital skills needed in today’s workplace.

Both students and staff have benefited
from this incredibly popular training event.
The annual Graduate Head Start day, which
is primarily aimed at recent graduates,
provides free intensive training and advice.
For the first time, eligibility was also
extended to Level 6 students, to help them
to achieve their career ambitions.
The Employer Engagement Team offers
employers a range of opportunities to
engage with, and recruit, students and
graduates. The team led on a crossUniversity project to compile a Business
Engagement Prospectus to assist
employers and businesses in navigating
the many routes to engaging with the
opportunities and services within the
University and how the University can help
with recruitment, business growth, research
and conferencing. TEDx at the University is
also organised by the team and the second
event was entitled ‘The Future Works’,
which attracted a new record of over 300
student applications. Managed by student
Alice Dunford and overseen by Adam
Crane, Employer Engagement Co-ordinator,
it was designed to bring the audience
together to think about how they could
impact positively on their own and others’
futures. Thought-provoking talks from
speakers including: Diana Mather (former
BBC newsreader), honorary graduate
Professor Paul Cosford CB (Director for
Health Protection and Medical Director
at Public Health England) and Kate Oblie
(2engage Performing Arts) inspired the
University’s ‘graduates of the future’.

Forty-two students and graduates
participated in the Chester Internship
Programme on flexible 10-week
placements with small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) and charities with
support from Santander Universities UK
and funding to support students from
widening participation backgrounds.
The Internship Programme enables
students and graduates to gain valuable
work experience, while bringing their
knowledge, expertise and talent to the
organisation. Hazel Russell from PAPYRUS:
Prevention of Young Suicide employed her
last intern as a Digital Fundraising Officer
and said: “I am a great believer in ‘grow
your own’ in terms of staff development
and this scheme certainly back that up. It’s
a fabulous way to give graduates that extra
experience which will add value to their
degree and help in their search for a job,
following university.” Similarly, Viv Couche
from Passion for Learning, described how
interns frequently continue as volunteers
after their placement and are “our first port
of call when looking for paid employees”.
She continued: “Without doubt, our
participation in this Programme has made
a fundamental difference to our ability to
grow and develop as a charity. We have had
some fabulous interns over the years, who
have added real value to our team.”
Careers and Employability’s collaboration
with the Riverside Innovation Centre has
increased internship opportunities for
students and graduates. The first employer
collaboration was with BG Healthcare,
which has since participated three times
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in the internship scheme. An additional
two businesses at the Riverside Innovation
Centre (Think Cirrus and CCM Solutions)
hired their interns on a permanent basis
after the placement period finished.
UniJob is a vacancy service, which
advertises paid part-time positions at the
University to be filled by students and
any University department can recruit a
student if the role is for less than 15 hours
per week. Not only does this support
students financially, but also enables
them to develop workplace skills, while
the department benefits from the skills
and enthusiasm that the student brings.
A total of 195 positions were filled in this
way in 2018–19 in roles such as Clerical
Assistants, Research Assistants, Student
Engagement Officers and Events and
Promotions Assistants. The Discretionary
Fund, which has supported the Warrington
Campus in recruiting students through
UniJob, was further expanded to University
Centre Shrewsbury and two students
were employed on a part-time basis. One
2018 student said of the experience: “This
scheme provides an excellent opportunity
for students to earn some extra money
whilst enhancing employability.”
Three UniJob student employees were
successful in qualifying for the National
Association of Student Employment
Services (NASES) Student Employee of the
Year finals at both regional and national
level. The students were Mohammed
Hashim Anwar, (Sport Coaching and
Development MSc), who won the National

Award for ‘Step-Up To Leadership –
On Campus’ category for his work as
a Fitness Instructor, and was overall
Student Employee of the Year 2019 for
the University. Alice Dunford (Economics
with Politics), won the National Award for
‘Commercial Impact – On Campus’ for her
work as an Events and Promotions Assistant,
working on the delivery and facilitation of
the University’s TEDx event. Kirsten Colley
(Music), achieved her national win in the
‘Freelancer’ category for her work as a
Dance Instructor with her company Stay
Beautiful Performance.

Mohammed Anwar.

Kirsten Colley.
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The Venture Programme was developed
to help students and graduates to develop
the skills, knowledge, confidence and
connections to work for themselves or to
gain the entrepreneurial and commercial
skills valued by graduate recruiters.
Venture has engaged over 800 students
in enterprise activity over the past seven
years and helped with the creation of
over 60 new businesses through start-up
funding of £30,000, awarded in the annual
pitch competition and supported by
Santander Universities. Venture has nine
modules on different aspects of starting
up a business, delivered by entrepreneurs,
industry experts, business consultants and
coaches. The new Venture Network enables
students and graduates to meet with likeminded individuals, entrepreneurs and
mentors in an informal environment off
campus. Once a student has attended over
two hours of events, they can enter for The
Pitch initiative. Following a competitive
application process, nine businesses
were shortlisted and attended a day of
workshops and the pitch day. Judged
by local employers, seven businesses
were awarded a share of £7,000 start-up
funding, courtesy of Santander Universities,
through the Excellence in Enterprise
and Entrepreneurship Scholarship. The
shortlisted companies were:
• Henry Sidsaph (PhD in Network Analysis)
for Miténgo Coffee, which provides ethical
coffee to sustain tree planting. He won the
Forresters Award.

• Gillian Smith (MSc, Psychology) for
Tailored Yarn, which writes and illustrates
children’s stories for families dealing with
terminal illnesses.
• George Evans (History and
International Relations) and Michael
Doyle (Geography and International
Development) for Peaks and Coasts Ltd,
which offers environmentally friendly
glamping pod retreats.
• Rosemary Ruhesi (MSc, Food Innovation)
for Ugii Cup – an instant maize porridge
with powdered milk and vitamins in
sachets – to tackle malnutrition amongst
internally displaced people.
• Toshaan Malik (MSc, Management)
for Digital Robin – a suite of digital
marketing services to help start-ups,
small businesses and brands.

• Martin Beddis (MSc, Sports Coaching and
Development), for SprayShieldUK, which
reduces the surface spray on British roads.
He was selected as a semi-finalist for the
Santander Entrepreneurship Awards.
• Holly Royle (MA, Nineteenth-Century
Literature and Culture), for Deviate PR
Ltd, which specialises in promoting
alternative and heavy metal music.
• Xavier Ebanks (MSc, Biomedical Science)
for CMECaribbean Group Limited, which
provides quality continuing education
events to the Caribbean healthcare
community.
• Phoebe Phillips (International Business
Management with Spanish) and Ayfer
Aram (Law with Business) for takeaway.
co.uk, a platform to order takeaway foods
without high commission charges for
restaurant owners.

Venture Pitch 2019 student recipients.

Careers and Employability works with
academic departments to deliver enterprise
training, with sessions for Performing
Arts, Business Management and Graphic
Design, plus the enterprise element of the
Humanities Festival. It is significant that 3.1%
of 2016–17 University of Chester graduates
were self-employed, freelance or started up
their own business and of those who did, a
large proportion remained within the North
West, which demonstrates the importance
of providing a nurturing environment for
entrepreneurs during their time in and
beyond higher education.
Careers Fest welcomed 40 employers and
organisations to speak to students seeking
graduate, work experience and part-time
roles. The employer feedback was excellent
and many students were recruited into roles,
having spoken to exhibitors at the event.
Three new activities for the event were CV
feedback drop-ins, a LinkedIn photo booth
and Introduction to LinkedIn sessions. The
introduction of the new Graduate Outcomes
Survey in 2018 has meant that students will
be contacted 15 months after graduation.
As a result Careers and Employability carried
out an Early Destinations Review with 2018
graduates to find out what they were doing
after graduation and the type of support
they might need. Graduates have benefited
from the resulting career coaching and
will continue to do so for two years after
graduation.
To raise awareness of the importance of the
Graduate Outcomes Survey and to promote
the continued careers support available for
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graduates, Careers and Employability gave
out celebratory graduation Smarties scrolls
to graduands, with careers information
wrapped around the Smarties tube and tied
with a ribbon to represent a graduation scroll.
This was a quirky and memorable way of
interacting with graduates, which was used
online as an example of good practice by the
Higher Education Statistics Agency.
Students from under-represented groups
often face additional barriers in accessing
the graduate job market and so funding
of up to £500 is available to support them
in developing their employability during
their studies. The Chester Employability
Fund enables students to apply for financial
support for activities or items that they
could not otherwise afford. Students can
access funding for items such as clothing
for interviews, travel to work experience
placements, specialist equipment or training
courses. The Santander Entrepreneurship
Fund (SEF) enables students to carry out
activities, purchase items or gain office space
to enhance their enterprise skills, help them
to develop their freelance career or to start
a business. A maximum of £250 can be
awarded from the SEF or students can apply
to be offered a desk within the co-working
office space, INDUSTRY in Chester.
Martin Beddis benefited from the SEF as
it allowed him to have a prototype of his
product designed and constructed. He said:
“This has provided valuable insight into the
product – much more than I could ever
had gained from a 2D drawing.” He said:
“Further development is still needed to get

Sprayshield to market, but I am on the right
tracks now following the SEF and the Venture
Programme.” Similarly, Jordan Caldwell said: “I
would like to thank Careers and Employability
and Santander Universities for the advantage
they have given me; assisting my dreams
to become a reality by helping me to buy
equipment for my future business, which I
may not have been able to purchase myself
without this funding.”
Careers and Employability work extremely
closely with academic departments to
enhance and develop the employability
skills of students. For example, in Sport
Coaching and Development Level 6 module
SS6107, students are required to apply to
a range of organisations and companies
offering sport coaching and development
work based placements. Careers and
Employability supports the academic team
by delivering workshops and presentations
to help students prepare quality CVs and
cover letters and to develop their interview
techniques to meet the requirements and
expectations of the placement providers.

Senior retail industry figures retail industry
helped Chester Business School to stage
an innovative assessment centre-style
assignment, to provide final-year students
with a meaningful assessment that
would not only examine their academic
achievement, but also provide valuable
experience when they enter the graduate
recruitment process. Retail Management
students were set a brief to conduct a
critical analysis of a UK retailer and make
recommendations for the retailer to consider.
Teams presented their findings to a panel of
senior figures from Amazon, McArthurGlen
Cheshire Oaks, Marks & Spencer, Iceland
Frozen Foods, Cheshire West and Chester
Council, and Liverpool ONE. In addition to
the research, presentation and interview,
students also carried out an observed group
task as part of their assessment centre
exercise. Careers and Employability devised
complex scenarios for ‘the applicants’ to

ASK (Ask questions, Shape ideas, Kick-start
careers) is a series of employer-led panels to
help students in their career decision making
and became a timetabled and department
based event, which is a co-delivered activity
with Careers and Employability. As a result,
representatives from a range of employers,
including Enterprise Rent-A-Car, Santander,
the BBC, LUYA PR Marketing Digital Agency
and the Civil Service, have inspired students
to consider careers within their sectors.
The Careers and Employability Team.

tackle and then assessed students on their
professional behaviours and competencies.
Joy Reed, Retail Manager at McArthurGlen
Designer Outlet, said: “At McArthurGlen
Designer Outlet Cheshire Oaks, we always
work to champion recruitment and training
skills within our community. We are thrilled
to have been asked to participate in this
assessment centre-style assignment for
the University of Chester. This is a fantastic
opportunity for students to pitch themselves
and we have thoroughly enjoyed meeting
the emerging talent.”
The School of Psychology Careers
Conference saw around 150 students
attending from across the undergraduate
and postgraduate programmes. The
keynote speaker was Dr Jo Hart, a prominent
UK Chartered Health Psychologist
from the University of Manchester, and
others included Dr Jamin Sohrabi-Shiraz
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(Educational Psychologist), Dr Martin Eubank
(Chartered Sports Psychologist at Liverpool
John Moores University) and Lucie Homer
(Chartered Forensic Psychologist at HMP
Berwyn Forensic Psychological Services).
This was followed by a networking event,
which included a range of representatives
from local charities, the Institute of Policing,
recent graduates Dan Bushell and Toni
Molyneux, plus representatives from Careers
and Employability, Volunteering and Work
Based Learning. Dan Bushell said: “I found it
fantastic and it was great to see how many
questions people had at the end.”
Offering individual support to students
and graduates remains a key activity for
Careers and Employability and in 2018–19
the Information Point team assisted 1,155
visitors to the department and the Career
Consultant team delivered over 1,500 advice
and guidance appointments. Combining
employability learning in the curriculum with
extra-curricular training, work experience
and individual careers advice and guidance
offers students a wide range of support to
help them make the most of their time at
university and progress their plans for the
future. All these initiatives demonstrate how
students can benefit from opportunities
throughout their course.
Alumni Alex Franklin and Michael Williams
have had their ethically sourced clothing
company recognised by the American
business magazine, Forbes. Founded in 2012,
the Fairtrade clothing company A.M. Custom
Clothing produces and makes sustainable
garments for companies who require

wholesale custom printed and embroidered
clothing. The pair took part in the University’s
Venture Programme and pitched their idea
for an ethical clothing company to a panel of
judges, securing £1,000 worth of Santander
Universities UK funding and a residency at
the Riverside Innovation Centre. Alex and
Michael are continuing to expand their
business and are looking at more innovative
ways in which they can decrease their
business’s carbon footprint. Meanwhile,
they are both still actively involved in
the University’s Venture Programme and
regularly offer one-to-one mentoring advice,
sit on self-employed Q&A panels, deliver the
University’s ‘Designing a website and SEO
basics’ and ‘Advanced SEO’ sessions, while
Alex sponsors the Venture Pitch event and
offers subsidised prizes to winners.

Former Events Management with
Public Relations student, Max Mayer,
appeared in a Channel 4 documentary
Inside Alton Towers as they prepared
to unveil its latest rollercoaster, the
wooden Wicker Man. Max shared his
expertise on the programme as the
Senior Brand Manager of Alton Towers
Resort. He has now progressed to
be the Head of Marketing at Farah
Experiences, which operates multiple
theme parks in Abu Dhabi and the
United Arab Emirates. Alongside a
variety of award winning marketing

Max Mayer.
Alex Franklin and Michael Williams.

campaigns, he created the Hamley’s
Christmas Toy parade, which has over
a million visitors annually. Colin Potts,
Senior Lecturer in Tourism and Events
Management, said: “Max stood out
because of his outgoing personality
and his absolute determination
to succeed in the industry. In his
final year he won the University’s
Enterprise Challenge Award for an
events business he was developing. It
is no surprise that his career has been
so successful already!”
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@4dkookie
Stone carving in Irish Sea Province lecture this
afternoon #MyChesterStory @HistArchChester

The Simulation Suite at
the Riverside Campus.

@uocvolunteering
WOW! Just had a ‘sneak peek’ in Small Hall at
the uochester Swish Swap Shop
#uochester #MyChesterStory #swishswapshop
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STAFF
In addition to their core role of educating and inspiring students, staff members achieve
professional and personal milestones across many different spheres.
The Educate North Awards celebrate the
outstanding teams, people and initiatives
from higher and further education
institutions across the north of England.
The University won six accolades from
13 shortlisted nominations across nine
categories. The winners were:
• Lifetime Achievement Award: ViceChancellor, Professor Tim Wheeler. In
recognition of his outstanding leadership
in education at national and regional levels.

Professor Tim Wheeler at
the Educate North Awards.

• Teaching Excellence Award: Professor
Howard Williams (Department of History
and Archaeology). For his research
and teaching with special interests in
death, burial and commemoration, plus
a sustained interest and expertise in
community and public archaeology, as in
the documentaries: BBC Four’s Beyond the
Walls: In Search of the Celts and Channel 4’s
Britain’s Viking Graveyard.
• Social Mobility Award – University sector:
STEM Green-Power Car Challenge. This
is a four-year project, in which school
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students, working as a team, are involved in
designing, building, refining and modifying
a Green-Power car to race at venues
around the country. This is to generate
interest among male school students in
STEM subjects and to encourage them to
consider higher education.
• Business Collaboration and Partnerships
Award: Chester Business School, Centre
for Work Related Studies – Senior Leaders
Master’s Degree Apprenticeship. This has
involved collaboration with local and
national stakeholders to design, manage
and continuously develop one of the UK’s
earliest and most innovative Business
Management and Leadership Master’s
Degree Apprenticeship programmes.
• International Partnership Award: The
China Centre. This entrepreneurial
unit focuses on achieving sustainable
long-term international partnerships
through cultural, business and academic
exchanges between the UK and China.
It organises and delivers business and
education initiatives to foster international
collaboration, partnerships and
programmes between Chester and ASEAN
universities and businesses.
• External Relations Team of the Year:
Westminster Centre for Research in
Veterans. The Centre has developed
an impressive educational model and
research profile which impact positively
on military veterans’ health and social
support and that of the wider Armed
Forces Community, together with an

extensive network of national and
international collaborations.
Professor Tim Wheeler, said: “It was an
honour, a delight and a complete surprise to
have been recognised by my peers with a
prestigious Lifetime Achievement Award. My
congratulations go to my fellow University
winners and those shortlisted. To achieve
recognition across the spectrum is particularly
pleasing and reflects their hard work,
commitment and dedication.”
The seventh annual presentation evening
of the 1839 Awards was hosted by Chester
Students’ Union at Storyhouse. This recognised
the work of staff across the institution with
a series of awards based on votes from the
student body. The winners were:
• Fresh Student Living Student Experience
Representative of the Year – Catherine
Hope-Maskell (MA, Social Work).
• Outstanding Academic Support Staff –
Kate Peters (Demonstrator, Department of
Biological Sciences).
• Outstanding Postgraduate Supervisor –
Dr Val Gant (Senior Lecturer, Department of
Social Work and Interprofessional Education).
• Outstanding Personal Academic Tutor/
Professional Mentor – Kathryn Clarke (Senior
Lecturer, Initial Teacher Training).
• Outstanding Non-Academic Support Staff –
Kirsty Convery-Hill (Active Wellbeing Coordinator, Sport and Active Lifestyle).

CSU sabbatical officers.
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• Most Inspiring Lecturer – Dr Ian Pritchard
(Senior Lecturer, Department of Sport and
Exercise Science).
• Most Helpful Feedback – Sam Mercer
(Visiting Lecturer, Department of Social
and Political Science).
• Mental Health Champion – Sarah Carden
(Residential Life Assistant, Hospitality and
Residential Services).
• Special Recognition – Antonia Daley (BN,
Children’s Nursing).
• Outstanding Achievement – Heidi SpringJones (Senior Lecturer, Department of
Modern Languages).
Sophie Bell, Vice-President Education, CSU,
said: “The 1839 Awards really demonstrate the
part that each and every person plays in the
bigger picture that is the University of Chester.”
The University is one of only two local
universities to gain the Navajo Merseyside
and Cheshire LGBTIQA Charter Mark, which
is an equality mark supported by LGBTI
community networks in Merseyside and
Cheshire. This is an indication of good
practice, commitment and knowledge
of the specific needs, issues and barriers
facing lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
people and so the University is now part of
the Navajo community, working with other
organisations to support and promote LGBT+
rights. The Staff LGBT+ Group wanted formal
acknowledgement of the excellent practice
being embedded within the University

and to help form a strategic action plan to
make further improvements. Tony Griffin
(Chair, Navajo Partnership) commended the
excellent application and commitment to
equality and diversity at the institution.
Professor Paul Kingston (Department of
Acute Adult Care) was awarded the NHS
Safeguarding Award for his significant
contribution as a System Leader by Dr Ruth
May, Chief Nursing Officer England at NHS
England’s National Safeguarding Conference.
Professor Kingston chairs the NHS
Safeguarding Adult National Network and cochairs with Hilary Garett, Deputy Chief Nurse,
the NHS England National Safeguarding
Strategy Group. He was also invited to join a
select group of experts to advise the Duke
of Westminster’s grant-making ‘Westminster
Foundation’ on its new strategic review. As
part of the discussions the ‘Brightlife Project’
in Cheshire, which is being researched and
evaluated by Professor Kingston and his
team, was presented as an exemplar of the
type of projects the Foundation may be
interested in funding.
Career consultant Peter Shelston won the
John Roberts Memorial Prize at the AGCAS
(Association of Graduate Careers Advisory
Services) Awards for Excellence. This is
awarded annually to the best student on
the AGCAS/Warwick Career Education,
Information and Guidance in Higher
Education qualifications, in recognition
of their outstanding achievement. Peter
studied for a Postgraduate Diploma in Career
Education, Information and Guidance in
Higher Education.

Senior Lecturer in Computer Science, Dr Neil
Vaughan, won the Digital and Technology
Enhanced Learning (TEL) Innovator of
the Year Award at the annual Healthcare
Education and Training (HEAT) awards.
The awards aim to celebrate all that is the
very best about education and training
in the NHS workforce and help foster an
environment of compassionate, highquality care. Based in the Medical Graphics
Research Group at Thornton Science Park,
Dr Vaughan focuses on improving the
training for surgeons and clinicians by
developing state-of-the-art technology
for training simulators. He said: “This
demonstrates the creativity and impact of
this high profile leading research, which has
formed strong collaborations between the
NHS, the University and industry.”
Dr Daniel Bloyce (Deputy Head,
Department of Sport and Exercise Sciences),
was invited to be part of an expert panel in
London discussing the place of baseball in
American cultural life. He was the only UKbased academic on the panel, which took
place before the first Major League Baseball
game between the Boston Red Sox and the
New York Yankees.
Dr Wendy Dossett (Associate Professor,
Department of Theology and Religious
Studies), gained a prestigious national
teaching and learning fellowship from the
British Association for the Study of Religions,
which is awarded to one person a year. She
is a Director (Research) of Chester Studies
of Addiction, Recovery and Spirituality
Group, and Principal Investigator of the

Left to right: Councillor Anna Rothery, Amy Lacamp and
Sandra Hopkins with the Navajo Charter Mark.

Peter Shelston (right) with
David Winter from AGCAS.

Dr Neil Vaughan.

Dr Daniel Bloyce.

Dr Wendy Dossett.
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Higher Power Project, which explores the
language of religion and spirituality in
recovery from substance use disorders and
other addictions. Dr Dossett has used her
prize money to introduce a competition for
A level students to reward creative work in
Religious Studies.
Lecturer, artist and writer Stephen Clarke
(Department of Art and Design), curated
a selection of internationally renowned
printmaker David Ferry’s work for ‘The
Invader’s Guide to the Museum (and Other
Places)’ exhibition, which was shown at the
Grosvenor Museum. As well as the main
exhibition, Stephen organised five further
events, which included three family craft
events inspired by David’s work.
Professor Taj Nathan (Visiting Lecturer,
Chester Medical School), won the John
Murray Prize for his essay: ‘Dangerous
Minds: Searching for the origins of psychotic
violence’, which was also published in The
Spectator. To win the Prize, Professor Nathan
wrote an essay on the theme of ‘Origins’ and
has been awarded a publishing contract
with John Murray Press.
A nomination for the British Association
of Contemporary Literary Studies Edited
Collection Prize was the reward for Dr Eileen
Pollard (Senior Lecturer, Department of
English), for Hilary Mantel: Contemporary
Critical Perspectives, which was co-edited
with Ginette Carpenter.
Dr Louisa Yates (Lecturer, Department of
English), has been made a Director of the

Victorian Lives and Letters Consortium,
which is currently in a $1 million bid to the
Mellon Foundation in partnership with Duke
University Press to create online scholarly
editions on prominent Victorian figures.
Louisa has also been asked to be one of the
15 members of The Society of Readers and
Writers at the Portico Library in Manchester.
The Society is a group of writers and critics
who shape the longlist for the £10,000
Portico Prize, which celebrates writing in
‘the spirit of the North of England’.
Dr Ian Seed (Senior Lecturer, Department of
English), was awarded Book of the Year by
the Times Literary Supplement for his book
of prose poems, New York Hotel. The final
volume of a trilogy was chosen by poet and
academic Mark Ford as his Book of the Year
and he said: “I greatly enjoyed the latest
collection of Ian Seed’s beautifully crafted
prose poems, New York Hotel (Shearsman).
Seed’s micro-narratives and oblique
parables are at once droll and haunting, as
unpredictable as quicksand, and as elegant
as the work of those masters of the prose
poem, Max Jacob and Pierre Reverdy (both
of whom Seed has translated).”
A commendation and recognition award
was presented to Neil Hosker (Senior
Lecturer, Department of Mental Health
and Learning Disability), for the work he
does with the RAF as a reservist. This was in
recognition of his outstanding commitment
and professionalism to the Squadron,
support to the wider RAF Medical Services
and for improving training for Squadron
Mental Health Nurses.

The University’s catering team won
multiple awards at the University Caterers
Organisation (TUCO). Nine staff members
took part, winning one gold and four silver
medals, plus a highly commended award.
• Jackie Rowlands (Second Head
Chef) – gold for a unicorn cake and
silver for a Warrington Wolves Rugby
League team cake in the Salon
Culinaire competitions.

• Dave Quinn (Artisan Baker) – two
silver: one for afternoon tea, and the
other for a coffee shop style cake.
• Chris Murphy and Bradley Newsome
(Head Chefs) – highly commended for
the best menu.
• Warrington Campus Bar Manager,
Tom Maxwell – silver award for the
bar skills competition.

Jackie Rowlands,
Warrington Wolves cake.

Dave Quinn,
Afternoon Tea.

Dave Quinn, coffee shop
style cake.

Tom Maxwell.

Bradley Newsome and Chris Murphy.
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Dr William Stephenson’s poem ‘The Lotus
Bunker’ was shortlisted for the Live Canon
International Poetry Prize, was read by an
actor at the prizegiving in London and
appeared in The Live Canon 2018 Anthology.
Dr Stephenson was also shortlisted for The
Rialto Open Pamphlet Competition in 2018.
Professor Ros Bramwell (Head) and Dr Lisa
Oakley (Senior Lecturer) in the School of
Psychology were both guests at Royal
Garden Parties. Professor Bramwell was
nominated for her contribution to Higher
Education and Lisa’s invitation came
through her work as Chair of the National
Working Group for Child Abuse Linked to
Faith and Belief.

Professor Ros Bramwell at Buckingham Palace.

Barsetshire tea-towel.

Not only was Dean McShane (Lecturer,
Department of Mental Health and Learning
Disability) shortlisted for the Educator of
the Year category at the Student Nursing
Times Awards, he was also awarded a Chief
Nursing Officer Silver Award. Dean works
in partnership with Warrington Wolves,
local dementia charity, Hope View, and
the Alzheimer’s Society, so that his mental
health student nurses are partnered with
a member of the public known to the
Society and attend a Warrington Wolves
match. Dean said: “I feel honoured to have
been nominated for this award, and I am
so proud of all of the work we are currently
doing with Warrington Wolves in enabling
people living with dementia to remain
valuable members of the rugby community.
I have, to date, created 1,100 dementia
friends at the University and helped us to
gain the Dementia Friendly Campus status.

We have also done some great work in
fundraising for the local dementia farm –
Hope View – and many of our students are
now volunteers there.”
Dr Simon Grennan (Leading Research
Fellow, Department of Art and Design),
produced a new map of the fictional
county of Barsetshire – the setting of
Anthony Trollope’s novel, Dr Thorne. The
map featured on a souvenir tea towel,
launched at an event at the National
Liberal Club, and was unveiled by Society
President, Julian Fellowes (Lord Fellowes
of West Stafford) and Emma FellowesKitchener (Lady Fellowes).
The two central teams in the Learning
and Teaching Institute promote good
practice in teaching and learning for all
staff and students. For students, the Study
Skills Advisory Team works to facilitate the
understanding of the expectations and
requirements of studying at the University,
from the mastering of mathematical
methods through to the conventions of
writing for assessment. The 13 Study and
Maths Skills Advisors offer support for the
development of maths and academic
skills by co-teaching with academic staff
in the curriculum, and by delivering a
suite of extra-curricular activities, such
as seminars, one-to-one appointments
and email advice. The online support has
been strengthened, using Moodle, the
University’s Virtual Learning Environment
(VLE), to deliver a package of interactive
skills development resources. The Study
Skills Team also created a dedicated VLE

space to support academic staff through
the provision of a range of teaching
resources on study skills, together with
suggestions on how academic skills can be
embedded in the curriculum.
The Academic Development Team supports
all teaching and support colleagues to
develop their teaching practices and to
gain professional recognition for their
achievements. A total of 91 colleagues
gained a qualification or a Fellowship
for their work in teaching or supporting
learning in 2018–19, with a further
200 engaged in the developmental
processes leading to an award. The
team also introduced a new support
and development day for staff in partner
institutions, which was attended by over
70 partner colleagues. The annual Learning
and Teaching Conference had over 100
staff delegates and the keynote speech was
given by Sir Chris Husbands, Chair of the
Teaching Excellence Framework panel.
The title of Queen’s Nurse was awarded to
Conleth Kelly (Senior Lecturer, Department of
Public Health and Wellbeing), for promoting
the highest standards of patient care in the
community. This is through running the
University’s Specialist Practice Community
programme, which allows the students to
be innovators within practice and improve
patient care. Conleth said: “The fabulous part
for me is that I can see the students progress
and incorporate innovation into their
practice, and then I keep seeing them after
they qualify, as I am in constant contact with
the community trusts.”
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RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
The supportive community within the University generates significant research and
innovation on a regional, national and international scale. This contributes to the wider
knowledge economy and brings a range of benefits for society.
For the second year running, the University
was rated as one of the top 10 places in the
UK to carry out postgraduate research. The
Postgraduate Research Experience Survey is
the only UK higher education sector-wide
survey to gain insight from postgraduate
research students about their learning and
supervision experience. The University was
ranked ninth out of 103 university institutions
for ‘Overall Satisfaction’ with a score of 86%
and ninth for ‘Supervision’ with a score
of 90%. The University also performed
particularly well with part-time students,
where it is ranked third out of 85 university
institutions for ‘Overall Satisfaction’, and first
out of 85 for the area ‘Research Culture’.
The University is joining the fight against
plastic waste, as it helps PowerHouse Energy
PLC (AIM:PHE) DMG® and Waste2Tricity (W2T)
to develop world-leading technology to turn
unrecyclable plastic into low cost and low
carbon hydrogen fuel and electricity. The
Energy Centre is working with PowerHouse
Energy to ‘turn off the plastic tap into the

ocean’ through converting waste plastic into
electricity and low-cost hydrogen, which can
be used for transport fuel. The process takes all
mixed waste plastic in an untreated unsorted
contaminated form and requires no sorting or
washing. The technology, developed by the
University and PowerHouse Energy, currently
demonstrates small-scale conversion of plastic
to hydrogen and electricity with zero plastic
remaining. W2T will soon develop a plant
on the 54-acre Protos site near Ellesmere
Port where they will produce low-cost and
low-carbon hydrogen fuel and electricity to
help power the site. They then aim to roll out
plants in South East Asia to clean up waste
plastic and to monetise plastic via this highly
efficient conversion system. This will enable
W2T plants to buy in unrecyclable plastic
waste in countries such as Indonesia, which
would discourage the disposal of waste plastic
in rivers and oceans.
A team led by the University was awarded a
public health grant of £306,000 over three
years to improve the health of the public
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Professor Paul Kingston, Dr Andi Mabhala and Professor
Paul Manning.

Vitamin D clinical study.

Dr Megan Birney.

Dr Caroline Tee.

through preventing non-communicable
diseases using trade and investment
agreements. Led by Principal Investigator
Professor Paul Kingston (Department of
Acute Adult Care) and Co-Investigators
Dr Andi Mabhala (Faculty of Health and
Social Care) and Professor Paul Manning
(Department of Enterprise, Leadership
and Management), PETRA (Prevention of
non-communicable disease using trade
agreements) brings together the systems of
public health and public policy to establish
a new model of trade research. The team
played a role in advising on the implications
of any changes on the health of the public
during Brexit, in areas such as food stuffs and
medicine, which have been negotiated on
behalf of the European Union.
A clinical trial, led by Sohail Mushtaq
(Associate Professor, Department of Clinical
Science and Nutrition), was carried out to
investigate whether dietary supplementation
with 1,500 international units of vitamin D,
consumed with an iron-fortified breakfast
cereal for eight weeks, affected blood iron
status in iron-deficient participants. This
large-scale clinical trial was administered
by Dr Salma Ahmad Fuzi, as part of the
University’s Micronutrient Metabolism
Research Group. Results showed that
haemoglobin concentration and haematocrit
levels significantly increased in the vitamin D
group during the trial, but not in the placebo
group. This demonstrated how vitamin D
supplementation was effective in improving
iron status in women with low iron stores. In
addition, vitamin D status was significantly
improved in the supplemented group and

the results were published in the British
Journal of Nutrition.
A study challenging the traditional
understanding of why people obey
orders was produced by an international
collaboration between psychologists and
computer scientists, including Dr Megan
Birney (Senior Lecturer, Department of
Psychology, University Centre Shrewsbury),
who helped design the studies. Their work
has been published in the journal PLOS
ONE. Dr Birney said: “For many years, people
had doubts about Milgram’s claim that
people obey the most harmful instructions
simply because they don’t attend to the
consequences of their actions, but it was
hard to do studies to refute it. This virtual
reality study, part of a larger Economic
and Social Research Council project on
obedience, finally allows us to lay this
argument to rest.”
An international team of scientists, including
Dr Gavin Hazell (Lecturer, Department of
Natural Sciences), has devised a method
to improve energy storage devices called
supercapacitors, by designing a new class
of detergents that are chemically similar
to laxatives. Their paper, published in the
Journal of Natural Materials, explains why
these detergents, called ionic liquids, are
better electrolytes than current materials and
can improve supercapacitors. This new class
of materials may be suitable for challenging
operations, such as oil drilling and space
exploration, but they may also pave the way
to new and improved supercapacitors in
hybrid cars.

A Senior Lecturer in Islamic Studies was
awarded a major research grant focusing on
British Islam. Dr Caroline Tee (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Theology and Religious
Studies), will investigate how Muslims in the
United Kingdom read, understand and apply
the religious teachings of the Qur’an and
Sunna (the sayings, customs and example
of the Prophet Muhammad) in their daily
lives – specifically when it comes to decisions
about how to participate in civic life. The
award of £151,559 (which will include a postdoctoral appointment) has been made by
the Templeton Religion Trust. It is one of three
grant-giving bodies founded by the American
philanthropist, Sir John Templeton. Dr Tee’s
project is entitled ‘A Hermeneutics of Civic
Engagement? Reading the Qur’an and Sunna in
British Islam’ and it will run for two years in the
Department of Theology and Religious Studies.
Professor Nick Hulbert-Williams is currently
leading the ongoing BEACHeS Research
Study, which is funded by Macmillan Cancer
Support. BEACHeS aims to develop and pilot
test an ACT-based coaching intervention for
people with an incurable cancer diagnosis,
who have been referred to specialist palliative
care services. The project is being run in
collaboration with the University of Edinburgh
and Marie Curie UK. Nick said: “Referral to
hospice-based care can be a time of distress,
worry and uncertainty for this patient group.
We hope that our intervention will improve
wellbeing, and that this may lead people
to live more meaningfully at the end of
life.” He works with an international team of
collaborators in the UK, Canada and Australia
on this research and is now also the Associate
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The University was shortlisted for two
awards for its partnership with Brio
Leisure (a Chester-based Community
Interest Company) which aimed to
measure the social value (SV) related to
physical activity. SV measures the benefit
that an initiative can achieve at a wider

Virtual reality research.

Welsh Ambulance Services NHS Trust virtual technology.

Editor for the Journal of Psychosocial Oncology
Research & Practice.
Professor Nigel John’s research team was
named by Universities UK as one of the
Nation’s Lifesavers – the top 100 individuals
or groups based in universities, whose work
is saving lives and making a life-changing
difference to health and wellbeing. Professor
John leads the Medical Graphics Team in
the Faculty of Science and Engineering at
Thornton Science Park. The team’s research
work includes two partnership projects:
• Working with the Welsh Ambulance
Services NHS Trust, where the team is
researching the use of virtual technology
to train paramedics to carry out life-saving
procedures. The partnership was awarded
‘The Welsh Health Gadget Hack’ at the Hack
event as well as an investment of £7,500 for
further development of their project.
• Working in collaboration with the Stroke
Department at the Countess of Chester

Professor John Counsell and Dr Yousaf Khalid.

Hospital NHS Foundation Trust and local
3D specialist company CadScan, the team
is researching the uses of the virtual reality
headsets to help people recover their
cognitive abilities following a stroke. The
project was awarded a funding grant from
Innovate UK of £453,000.
For Big Energy Saving Week 2019, Professor
John Counsell (Head, Department of
Electronic and Electrical Engineering),
created a new concept of a hybrid heating
system which uses off-peak electricity
as well as reducing carbon emissions.
Together with his colleague Dr Yousaf
Khalid, they have computer-modelled the
‘Renewable Integrated and Sustainable
Electric’ (RISE) hybrid heating system,
which consists of an Air Source Heat
Pump, a thermal storage tank, and an offpeak powered thermal storage boiler. Its
research and development was part of a
collaborative project funded by Innovate
UK in partnership with EDF Energy; BRE;
Glen Dimplex; and Eastbourne Homes.

Professor Lynne
Kennedy.

Exercise class.

Elly McFahn – Managing
Director, Brio Leisure.

community level, beyond benefits to
the individual or to business profits, and
collates collective benefits, such as social
wellbeing, networks, education, reduction
in crime and cohesiveness. An innovative
assessment of the Brio membership
activity base was conducted and
overlaid against a nationally recognised
SV measurement. The partnership
also includes ongoing research into
demonstrating the SV of health and
leisure services, to improve the health
and wellbeing of the population locally
and to help to understand the differing
demographics and motivation. The
partnership was shortlisted for the Insight
of the Year award in the ukactive Awards
and the Educate North Awards.
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The University hosted a number of free
public lectures as part of its Research and
Knowledge Transfer Festival 2019 and
speakers included:
• Dr Melanie Giles (Senior Lecturer,
Archaeology, University of Manchester) –
‘Bog Bodies: Face-to-face with the Past’.

Dr Melanie Giles.

Professor Janet
Hemingway CBE.

• Professor Janet Hemingway CBE
(Professor of Vector Biology, Liverpool
School of Tropical Medicine) – ‘Bugs, Bites
and Parasites’.
• Dr James Holt (Senior Lecturer, Faculty
of Education and Children’s Services) –
‘Minority Voices within Religion’.
• Dr Simon Grennan (Leading Research
Fellow, Department of Art and Design) –
‘The Enduring Power of Comic Strips’.

Dr James Holt.

Dr Simon Grennan.

Hydrogen Energy Project with Costain.

Other free events included talks on diabetes
and heart failure, the Trabant car in Germany
and financial management systems. The
Festival also included a session aimed at
local businesses interested in working with
researchers based at Thornton Science Park,
which was very well attended and provided a
key opportunity to link academia with industry.
With the North West aiming to deliver the
UK’s first hydrogen economy, Professor Joe
Howe (Executive Director, Thornton Energy
Institute) is leading the way in the region’s
ambition to make that vision a reality.
Among his many regional and national roles
focusing on clean energy, he is Chair of the
North West Hydrogen Alliance. This is a new

industrial partnership backing the region’s
primary hydrogen economy bid with the
aim of developing hydrogen regionally as
a key part of the Government’s Industrial
Strategy. He is also a member of an advisory
board for the All-Party Parliamentary Group
for Carbon Capture and Storage to provide
expertise and guidance. Professor Howe has
recently completed two Innovate UK projects
concerned with Carbon Capture and Storage
and Nuclear Decommissioning respectively
and is currently leading on two industrial
sponsored energy research projects funded
by URENCO and Costain. He said: “When
pure hydrogen is combined with oxygen and
burned, it produces only heat and water –
with no harmful CO2 emissions. We believe
that Thornton Science Park is a, if not the,
pivotal feature for the further development
of the hydrogen economy in the North West.
Professor Tony Wall (Centre for Work Related
Studies), won multiple research projects,
including one to lead an international
consultation on a professional practice
framework governing the use of creative
and arts based practices for wellbeing,
and another to research the impact of the
West Cheshire Poverty Truth Commission.
CWRS also pioneered a new process to
stimulate the experiential learning of project
development with social enterprises in the
region. The Social Enterprise Design Sprint
is now being rolled out further afield with
other organisations.
Dr Katherine Wilson (Senior Lecturer,
Department of History and Archaeology),
together with Dr Leah Clark, is examining

how changes took place in history in
relation to the world of goods, the role
material objects play in social life, and how
any ‘wear and tear’ can help to explain how
and where historical objects were used. The
project is funded by an Arts and Humanities
Research Council network grant and is
called ‘Mobility of Objects across Boundaries
1000–1700’ (MOB). The researchers are
working with Elizabeth Montgomery of
Chester’s Grosvenor Museum and they have
started on key objects from an underexplored collection housed there. Using
the collection, they are bringing together
a network of art historians, historians,
archaeologists, literary scholars, digital
humanists and museum curators to examine
these selected objects from the 700-year
period, with an emphasis on mobility.
The Westminster Centre for Research in
Veterans was shortlisted for the Military and
Civilian Health Partnership Award in the HSJ
(Health Service Journal) awards. Since the
Centre was established, Colonel (Retired)
Alan Finnegan (Professor, Department
of Public Health and Wellbeing), has led
18 successful research grants totalling
approximately £4.5 million, with eight
specifically for veterans. Two of these
projects were highlighted for the HSJ awards.
The first was Finding the Forgotten, which
was designed to motivate veterans to register
with a GP practice and to use education
to motivate Primary Health Care staff to
engage. The second initiative was the design
of manualised, systematic and structured
evidence-based undergraduate nurse
education sessions.
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Westminster Centre for Research in Veterans.

The Westminster Centre is also exploring new
ways to tackle serious stress in veterans, their
carers and families through funding from the
Armed Forces Covenant Fund Trust. The Trust
has launched a consultation to help shape a
new £4 million programme designed to fund
innovative ways of working to tackle these
issues. The programme is funding a small
number of projects for charities and health
professionals to work together to shape and
try new ideas that they have developed
with veterans and their carers and families
and the Centre will evaluate five of these
initiatives. Professor Finnegan was also called
as one of three witnesses to provide oral
evidence for the Defence Committee on the
assessment of Mental Health and the Armed
Forces: The Provision of Care (HC 1481) at the
Palace of Westminster.
A report highlighting the inequalities and
under-representation in apprenticeships
relating to diversity, and considering how
positive action might be used to address the
situation, was written by Professor Chantal

Professor David Clough.

Davies (Director of the Forum for Research in
Equality and Diversity) for the Equality and
Human Rights Commission (EHRC) following
research. The report seeks to evaluate the use
of positive action as a means of achieving
increased representation and reflects an
ongoing research project by the University
and the Young Women’s Trust into the use of
positive action in apprenticeships in English
gender-segregated sectors. Professor Davies’s
findings include a series of recommendations
to provide an initial foundation upon
which the EHRC can base a future strategic
approach in this area, to try and redress the
current inequalities.
The Centre for Contextual Behavioural
Science was officially established in 2019
as a result of growing research activity in
this field amongst members of the School
of Psychology. The Centre conducts
psychological research and consultancy to
help improve professional practice in the
fields of health and wellbeing. The new
Centre focuses on how behaviour can be

modified through intervention, including, but
not limited to, coaching and psychotherapy.
The aim is to conduct research into thirdwave psychological interventions, including
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy/
Training and other mindfulness-based
approaches. The Centre comprises five staff
members and seven postgraduate research
students, and has attracted external funding
from bodies such as Macmillan and the
Cancer Council Australia. Current research
programmes investigate social issues such
as prejudice and stigma and the subjective
experience of living a meaningful life. The
Centre also helps to bring together active
researchers in the field of Contextual
Behavioural Science, and the inaugural
Chester Contextual Behavioural Science
Research Colloquium hosted visitors from
universities as far afield as Brazil, Belgium,
Ireland, Spain and Sweden.
A £450,000 research grant has been
awarded to Professor David Clough
(Department of Theology and Religious

Studies) to develop his work on engaging
churches and policy-makers in relation
to farmed animal welfare. The grant has
been awarded by the Arts and Humanities
Research Council for a three-year project
on the Christian ethics of farmed animal
welfare. He will be working in partnership
with major UK churches, a team of research
academics and a number of organisations
with interests in animal welfare. The
project will produce the first academic
book on the Christian ethics of farmed
animal welfare and a framework for policy
for Christian organisations. The project
will present its findings to the Church
Commissioners and offer briefings to the
Church of England bishops in the House
of Lords, and the All-Party Parliamentary
Group on Animals. Professor Clough is a
leading international authority on the place
of animals in Christian theology and ethics
and recently launched a new #DefaultVeg
project encouraging organisations to adopt
a simple and cost-free policy for event
catering, with benefits for the environment,
humans, and animals.
Professor Tessa Smith and Dr Lottie Hosie are
co-investigators in the £390,000 research grant
from the National Centre for the Replacement,
Refinement & Reduction of Animals in
Research in collaboration with Professor
Jeremy Green at King’s College London.
This project entitled ‘Assessing the welfare
implications of double egg-laying protocols in
Xenopus’ aims to assess whether it is possible
to reduce the size of the African claw-toed
frog populations used for research by using a
double ovulation protocol.
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STAFF ENGAGEMENT
Staff and students disseminate their research and share expertise through community
events, public lectures, conference presentations, workshops and media interviews.
The following examples give a selection of these interactions with the general public,
from local through to global settings.
Chester Theological Society
• Professor Elaine Graham (Department of
Theology and Religious Studies) – ‘Science,
Myth and Being Human: Re-membering
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein’, Canon
Theologian’s Annual Lecture.
• Dr Dawn Llewellyn (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Theology and Religious Studies)
– ‘Motherhood, Voluntary Childlessness and
Christianity: Narratives of Choice’.

Visiting Professor) – ‘“That ‘Never-To-Be
Forgotten Scourge”: The Great Influenza
Pandemic of 1918–1919’.
• Andy Comley (Lecturer, Department of
Mental Health and Learning Disability) –
‘An Introduction to Medical Herbalism’.
• Professor Hilary Meredith (Hilary Meredith
Solicitors and Visiting Professor) – ‘“The
Heat of Battle” and Law on the Front Line’.
Grosvenor Museum Lunchtime Lectures

• Canon Dr Mark Pryce (Diocese of
Birmingham and poet) – ‘Poetry and
Spirituality: The Work of Evelyn Underhill
and Anne Ridler’.
Faculty of Health and Social Care
Historical Society
• Professor Claire Chatterton (Staff Tutor, The
Open University in the North West and

Dr Rebecca Andrew (Lecturer, Department
of History and Archaeology) – ‘Change in
a Historic Landscape: The Lost Buildings of
Port Sunlight’.
Dr Donna Jackson (Senior Lecturer, Department
of History and Archaeology) – ‘America at a
Turning Point: Trump, the Mid-Term Elections
and the Future of the Presidency’.
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Inaugural Professorial Lectures
• Professor David Balsamo (Executive Dean of
the Faculty of Social Science) – ‘What Were
Once Vices Are Now Habits: Academic
Work in the Neo-corporate University’.
• Professor Moira Lafferty (Deputy Head,
School of Psychology) – ‘“Leaving the
Jersey in a Better Place”: From Dancing
Ponies to Odd Shaped Balls. A Journey
of Teaching, Applying and Developing
Sports Psychology’.
Professor Tony Wall.

Professor Moira Lafferty.

• Professor Jason Powell (Department of
Social and Political Science) – ‘Ageing is
Not What you Think! The Importance of a
Social Science Approach’.
• Professor Tony Wall (Faculty of Business
and Management) – ‘The Ego and the
Ladybird: A Trilogy of Radical Failure,
Responsibility, and Trajectories of Hope’.

Professors David Balsamo, Jason Powell and Nick Avis.

Storyhouse Lectures
• Dr Graham Atkin (Senior Lecturer) and
Leo Hall (PhD student, Department of
English) – Twelfth Night discussion.
• Dr Pamela Barnes (Lecturer, Department of
Performing Arts) – ‘All I Want for Christmas…’.

Dr Tom Butler.

• Dr Simon Grennan (Leading Research
Fellow, Department of Art and Design) –
‘The Enduring Power of Comic Strips’;
‘The Quizzical Glance: Two Centuries
of Women Cartoonists in Britain’, with
Nicola Streeten.

• Dr Christopher Lewis (Lecturer, Department
of Performing Arts) – ‘How Handel’s
Messiah Became a Christmas Tradition’.
• Sarah Martin (PhD student and Visiting
Lecturer) – ‘Whodunnit, and What About
the Golden Age’.
• Simon Poole (Senior Lecturer, Faculty of
Education and Children’s Services) – ‘We
Are Our Words’.
• Professor Emma Rees (Director, Institute of
Gender Studies/Department of English) –
pre-screening introduction to the movie
RBG; and speaker for ‘Crunchy Tales’.
• Dr Ian Seed and Dr William Stephenson (Senior
Lecturers, Department of English) – ‘Two Poets’.

the Victorian Family Magazine’, University
Centre Shrewsbury.
Dr Lucy Andrew – was interviewed about the
Mary Poppins series on BBC Radio Berkshire;
joined The Shrewsbury Biscuit podcast and
BBC Radio Shropshire’s The Seven O’Clock Show;
was interviewed for the oral history project:
‘Recollected Yarns: Women’s Memories of
Encounters with Boy’s Own Adventure Fiction’;
and participated in a Jack the Ripper episode
of TV documentary series Murder Maps.
Dr Dimitra Antonopoulou (Senior
Lecturer, Department of Mathematics) –
invited speaker at a University of Athens
conference and at the Institute of Applied
and Computational Mathematics and
Foundation for Research and Technology,
University of Crete.

University Centre Shrewsbury
• Dr Lucy Andrew (Lecturer) – roundtable
public event, ‘Mary Poppins Returns!’, with
Dr Giulia Miller (Visiting Lecturer), Naomi
Walker and Charles Worrall (PhD students,
Department of English).
• Professor Cynthia Burek (Department
of Biological Sciences) – ‘Why Conserve
Rocks? What is Geoconservation?’

Dr Tom Butler (Senior Lecturer, Department
of Clinical Sciences and Nutrition) – ‘The
Toxic Twosome: Diabetes and Heart Failure’;
expert webinar on dietary approaches for
Cardiovascular Disease and the current
controversies, as part of the European Society
of Cardiology e-learning platform, available to
members of the Association of Cardiovascular
Nursing and Allied Health Professions.

• Professor Darren Sproston (Deputy Dean
and Director of the School of Arts and
Media) – ‘O Magnum Mysterium or…
What Makes Christmas Music Christmassy’.

Dr Mark Duffett (Reader, Department of
Music, Media and Performance) – coorganised and chaired many sessions,
Balancing the Mix conference, University of
Memphis, USA.

• Professor Deborah Wynne (Department
of English) – ‘The Sensation Novel and

Tao Chang (Senior Lecturer, Department of
Marketing and Sales) – ‘An Examination
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of Consumer Purchase Intention and
Effectiveness of Marketing Instruments in
WeChat’; ‘Chinese millennials’ consumer
behaviour of luxury brands’ (Sage
interview), 52nd Academy of Marketing
Conference, London; and with Padmi
Nagirikandalage (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Accounting and Finance),
‘Research-based Learning and Assessment’.
Dr Ashley Chantler and Dr Peter Blair (Senior
Lecturers, Department of English) – two
workshops: ‘Tips from the World’s Best
Flashes’ and ‘Publishing with Flash: The
International Short-Short Story Magazine’;
with author Vanessa Gebbie and a panel
discussion, Flash Fiction Festival, Bristol.
Tracey Clare (Senior Lecturer, Department
of Social and Political Science) – ‘Exploring
Psychological Growth in Adult Offspring
Following Perceived Parental Rejection in
Childhood’, 7th International Congress on
Interpersonal Acceptance and Rejection,
Athens, Greece.
Professor Philip Alexander.

Professor Philip Alexander (Visiting
Professor, Department of Theology
and Religious Studies) – ‘Can a non-Jew
be a Jewish Theologian? Reflections on
50 years of Studying Judaism’.

Professor Joe Howe.

Professor Joe Howe (Executive
Director, Thornton Energy Research
Institute) – keynote speaker and
co-chair of ‘Delivering the Hydrogen
Economy North West’, EvoNorth
Conference, Manchester.

The Discursive Misrepresentation of Strike
Action as Inherently Violent, in the UK Press’,
invited speaker to the DisTex – (Discourse
and Text Research Group) seminar series,
Lancaster University.
Dr Carolina Font Palma (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Chemical Engineering) –
‘Performance and Economic Viability of a
Novel Low Temperature Carbon Capture
Process’, 12th European Conference on Fuel
and Energy Research and its Applications
Conference, Cardiff; ‘CO2 Emissions Mitigation
by Cryogenic Separation Processes’, keynote
speaker, International Conference on
Innovative Applied Energy, Oxford.
Professor Phil Harris (Director, Business Research
Institute) – ‘Brexit: What Would Machiavelli Do?’,
Public Affairs Conference, London.
Nahim Kahn (Senior Lecturer, Department
of Public Health and Wellbeing) – podcast
debate in homeopathy and interviewed as
part of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society’s
Ambassador programme.

Dr Rebecca Collins (Deputy Head,
Department of Geography and International
Development) – ‘Growing Up Green: Tracing
the Embodied Legacies of Community
Sustainability’, Nordic Geographers’ Meeting,
Trondheim, Norway; ‘Cheshire & Warrington
Reconnecting People and Place: Shaping
the future in Cheshire & Warrington’, SubRegional Leaders Board Annual Summer
Conference, Knutsford.

Zal Kamil-Thomas (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Public Health and Wellbeing)
– ‘Utilising Virtual Reality Simulation to
Deliver Workshops on Paediatric Minor
Illness to Specialist Community Public Health
Nurses and General Practice Nurses’, which
was rewarded with the ‘Best First-Time
Presenter’ and highly commended awards,
NET Conference, Cambridge.

Dr Matt Davies (Senior Lecturer, Department
of English) – ‘TERRORISED BY UNION BULLIES:

Dr Richard Leahy (Lecturer, Department of
English) – ‘The Senuous Pastoral: Nature and
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the Muse in Pre-Raphaelite Poetry’, British
Association for Victorian Studies, Exeter.
Paul McKie (Senior Lecturer, Centre for Work
Related Studies) – ‘Applied Lateral Thinking –
How to Help People Think Outside the Box
Within an Organisation’.
Katie Mansfield-Loynes (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Social Work and
Interprofessional Education) – ‘Creating a
Person-centred Role: Building the Programme
and Implementing Lived Experience
Connectors’, Conference on the Role of the
Nursing Associate in Practice, Birmingham;
‘Role of the Nursing Associate in Practice:
The Journey for TNAs’, NHS Improvement
Nursing Forum, Leeds; and ‘The Vision in
Action – Mental Health and Community
Services’, Nursing Associates Engagement and
Deployment Conference, London.
Dr Simon Morrison (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Media) – ‘Psychogeography,
Hauntology and Cultural Representations
of Ibiza’, Music and Narratology, London;
International Association for the Study of
Popular Music Conference, Canberra, Australia.
Dr Harry Parkin (Lecturer, Department
of English) – ‘Patterns of Borrowing,
Obsolescence and Semantic Shift in the
Technical Vocabulary of Middle English’,
International Conference on Middle English,
Florence, Italy.
Dr Clara Neary (Senior Lecturer, Department
of English) – ‘All the Figures I Used to See’:
Using Cognitive Grammar to Grapple with

Rhythmic and Intertextual Meaning-Making
in Radiohead’s “Pyramid Song”’, Cognitive
Grammar in Stylistics Symposium, Aston
University, Birmingham.
Professor Allan Owens (Faculty of Education
and Children’s Services) – ‘Critical Creativity’,
International Association of Drama and
Theatre Education, Ragnitz, Austria; keynote
for Drama in Education 2019, Retzhof, Austria;
‘Pedagogy of the Moment’, Fundació La Ciutat
Invisible, Salt, Spain; keynote at the Applied
Theatre and Community Drama Seminar,
University of the Arts, Helsinki, Finland; led the
15th International Intercultural Applied Drama
Project at NEC, Katayanagi Institute Tokyo; and
gave a podcast interview for Taidetutka/Art
Radar Journal, Helsinki, Finland.
Dr Eileen Pollard (Senior Lecturer,
Department of English) – ‘Puerile Shithead?
We Need to Talk about Wesley in Nicola
Barker’s Behindlings’, The Novels of Nicola
Barker Symposium, International Anthony
Burgess Foundation, Manchester.
Professor Emma Rees – ‘Hard Sell to Hard Cell’,
guest speaker, FiLia Conference, Manchester;
‘Vulvanomics: How we talk about Vaginas’,
Women Rising Festival, the Quarterhouse,
Folkestone; ‘The History of Vulvas’, Bradford
Literature Festival; ‘Vulvanomics: How We Talk
About Vaginas’, University of Sunderland; ‘Who
Broke Feminism?’ and with Richard Wilson
(Senior Lecturer, International Centre) ‘Why
Study at the University of Chester?’ and ‘Why
Study Gender Studies at the University of
Chester?’ University of Tampa, and New College,
Sarasota, Florida; and interview with BBC World

Paul Skillen (left).

Service on the gendered phenomenon of the
‘kiss cam’ at sporting venues.
Dr Jason Roberts (Head, Department
of Mathematics) – ‘Understanding the
interaction between financial markets
with ecological modelling techniques’ and
Professor Neville Ford (Pro-Vice-Chancellor,
Director, Mathematical Sciences Research
Group) – ‘Christopher T H Baker (1939–2017):
His Contribution to the Field’; invited
speakers, International Workshop on Analysis
and Numerical Approximation of Singular
Problems, Cagliari, Italy.
Paul Skillen (Senior Lecturer, Faculty of
Education and Children’s Services) – Scouse
Pop launch, The British Music Experience,
Liverpool and radio and television interviews.
Peter Scorey (Learning and Information
Systems) – ‘How can Technology Improve my
Study, Research and Writing?’ Diversity Festival.
Dr Ian Seed – interviewed on BBC Radio
Merseyside with Lisa Marrey about New York
Hotel; launched the Italian version of Makers
of Empty Dreams (Sognatore di sogni vuoti) and
panel discussion, Rome, Italy.

Dr Claire Lucas.

Dr Claire Lucas (Lecturer, Chester Medical
School) – ‘CIP2A Regulates PP2A by Altering
the Profile of PP2A B Subunits’ (and top scoring
abstract), British Society for Haematology
Annual Scientific Meeting, Glasgow.
Jenny Stewart (Senior Lecturer, Department
of Public Health and Wellbeing) – ‘The Role
of the Advanced Nurse Practitioner in the
Emergency Colorectal Pathway’, chaired
a session and ran a practical workshop,
Association of Coloproctology Great Britain
and Ireland, Dublin.
Dr Alex Tankard (Lecturer, Department of
English) – ‘“Let’s Just Say I’m Frankenstein’s
Monster”…: Supervillain as Avenging Angel
in X-Men: First Class (2011)’; ‘Reimagining
the Gothic with a Vengeance, vol 5: Returns,
Revenge, Reckonings’, University of Sheffield.
Professor Deborah Wynne (Department of
English) – ‘The Romance of the Shop: Life
Behind the Counter in the Work of Arnold
Bennett and H G Wells’, Arnold Bennett
Society, Newcastle-under-Lyme; ‘Literary
Fabrics: Textiles in Women’s Writing, from
Jane Austen to Mary Webb’, Mary Webb
Society’s Summer School, Ludlow.
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PUBLICATIONS
The commitment of the University to supporting the research and creative work of staff
is illustrated by this range of publications, together with a wealth of academic journal
articles and creative outputs. This is further strengthened by the University of Chester Press
which publishes research and creative work generated from within the University, plus
publications with a significant relationship to the history, life and culture of the region.
• Dr Hannah Bacon (Associate Professor
and Head, Department of Theology and
Religious Studies), wrote Feminist Theology
and Contemporary Dieting Culture.
• Stephen Clarke (Lecturer, Department
of Art and Design), wrote Mailboxes San
Diego 1986–1987; and Typography San
Diego 1986–1987.
• Professor David Clough (Department of
Theology and Religious Studies), wrote On
Animals Volume 2: Theological Ethics.
• Dr Christopher Hull (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Modern Languages), wrote
Our Man Down in Havana.
Dr Christopher Hull.

• Dr Mark Duffett (Reader, Department of
Media), edited Stories We Could Tell: Putting
Words To American Popular Music, with David
Sanjek, Benjamin Halligan and Tom Attah.
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• Dr Melissa Fegan (Associate Professor,
Department of English), wrote the
introduction to Cumbres Borrascosas
(Spanish edition of Wuthering Heights).

• Steven E. Markham (Learning and
Information Systems Assistant), wrote
Markham’s Brotherhood: The Rosicrucian
Manifestos in Modern English.

• Professor Mark Gant (Head,
Department of Modern Languages),
co-edited New Journeys in Iberian
Studies: A (Trans-)National and (Trans-)
Regional Exploration with Paco
Ruzzante and Anneliese Hatton.

• Jane Martin (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Marketing and Sales),
wrote The Essentials of Marketing, with
Jim Blythe.

• Dr Simon Grennan (Leading
Research Fellow, Department of Art
and Design) wrote Drawing in Drag
by Marie Duval and co-wrote Parbeln
der Pflege and Relatos de cuidad, with
Ernesto Priego and Peter Wilkins.
• Dr Nikki Kiyimba (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Social and Political
Science), wrote Using Naturally
Occurring Data in Qualitative Health
Research: A Practical Guide, with
Jessica Lester and Michelle O’Reilly.

• Dr Lisa Oakley (Associate Professor,
School of Psychology), wrote
Escaping the Maze of Spiritual Abuse:
Creating Healthy Christian Cultures
with Justin Humphreys.
• Dr Paul Skillen (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Education and
Children’s Services), wrote Scouse Pop.

“My part in this great story is only a millisecond but playing those bands featured in Scouse Pop,
sometimes from a hissy cassette or seven inch reel-to-reel, will stay with me forever. I have never
had a buzz like that since. Reading Scouse Pop is like finding the missing piece of Liverpool’s
1980s jigsaw. I now have the full picture.”
— Tony Snell, BBC Radio Merseyside Presenter

“The more that Liverpool was written off, whether for being too stuck in Fab Four nostalgia or too
bolshie to accommodate the new economic order, the more its young musicians responded with
songs of emotional generosity and visionary breadth. I am pleased that Skillen has documented
what they did, in such eloquent detail.”

ScouSe PoP

— From the Preface by Paul Du Noyer, author of Conversations with McCartney and Liverpool: Wondrous Place

Scouse Pop is a journey into the personalities and music of the successful pioneering Liverpool
pop bands of the late seventies and eighties. It examines their motivations, their uniqueness and
the routes to success which made them into enduring musical innovators. It looks at the reasons
why art-pop bands such as OMD, China Crisis, Echo and the Bunnymen, Black and Frankie
Goes to Hollywood managed to combine art and commerce with such spectacular success. The
bands experienced their own ‘revolutions in the head’ — internal revolutions that eventually
made many of them household names.
The development of these suburban romantics from Liverpool represented a period of intense
creativity and musical romanticism that still resonates today. The spirit of (internal) revolution
at the heart of these bands retains a strong fascination for those interested in artistic creation
and popular culture. Given the bleak and uninspiring context within which the bands surfaced,
how did these musicians achieve great success? Scouse Pop explores this question in detail,
and examines the factors that facilitated the transformation of Liverpool teenage dreams into
commercial and cultural impact. The music industry, radio and DJs, producers and engineers,
the record-buying public and the bands themselves comprise the heart of this account.

“Years of painstaking research have produced an informative labour of love from Dr Skillen
(I’m sure I still had hair when he interviewed me for the book!)… excellent stuff. As well as the
usual suspects, nice that some of the less trumpeted artists/characters are included; Testi,
Davies, Mellina, Lotus Eaters, Black, even a band called Yachts get a look in, making it a
fully rounded picture of what was happening in the city, musically.”
— Henry Priestman, The Christians
Dr Paul Skillen is Programme Leader in Education Studies at the University of Chester. He was a contributor
to the magazine Merseysound and assisted Klaus Schwartze with compiling the two-volume Scouse
Phenomenon book of musical family trees. His band, This Final Frame, receives national and international
radio play and have achieved great popularity in the Philippines.
Cover design: Amy Kilner | www.hotshot.agency
ISBN 978-1-78179-123-3
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Paul Skillen

• Dr Eileen Pollard (Senior Lecturer,
Department of English), wrote Origin
and Ellipsis in the Writing of Hilary
Mantel: An Elliptical Dialogue with the
Thinking of Jacques Derrida; and coedited British Literature in Transition,
1980–2000: Accelerated Times, with
Berthold Schoene.

• Dr Thomas Pickles (Senior Lecturer,
Department of History and
Archaeology), wrote Kingship,
Society and the Church in AngloSaxon Yorkshire.

ScouSe PoP
Paul Skillen
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• Dr Sarah Heaton (Head, Department of English),
edited by A Cultural History of Hair in the Age of Empire.
• Dr Cian Quayle (Associate Professor, Department
of Art and Design), wrote and edited Tom Wood:
The DPA Work, with Audrey Linkman, Clare Shaw
and Tom Wood.
• Dr William Stephenson (Associate Professor,
Department of English), wrote Travellers and Avatars.

Tackling questions such as these, osteoarchaeologists and mortuary
archaeologists have often found themselves at the forefront of the public
engagements for interdisciplinary and archaeological research. This book
identifies a series of lacunae in recent discussions of mortuary archaeology’s
interactions with contemporary society. it aims to re-evaluate the range and
character of public mortuary archaeology critically through a range of case
studies from the UK, Europe and farther afield. In particular, this book seeks
to address a network of relationships between mortality, material culture
and archaeological theory, method and practice through a series of themes
that connect the digging, display and dissemination of mortuary contexts
and remains with wider popular culture themes and media.

Howard williams is Professor of Archaeology at the university of chester, uK.
Benedict wills-eve is a PhD candidate in archaeology at the university of chester, uK

cover image: ???
cover design: Mark lee | hisandhersdesign.co.uk
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Williams | Wills-Eve | Osborne

Jennifer osBorne is a Masters degree candidate in Zooarchaeology at the university
of york, uK

ThE Public ArchAEOlOgy Of DEATh

from the tomb of Tutankhamun to the grave of richard iii, archaeologists
have studied, displayed and debated rich and varied evidence of the
burial and commemoration of the dead from past times to the present day.
Mortuary data is not only a key window into the human past, it defines and
resonates through twentieth and twenty-first century popular culture. Yet, in
many regards, archaeologists’ engagements with death and the dead are
contentious and problematic, emotional and political. for instance, in what
circumstances if at all is it ethical to dig up and display human remains? What
do people learn from meeting ancient people in museums and heritage
sites? How significant is mortuary archaeology in our own present-day
imaginings of prehistoric and historical societies, as well as fantastical and
fictional societies portrayed in literature and film?

• Professor Howard Williams (Department of
History and Archaeology), lead-edited The Public
Archaeology of Death, with former students Ben
Wills-Eve and Jennifer Osborne.

tHe

Public ArchAEOlOgy
of

DEATh

• Dr Katherine Wilson (Senior Lecturer, Department of
History and Archaeology), wrote The Power of Textiles,
Tapestries of the Burgundian Dominions 1363–1477.
University of Chester Press

EDiTED by

howard Williams
benedict Wills-Eve
Jennifer Osborne

ACEDIA AND THE
TRANSFORMATION
OF SPIRITUAL MALAISE
Essays in Honour of Martin McAlinden
Foreword by Baroness Nuala O’Loan, DBE

Edited by Wayne Morris

• Professor Wayne Morris (Deputy Dean and
Director, School of Humanities), edited Acedia
and the Transformation of Spiritual Malaise: Essays
in Honour of Martin McAlinden.
• Dr William Stephenson (Associate Professor,
Department of English), edited Island Chain: Short
Stories from the Cheshire Prize for Literature 2018.
• Assisted with the second edition of Bolesworth and
the Barbours: A History of the Bolesworth Estate and the
Barbour Family, by Wendy Bawn and Diana Barbour.

Professor Howard Williams.
ISLAND CHAIN
Short Stories from the Cheshire Prize for Literature 2018

Edited by William Stephenson

• Assisted with Fallen in Pleasant Places: The
Memoirs of a Mainly Country Parson, by the Rev
Peter Madsen Gubi.
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CONFERENCES
Events held at the University provide the opportunity for students, staff and visitors from all
over the world to share ideas and accumulate knowledge in many different subject areas.
‘Reach for the Stars’ was the theme for the
14th annual Diversity Festival. Juliette Burton
(comedian, writer and ambassador for Rethink
Mental Illness) and Laura Halligan (Hollyoaks
Archivist) opened the Festival and other speakers
included Andrew Edwards and Dr Haytham
Alhamwi (Managing Director, Rethink Rebuild
Society). To celebrate International Women’s
Day, the Institute of Gender Studies hosted
‘Everyday Feminism vs Everyday Sexism’, delivered
by inspirational women, including feminist
Laura Bates. Another associated event was The
Unconscious Bias conference, which featured Dr
Gurnam Singh (Coventry University and Visiting
Professor) together with sessions delivered by staff.
‘Where are Women in Science: Sharing Learning
and Good Practice’, included a presentation by
Dr Flavie Vial from the Animal and Plant Health
Agency and talks by staff members. A week-long
Twitter takeover of the @STEMinist account meant
that posts on the speakers’ talks reached a global
audience of around 27,000 followers.
Dr Gurnam Singh.

The 40th Theoretical Archaeological Group (TAG)
Deva conference was hosted by the Department
of History and Archaeology. It attracted more
than 400 delegates and there were more than

180 institutions and organisations represented
over the three days. The conference aimed to
encourage a range of theoretical topics, ideas and
debates, reflecting the breadth and diversity of
current archaeological theory, while encapsulating
the distinctive prehistory and history of Chester
and its region. The Antiquity Lecture was given
by Professor Cornelius Holtorf (UNESCO Professor
of Heritage Futures, Linnaeus University), who
spoke on ‘Applied Archaeology: From Historical
Development to Sustainable Development’.
A one-day conference, which explored the
support available during and after adoption, was
hosted in association with the Centre for Adoption
Support, a service run in partnership with the
charities, Adoption Matters and Caritas Care. The
conference brought together national leaders to
consider legal and policy initiatives in adoption
and adoption support. The keynote address was
delivered by Sir John Timpson CBE, whose charity
the Alex Timpson Trust is funding initiatives that
aim to improve the educational experience of all
looked after and previously looked after children.
Other speakers included Sir Mark Hedley (former
barrister and High Court Judge) aand there was a
range of participative workshops.
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‘Be Brave! Inspiring Individual Impact in
the Workplace’ was a research conference
hosted by Chester Business School.
Keynote speakers included Dr Anne Pässilä
(Lappeenranta University of Technology
(Finland) and Canon Professor Peter Shaw
(Durham University). This also showcased
the research carried out across the Faculty
and staff award recipients were: Vicky
Evans (Senior Lecturer, Business and
Entrepreneurship); Matt Parkyn (doctoral
student and Director of Caldiston Ltd);
Professor Tony Wall (Centre for Work
Related Studies); Debbie Rowlett (Senior
Lecturer, Department of Enterprise,
Leadership and Management); Langton
Mburayi (Programme Leader for Business
Finance); Teresa Smith (Doctor of Business
Administration student, Senior Consultant,
Pure Energi), and Jayne Russell (RNutr).
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An international, interdisciplinary
conference on identity, sexuality
and representation

performance

Scholars, practitioners, researchers and
postgraduate students from a variety
of disciplines gathered at the fourth
international biennial ‘Talking Bodies’
conference, hosted by the Institute of
Gender Studies. Over the four days there
were over 110 presentations on bodyrelated topics, including religion, sexual
identity, body modifications, disability,
and representations in popular culture.
Plenary speakers included Nancy Hansen
(University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada),
Wendy Chapkis (University of Southern
Maine, USA, Hugh English (Queens College,
City University of New York), Elliott Watson
(filmmaker, Bristol) and Jules Findley
(University of Brighton).

The 10th Chester Forum and Marco Polo
Initiative was hosted at the Chester Business
School. Among the attendees were 30
distinguished guests from around the world
to discuss the economy and entrepreneurship
in the UK, as well as the changing political
scene and global trade. The speakers included
Jim Hancock (broadcaster and journalist);
Rob McKay (Chair, Institute of Directors
Cheshire); Andrew Lewis (Chief Executive
Officer, Cheshire West and Chester Council);
John Adlen (Cheshire and Warrington Local
Enterprise Partnership); and Frederik Ferié
(Researcher, Steinbeis University).
Fifty PE teachers, sports coaches and
researchers from across the region were
among those who attended the first PE
‘Teach Meet’ organised by the Department
of Sport and Exercise Sciences. Professor
Ken Green (Head, Department of Sport and
Exercise Science) was the keynote speaker on
‘Lifelong Participation in Sport: Is There a Role
for PE?’ and there were other sessions, micropresentations and a networking opportunity.
The Public Archaeology of Frontiers and
Borderlands: The 4th University of Chester

Archaeology Student Conference was held
at the Grosvenor Museum. This student-led
public conference included guest speakers
such as: John Swogger (archaeological
illustrator); Dr Penelope Foreman (ClwydPowys Archaeological Trust); and Professor
Keith Ray (Cardiff University), together with
student presentations.
Some of the country’s foremost opinion
leaders on the Church of England and its
links with higher education addressed the
conference: ‘Our Distinctive Vision: Reflections
on Higher Education from the Cathedrals
Group’. Keynote speeches were given by
Dr Bob Bowie (Director of the National
Institute for Christian Education Research,
Canterbury Christ Church University); and
Dr Ros Stuart-Buttle (Lecturer, Liverpool
Hope University). One of the highlights was
a dramatic presentation by alumnae Hayley
Riley and Louise Harris, collectively known
as Haylo Theatre, who use performing arts
to communicate complex concepts. The
Cathedrals Group/Colleges and Universities
of the Anglican Communion Symposium
‘Improving Student Mental Health’, was also
hosted at the University.

‘Be Brave!’ conference.
Professor Ken Green.

Haylo Theatre.
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The University’s Business Advisory Council
hosted an event entitled ‘Black and
White Chester’ at Storyhouse, to explore
how to future-proof the city as a leading
destination in which to work, study and
live in the 21st century. Speakers included:
Chris Matheson MP; Andy Foster (Andy
Foster Architects); Tony Collier (MBL
Business and Tax Advisors Ltd), and David
Hazlehurst (Ph.Creative).
A day of events to celebrate 100 years
since women first voted in Chester was
hosted by the Institute of Gender Studies.
Helen Pankhurst, direct descendant of
Emmeline and Sylvia Pankhurst, was a
guest of honour at ‘Chester: Suffragette
City’. As part of the celebrations a plaque
to commemorate Kate Clarke, Chester’s
first woman Mayor and prominent Chester
Liberal, Phyllis Brown, was unveiled outside
the Town Hall, together with a centenary
banner made by local needleworkers and
a presentation by Rainbows and Brownies
on the suffragette movement.
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) UK and Ireland YP
Postgraduate STEM Research Symposium
was hosted by the Department of
Computer Science and was open to
research professionals and students across
the country and beyond. The keynote
speaker was Professor Mike Hinchey
(President of the International Federation
for Information Processing, Emeritus
Director of Lero and Professor of Software
Engineering, University of Limerick) who
spoke on ‘Is There Anything that isn’t

Software?’ There were also interactive
workshops, paper and poster presentations
and an open-panel discussion with
professionals from industry and academia,
plus networking opportunities for
participants and young professionals.
The Department of Geography and
International Development held the
50th Quaternary Research Association’s
Annual Discussion Meeting, on the theme
‘Environmental Change: Pace, Magnitude
and Impact’. This three-day meeting
explored how to quantify the pace,
magnitude and associated impacts of
environmental change in earth science and
attracted an international audience. Invited
speakers included Professor Michael Walker
(Trinity Saint David, University of Wales,
Lampeter, and Aberystwyth University)
and Professor Mark Maslin (University
College London), together with 36 oral
presentations and a debate.
A series of public events took place at
University Centre Shrewsbury hosted
by the Department of English. The
first Popular Fiction Summer School
was delivered by staff and covered a
wide range of popular fiction from the
Victorians to J K Rowling over a weekend.
A study day took place in collaboration
with the Wilfred Owen Association and
Bookfest, while the seventh Textile Stories
study day was organised by two PhD
students and covered textiles in relation
to the key ceremonies in human life, from
naming ceremonies such as christenings,
to weddings and funerals.

‘Future Health: Changing Approaches to
Health and Social Care’ was the theme
of the Faculty of Health and Social Care
research conference. This focused on some
of the key challenges for the future of health
and social care provision and explored how
traditional approaches to higher education
provision will need to adapt in order to
meet need in these complex areas of work
and service delivery. Keynote speakers
included Hilary Garratt CBE (Director of
Nursing, NHS England and Deputy Chief
Nursing Officer for England), who officially
opened the new inter-professional
Simulation Suite in the Faculty at Riverside
Campus, accompanied by Catherine Randall
(Deputy Head of Safeguarding, Nursing
Directorate – Nursing and Midwifery Team,
NHS England). Another keynote speaker was
Professor Martin (National Clinical Director
for Older People, Person Centred Integrated
Care at NHS England, and Visiting Professor).
Other presenters included Professor
Nigel John (Department of Computer
Science) and Dr Kat Taylor (Senior Clinical
Psychologist, CAMHS, Greater Manchester
iThrive programme).
‘Promoting the Importance of Human
Relationships’ was held at the Warrington
Campus to celebrate World Social Work
Day and attracted over 140 social work
professionals; students, staff and people
with lived experience. The activities
included a keynote address from Siobhan
Maclean (Kirwan Maclean Associates
Limited, Visiting Professor), a talk by Paul
Yusuf McCormack (poet and artist) and a
performance by Haylo Theatre.

Black and White Chester.

The commemorative plaque.

‘Environmental Change’ meeting.
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The first Chester Contextual Behavioural Science Colloquium.

The first Chester Contextual Behavioural
Science Colloquium was organised by the
Chester Contextual Behavioural Science
Lab in the School of Psychology. Delegates
came from across the globe and shared
their cutting-edge research on contextual
behavioural science.
The Research and Knowledge Transfer
Festival 2019 was an opportunity to
celebrate and showcase the vibrant
research culture and scope of research
activities at Chester. In amongst a packed
programme over two weeks, there were
public lectures by speakers including
honorary graduate, Dr Dame Sue Ion (Chair
of the UK Nuclear Innovation Research
Advisory Board), who gave a personal
perspective on scientific research and
innovation in Advanced Modular Reactor
technologies, and Professor Libora
Oates-Indruchova from the University of
Graz, Austria , who spoke on ‘The Tractor
Driver’s Nemeses: Helpmates, Feminine
Superwoman, and the Void of Masculinity’.

‘Improving Industry–Academic Relationships’
was the focus of an event jointly organised by
the Faculty of Science and Engineering and
the Commercial Operations team as part of the
Research Festival. Over 60 attendees listened
to perspectives on the interactions between
commerce and the University with a range of
speakers from the business community and
the institution. Clare Dunkerley, Senior Process
Engineer from Otto Simon, said: “This was
a great event and I enjoyed hearing about
collaborative ideas for the future – as well as
having the opportunity to network with likeminded businesses and academics.”
A series of three public lectures was
hosted by the Department of Geography
and International Development in
partnership with Amnesty International,
Chester World Development Forum
and the Royal Geographical Society.
Guest speakers from partner institutions
were invited to discuss some of the
most pressing social and environmental
challenges facing the world today.

The Cycling and Society Research Group
Annual Symposium was a joint event with
the Scientists For Cycling Network (European
Cyclists Federation) and hosted by the
Department of Social and Political Science.
The keynote speakers included Graham
Weaver (Bren) and Andrew Reeves (Associate
Professor, Department of Social and Political
Science) and there was an opportunity for
discussion with local campaigning groups in
Cheshire and beyond.
The British Psychosocial Oncology
Society and NCRI Psychosocial Oncology
and Survivorship Clinical Studies Group
joint annual conference took place in
Chester. The theme was ‘Innovations
in Psychosocial Oncology: Research,
Education & Practice’ and sponsors
included the University, brainstrust, PsychoOncology, North West Cancer Research and
Macmillan Cancer Support. The keynote
speakers were Dr Alex King (Imperial
College Healthcare NHS Trust), Laura Lee
(Chief Executive Maggie’s) and Adam Glaser

(Professor of Paediatric Oncology and Late
Effects, University of Leeds).
Two conferences were held at the University
as part of The Healthy Futures Network
collaboration between Health Education
England and the University to create a
community of practice to improve health,
wellbeing and employability outcomes
for children.. ‘No Health without Mental
Health’ featured projects, programmes and
interventions known to raise aspirations and
improve health and wellbeing for students in
primary, secondary and special schools across
the North West. Keynote speakers included
Dianne Morrison-Beedy (Ohio University),
and a range of other speakers from the
education arena. ‘Shaping Exceptional
Futures’ examined how an approach
focusing on wellbeing, safeguarding and
employability can improve attainment and
achievement for young people. The event
included a series of ‘Lightning Presentations’
and a drama production of ACES by
secondary school students.
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GUESTS
Guest speakers from around the world share their knowledge and experience at the
University with students, staff and visitors from the community.
Department of Clinical Sciences and
Nutrition Seminar Series
• Dr Pamela Gellatly (CEO, healthcare rm) –
‘The Underlying Causes and Contributing
Risk Factors of Musculoskeletal Disorders’.
• Dr Orla Flannery (Senior Lecturer,
Manchester Metropolitan University) – ‘The
best ways to manage weight loss and
weight maintenance’.
Department of Geography and
International Studies

Department of Social and Political Sciences
• Dr Vicky Canning (University of Bristol) –
keynote speaker on the harms of those
held in deportation centres in Europe.
Department of Theology and Religious
Studies
• Baron Williams of Oystermouth – (Visiting
Professor, honorary graduate, former
Archbishop of Canterbury) – ‘Power and
Prayer in Shakespeare’.
Faculty of Health and Social Care

• Alex Jackson (Amnesty International
Country Coordinator) – ‘Eritrea: History,
Politics and Human Rights’.
• Nick Dearden (CEO of Global Justice Now) –
‘Global Debt and its Impact on Development’.
Department of History and Archaeology
Baron Williams of
Oystermouth.

• Mark Ormrod (Emeritus Professor,
University of York) – ‘Immigration: An
English Controversy, 1250–1500’.

• Visiting Professors Julie Tunney (Director
of Nursing and Quality/Interim Deputy
Chief Executive, Mid Cheshire Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust, Leighton Hospital,
Avril Devaney MBE (Director of Nursing,
Therapies and Patient Partnership, Cheshire
& Wirral Partnership NHS Trust), and Alison
Kelly (Director of Nursing & Quality/Deputy
Chief Executive, Countess of Chester
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust) – ‘Think
Leadership in Nursing’.

Faculty of Health and Social Care
Historical Society
• Professor Alison Fell (University of Leeds) –
‘The Legacies of the First World War on
British and French Nurses’.
• Professor Janet Hargreaves (University of
Huddersfield) – ‘Humanitarian Nursing
with Médecins Sans Frontières: “The
Dream Job”’.
• Dr Jane Brooks (University of Manchester) –
‘“Under These Conditions Rank Was Barely
Recognised”: British Nursing Sisters’ Quest
for Collaboration on Active Service in the
Second World War’.
• Dame Betty Kershaw (Professor Emeritus,
University of Sheffield, Fellow of the Royal
College of Nursing and former President) –
‘From Probationer to Professional
Practitioner: The Long Walk’.
• Dr Vanessa Richardson (University of
Keele) – ‘“Looked After Children” – Then
and Now’.
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Faculty of Science and Engineering

Glyn Turton Lecture

• Angela Saini (science journalist,
broadcaster and author) – ‘What Science
got Wrong about Women’.

• Mark Grist (poet and rapper) – ‘How Rap
Battles Have Ruined My Life’.
University Centre Shrewsbury

• Professor Brendan Walker (Creative
Industries, Middlesex University) – ‘The
Art and Science of Thrill Rides’, Thornton
Science Park Christmas Lecture.
Haygarth Lecture

Professor Brendan Walker.

Angela Saini.

Professor Mitch Blair.

Mark Grist.

Dr Beth Tweddle MBE.

• Professor Mitch Blair (Professor of
Paediatrics and Child Public Health,
Imperial College London and Consultant
Paediatrician) – ‘“How are the Kids?” –
Taking Popular Perspectives on Child
Health in the 21st century’.

• Lt Col Richard Jones – ‘The Anglo Afghan
Wars from Victoria to the Present Day and
My Short Visit to the Land’.

Institute of Gender Studies Research
Seminar Series

Warrington Campus

• Jenny-Anne Bishop OBE (The Unique
Transgender Network/TransForum
Manchester) – ‘The Nature of Gender
and its Legal Status: Male, Female, and
Everything In-between’.
• Emi Lou Howe (BodEquality founder) –
‘Falling in Love … With Yourself’.
• Dr Sara de Jong (University of York) –
‘Complicit Sisters: Women NGO Workers
“Doing Good” in an Unequal World’.

Warrington Wolves.

• Andrew Hill (Associate Editor and
Management Editor at the Financial Times)
– ‘Can Businesses Do Well By Doing Good?
Victorian Values, 21st Century Demands
and the Future of Capitalism’.

• Eva Tutchell and John Edmonds (Trade
Union activists) – ‘The Stalled Revolution: Is
Equality for Women an Impossible Dream?’.

• John O’Brien – ‘The Power of Purpose and
its Transformation of Business’.

• Dr Beth Tweddle MBE (honorary graduate) –
life as an elite athlete and its personal and
professional challenges, Total Gymnastics
and her love of working with children.
• Karl Fitzpatrick (Chief Executive); Stuart
Middleton (Chairman); Professor Steven
Broomhead (Vice Chairman) and Steve
Price (Head Coach) – ‘Warrington Wolves –
The Business of Rugby’.
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FACILITIES
Sustained investment to the tune of £140 million over the past 10 years has meant a
continuing programme of improvements to the facilities available for students, staff and the
wider public, together with a range of measures to reduce the institution’s carbon footprint.

Opening of the Simulation
Suite at the Riverside Campus.

New state-of-the-art simulation facilities at the
Riverside Campus were officially opened by
Hilary Garratt CBE, Deputy Chief Nursing Officer:
Professional and System Leadership for England.
The new interprofessional simulation facility in the
Faculty of Health and Social Care features separate
skills laboratories and a Simulation Suite, which
provides connected clinical spaces to represent the
journey a patient/service user would take when
navigating the health and social care system. The
areas simulate care in the community, hospital and
the transitions between these settings through
admission and discharge. In addition to the physical
spaces, significant investment has been made
to provide equipment in alignment with current
practice, including the installation of electric
profiling beds and patient simulators. The suite
also contains virtual reality technology to provide
them with a safe immersive learning environment
and a patient perspective to enhance their
ability to display empathy and develop a deeper
understanding of anatomy and physiology.
A programme of refurbishment and alterations has
taken place across the sites for the Chester Students’

Union (CSU) Building and bar, seminar spaces,
laboratories, student halls and major lecture theatres.
Other enhancements include two new shops, a
student-centric information point, new outdoor
seating areas and the creation of sports pitches.
The new Kellett Grandstand on the University’s
hockey pitch on the Parkgate Road Campus was
opened by Dave Kellett, the former Head of Sport
and Exercise Science. It was named after Dave
and his late wife Pauline, who played hockey for
England in 1972–73. The grandstand was donated
to the University by Chester Hockey Club, which is
one of the institution’s strategic sports partners.
An investment of £750,000 in Learning Resources
has resulted in the purchase of 600 new
computers for laboratories and the laptops
available for loan to students. There has been
£250,000 of new projection equipment in 70
classrooms and the purchase of 175 new lectern
computers. The new loan collection in Learning
Resources at the Kingsway Campus has been
launched and a total of 150,000 additional ebooks
have been added to the collection.
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SUSTAINABILIT Y
The University strives to reduce its impact on the environment and create positive change,
while ensuring that sustainability is embedded into all of its activities.
The Sustainability Unit has grown and
delivered a number of initiatives within the
key strategic areas of the Campus, Cultures,
Community and Curriculum. The University
has been recognised nationally for its work
on Sustainable Palm Oil with Chester Zoo
and shortlisted for a further four awards.

• Eight new Low Emissions Vehicles
added to the fleet, all 100% electric and
emissions free.
• The third VeggieFest received over 250 visitors.
• Four ‘Patch Challenge’ workshops held,
fixing 18 items of clothing.

Campus
• 354,616 kWh of electricity generated in
2018–19 and the Downes Sports Hall is
97% carbon-free.
• Saved 39% of CO2 emissions compared to
the 2014–15 baseline. Total emissions are
now 12,400 tonnes of CO2e compared to
18,974 tonnes of CO2e in 2014–15.
• Continued replacement of existing light
fittings with LEDs.
• A total of 13,000 coffee cups were
recycled via the Seaborne Library
Caring Cups initiative to reuse discarded
coffee cups for good and raised £1,000
for ShareAid.

• A total of 1,207 bags donated to British
Heart Foundation.
• Five tonnes of CO2 saved by 173
DoNation pledges.
• A 37% reduction in water use compared
to 2017–18.
The new Ultra Low Emissions Vehicles are
used across three campuses and have clocked
up 8,086 miles, saving more than 2.5 tonnes
CO2e. Recycled water bottles were distributed
to 1,500 first-year students in Welcome Week
to encourage reuse at the water fountains.
There are now 30 water fountains across all
sites, including near the sports facilities at both
Parkgate and Warrington Campuses, which
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have saved 450,000 single-use water bottles.
The Grounds and Gardens team planted
strawberries, tomatoes and herbs around the
campuses and created a wildflower meadow
at the Parkgate Campus. Additional bug hotels
and small plaques for areas ‘left for wildlife’
were installed at the Queen’s Park Campus.
Cultures
The Green Tie awards celebrated the
institution’s best eco-initiatives and the
efforts made by staff and students to improve
their environmental performance in their own
departments. Teams attaining the highest
Platinum award were the Seaborne Library
and Information Services (LIS), Riverside LIS,
and Estates and Facilities – The Fast and The
Futurists. Individual winners included Joe
Moodie for the Student Leadership award,
Chloe Convery, the Sustainability Star and
Lauren Holmes, the Environmental Hero.
Prize-winning initiatives included the Plastic
Reducing Week, the Pop-Up Challenge and
the Caring Cups campaign.
Two ‘Green’ teams were recognised at a
National Union of Students National Green
Impact awards ceremony. The Seaborne
Library and Modern Languages Green Impact
teams were the winners of the Innovation
for Engagement award at the NUS Student
Sustainability Summit in Manchester for
their Big Pawprint event. The Big Pawprint
encouraged pet owners to consider how they
can reduce the environmental impact of their
pets. Over 200 people attended the event,
which included information stalls, therapy
dogs and volunteers from various charities.

Lauren Holmes (LIS Resources Assistant) and
Megan McCarthy (Assistant Subject Librarian)
presented at the Summit on the ‘Greening
the Libraries’ project, which engages with
staff, students and the local community.
The University was shortlisted in four areas for
the Environmental Association of Universities
and Colleges Green Gown Awards: Benefitting
Society – the Libraries’ Caring Cup initiative;
Campus Health, Food & Drink – Sustainable Palm
Oil; Student Engagement – Welly Wednesdays;
and Staff Champion: Lauren Holmes.
VeggieFest focused on plant-based lifestyles
as a way of reducing carbon footprints
and welcomed back stalls from local
restaurants and societies, as well as University
departments, keen to showcase plant-based
food and products. Over 250 students and staff
attended the event and visitors gained tips on
how to reduce plastic use, grow your own food,
and make gardens more wildlife friendly. The
social area provided the opportunity to enjoy
the food and meet like-minded people keen to
support local, eco-friendly businesses.

Green Tie Awards.

The Seaborne Library and Modern Languages Green Impact teams.

The first Winter Workshops saw several
members of staff volunteer their time and
materials to hold a variety of craft activities
to create items such as festive decorations,
Christmas cards and gifts using sustainable
materials, together with a bake sale for the
the local ShareShops.
The allotment group has been led by
volunteers from the Department of Geography
and International Development and helped
by others from across the University. This has

Caring Cups initiative.

VeggieFest.
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yielded produce such as carrots, garlic, shallots,
potatoes, beetroot, spinach and lettuce, plus
apples and pears from the fruit trees.
The Chester Sustainability Forum comprises
organisations from across the city, including
Cheshire West and Chester Council, Chester
Zoo, the University and Cheshire Wildlife
Trust. Cheshire West and Chester Council has
declared a Climate Emergency, recognising the
need to act in line with worldwide agreements
on climate change. The Climate Emergency
steering group are co-ordinating ideas and
evidence and the University is working with
the Forum to support activities and create
collaborative opportunities.

the Sustainability Award at the University
Caterers Organisation (TUCO) 2019 awards.
A drone bread delivery was hosted at the
Parkgate Road Campus as the Roberts Bakery
celebrated being the first such UK brand to
introduce paper packaging.
The Sustainability Unit held a number of
Sustainability Forums for students and staff
and Steve Hughes, leader of the Chester
SuperTrees project, was a guest speaker.
Students have subsequently been involved
in the community planting events for this
project, to increase biodiversity and improve
air quality.

‘Swish Swap Shop’.

Curriculum
Community
The ‘Swish Swap Shop’ event was organised as
part of the Estates and Facilities Department’s
green impact team and staff, students and
members of the public were encouraged
to bring in good quality items in exchange
for similar items or for £1. The revenue and
remaining items were then given to ShareAid;
Claire House Children’s Hospice and Chester
Women’s Aid.
Through the work of Chester Zoo, and with
the support of the University and other
partners in the city, Chester has become the
world’s first sustainable palm oil city. The
Hospitality and Residential Services team
achieved ‘champion’ status as part of Chester
Zoo’s Sustainable Palm Oil campaign, which
aims to create a UK demand for sustainable
palm oil. Their overall environmental
contribution was recognised by winning

The Sustainability Unit has supported
a number of academic departments to
introduce sustainability-related content into
modules. Chester Business School’s final-year
module Tourism Futures now includes Green
Impact auditor training, providing students
with the skills and knowledge to conduct
environmental audits of an organisation’s
operations, consider the impacts and
suggest ways in which they can be
reduced. Journalism students undertook an
assignment exploring recycling rates in the
North West, including waste management
at the University and how single use plastic
could be reduced. The final-year Geography
module, Sustainable Futures, had four
student groups working on projects with
the Sustainability Unit, such as thermal
imaging of University buildings, encouraging
alternative travel options and sustainability in
the curriculum.

The TUCO Sustainability Award.
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COMMUNIT Y

@uocmedschool
Day 4: MD Doctor of Medicine (Clinical MD). Meet
some of our first cohort of Clinical MD students
at Chester Medical School #uocmedschool

Cheshire Prize for
Literature authors.

@nicoleempaget
Not every morning you get to see a sea turtle
going back into the sea
#seaturtle
#studentnurse #volunteering #MyChesterStory

🐢🌏☀
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OUTREACH AND WIDENING PARTICIPATION
The University’s investment in delivering activities to local schools and colleges, including
specific widening participation activity, is evident from its extensive engagement with groups
of people who are under-represented in higher education, ranging from primary school
pupils who may not otherwise have considered university, to mature college students.
The University seeks to work with all local
schools and colleges to support them in
assisting their pupils to make informed decisions
about their next steps. The institution’s Outreach
Team works specifically with students, teachers
and careers advisers to extend the participation
of all students, especially those from underrepresented groups in higher education, through
activities designed to raise the aspirations of
students and increase their awareness of the
benefits of a university education.

Schools taster session.

The Outreach Team offers engaging and
informative events throughout the year,
tailored to the needs of schools, colleges and
their prospective students. More than 7,500
prospective students were hosted as part of
109 events on various campuses, and a further
249 events were delivered in schools and
colleges providing talks and workshops to over
12,000 prospective students. In addition, 175
events in schools and colleges, such as Careers
Fairs, were supported by members of the
Outreach Team.
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The University continued its support of the
four-year Office for Students (OfS) National
Collaborative Outreach Programme, as a
member of two networks; Higher Horizons+, and
Shaping Futures. Through the Higher Horizons+
network (including higher education partners
across Cheshire, Staffordshire and Shropshire),
the University continues to host a hub of staff,
who are striving to meet the objectives of the
project within target wards, in the local area.
The project aims to provide additional outreach
activity to these wards, in order to complement
existing activity delivered by institutions as
part of their individual Office for Fair Access
agreements, and to boost the numbers of
students progressing into higher education
from these targeted, under-represented groups.
The University also continues its membership of
the ‘Shaping Futures’ Merseyside Collaborative
Outreach Programme, which works with higher
education partners across Merseyside. The
following examples show the range of outreach
and widening participation activities run across
the University.
The Cheshire final of the Young Enterprise
awards was held at Chester Business School.
Young Enterprise is a national charity which
works to equip young people with the skills,
knowledge and confidence they need to
succeed in the changing world of work. Twelve
teams from across Cheshire and Warrington
listened to guest speakers and competed
through interviews and presentations. The
winner of Company of the Year was Green
Bean from Abbey Gate College in Chester and
the runner up was Tytherington Eco Cups
from Tytherington High School. Both teams
went on to represent the county at the North

West Regional Company of the Year final.
Participating schools included: Abbey Gate
College; Barrow Hall College; Blacon High
School; Cheshire College West; Tytherington
High; Alderley Edge School for Girls; St Nicholas
RC High; Wilmslow High; Christleton High
School; Cheshire College South; and Queen’s
Park High School.
Talented young people in the field of visual
arts learned new skills from professionals at
the Department of Art and Design through
the Criw Celf project. This is for young people
aged 12 to 18 who have been identified as
talented in the visual arts and brings them
together around seven times a year to work
with professional artists and to visit exhibitions,
artists’ studios and Fine Art departments in
universities. Hosted at the Creative Campus
Kingsway, the participants spent a morning
making wearable sculpture before videoing
their sculptures being worn and ‘performed’.
Over 100 prospective health and social
care students from across the North West
and Shropshire visited the University to
experience the Health and Social Care taster
day. It was designed to support post-16
students who may be considering a career
in health and social work to help them make
informed decisions about their future. The
events took place at the Riverside Campus
(Chester), Warrington Campus, Marriss
House (Birkenhead) and Leighton Hospital
(Crewe). The day provided an insight into
the four nursing disciplines of Adult, Child,
Learning Disability and Mental Health as well
as Midwifery, Social Work and Social Care.
Students were also given information on

Over 100 young footballers from
Chester primary schools enjoyed a
festival of football hosted by the Sport
and Active Lifestyle Department. The
primary schools were invited to enjoy
the University sporting facilities by
taking part in a Year 5 and 6 Boys’ and
Girls’ Football Festival and participating

schools included Dodleston Church of
England Primary, Cherry Grove Primary,
Saughall All Saints Church of England
Primary, Saighton Church of England
Primary, Chester Blue Coat Church
of England Primary, Boughton Heath
Academy and Barrow Church of England
Primary Schools.

Barrow CE Primary School.

Cherry Grove Primary School.

Saughall All Saints CE Primary School.

Dodleston CE Primary School.

Saighton CE Primary School.
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student finance, admissions requirements
and had the opportunity to meet university
lecturers and practitioners. Prior to the event,
students were provided with pre-reading
material from the Faculty and were given the
task of being the local ‘Clinical Commissioning
Group’ where, at the end of the day, they
would have to decide which profession
they would fund. Senior Lecturers provided
informative and engaging presentations
about their profession to the students and
there was a chance to ask questions before an
interactive, online voting tool was used at the
end of the day.
Eighty school children from four high
schools across the region gathered at
Thornton Science Park to become rocket
scientists for the day. The Faculty of
Science and Engineering teamed up with
Starchaser Industries and the RAF to provide
‘Space4Schools’ – a one-day science workshop
for children in Years 8 and 9 from Penketh
High School, St Thomas More Catholic High
School, Merchant Taylors’ Boys’ School and
Telford Priory School. The event involved the
students building and launching their own
model rocket powered by real rocket fuel. The
winning team on the day was ‘Laika2’ from St
Thomas More Catholic High School in Crewe.
Lecturers from the Department of Public
Health and Wellbeing, Blacon High School’s
Year 7 Progress Leader and postgraduate
Specialist Community Public Health students
designed and delivered a fun day at the
School. This was funded by Health Education
England, in partnership with the School and
the University. The aim was to increase the

knowledge of health and wellbeing of Year
7 pupils with awareness sessions delivered
in a fun and positive way to help young
people to understand the positive impact of
behaviour on their own health and wellbeing
and that of others.
A national philosophy and religion competition
for A level students was founded by Dr Wendy
Dossett (Associate Professor, Department of
Theology and Religious Studies) from prize
money from her British Association for the
Study of Religion Teaching and Learning
Fellowship. ‘What’s the Big Idea?’ was
established to encourage sixth form students
to be creative in exploring and responding to a
series of questions about religion, social justice,
problems facing humanity and a ‘good’ life.
Sophie Gornall from Hutton Grammar School,
Preston won the £100 prize and said: “I am
delighted to be the winner of the competition.
My aspiration is to achieve the grades to satisfy
my conditional offer of a place to read TRS at
the University of Chester. I enjoy making an
active difference in my local community and I
also value the time to reflect on my own beliefs
and to consider how worship in its diverse
forms affects other people’s lives.”
Outreach activities by the Department of
English include 20 advanced GCSE students
from South Wirral High School, who visited
for two workshops and a lecture as part of
building links between the institutions, while
a further group of 80 Year 11 students from
Whitby High School were hosted for talks.
Staff members have visited schools to give
lectures at Bishops’ Blue Coat CE High School,
Shrewsbury High School and Whitby High

School among others, as well as attendance at
the ‘Year 6 Subject Fair: Widening Participation
for Winsford Primaries’, which attracted around
250 pupils.
University Centre Shrewsbury Medical
Genetics students, Max Ellington and
Max Yates, visited the Mary Webb School
and Science College, Pontesbury on
multiple occasions to help with two STEM
programmes for pupils. Go4Set is run by
the EDT (Engineering Development Trust),
bringing Year 8 and 9 students together with
STEM mentors to encourage more students
to choose post-16 courses in STEM areas.
A total of 120 Year 8 pupils participated
and were organised into teams of six. The
students picked a project from a choice of
four, all based around being environmentally
friendly and helped them to conduct and
display their research and design, make
a model of their project and plan and
prepare presentations. They were also on
the assessment panel to choose the overall
winner. The students were then invited back
to assist with the CREST Fair, which involved
helping Year 9 pupils with their projects
to investigate scientific questions of their
choice, such as ‘Which design of wind turbine
produces the most electricity?’. The students
helped them to explore their choice, refine
their experiments and produce a presentation
board. Both served on the judging panel
and the best project went forward to the
regional CREST Fair competition. Max Yates
(Medical Genetics) said of the experience: “As
a university student, I think it is important to
share my experience to help inspire young
people to pursue STEM subjects.”

Starchaser Rocket winning team.

Blacon High School fun day.

Sophie Gornall, winner of ‘What’s the Big Idea?’.
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EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
The strong partnerships with key educational institutions in the region, especially with
University Centre Reaseheath and University Centre Shrewsbury, means that the benefits
of higher education are accessible to a greater cross section of people in an environment
which suits their own particular circumstances and career ambitions.

Visit of Charles Darwin University’s ViceChancellor to University Centre Shrewsbury.

As part of the partnership between the
States of Jersey and the Faculty of Health
and Social Care, Sarah Tate attended
lectures in Chester and returned to Jersey
for most of the practical placements. She
studied for the three-year Bachelor of
Nursing (Children’s Nursing) and said of
her experience: “It suited me well, because
it was great to get to know the staff and
areas during placements in Jersey, where I
hope to work when my course is finished.”
Other placements included one in the
Paediatric Intensive Care Unit at Alder Hey
Children’s Hospital, which reinforced her
desire to nurse sick children, and another
in Tanzania, which was life affirming
and gave her a practical understanding
of health inequalities. Sarah said of her
course: “The lecturers haven’t just taught
me over the past three years – they
have also nurtured me, going above and
beyond to ensure I have the knowledge
and the skills I need. It’s because of them
that I’ve enjoyed my course so much!”

The Centre for Work Related Studies has
worked with University College Isle of
Man (UCM, formerly Isle of Man College)
for over 10 years providing Work Based
and Integrative Studies (WBIS) courses
for students on the island. More than
170 part-time undergraduate students
have enrolled on modules since then
and postgraduate WBIS courses were
added in 2014. These postgraduate
courses have seen high demand from
those in professional occupations,
including teachers and police officers.
Gail Corrin, Head of Higher Education,
said: “UCM is supported by the Isle of
Man Government and, as such, the WBIS
framework is the format of choice for
UCM professional development and
has been adopted by the Department
for Education, Sport and Culture for
postgraduate development.”
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University Centre Reaseheath
A Silver in the Teaching Excellence and Student Outcomes
Framework (TEF) was the reward for University Centre
Reaseheath for its high quality academic teaching and
learning and excellent professional outcomes. The TEF
panel found that Reaseheath offered a flexible, dynamic
and personalised learning environment, which focused on
embedding learning in industry standard environments.
Agriculture
Agriculture undergraduates discussed their
concerns over Brexit and other measures which
could affect their future with NFU President, Minette
Batters. Minette participated in a Q&A session
during a visit to Reaseheath’s farm and food centre
and her advice was to remain positive, embrace
change, continue building knowledge and skills and
connect with technology.
Animal Science

TEF Silver Award.

A beached pilot whale and several dolphins and seals
were successfully rescued in a simulated situation to
allow 40 Animal Science undergraduates and Access
to HE students to gain an internationally recognised
qualification in wildlife rescue. After the one-day
course, which included practical instruction using
inflatable life-sized models, all group members
achieved their British Divers Marine Life Rescue
‘Marine Mammal Medic’ certificate. The award
qualifies them to help in day-to-day marine wildlife
emergencies via a national register.
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BSc Zoo Management undergraduate Felix
Rowan-Young has been producing a training
plan for fish. Although little is known about
fish cognition, Felix is enjoying considerable
success with Simba, a lionfish who needs
careful handling due to his venomous
spines. By training Simba to follow a
target stick, Felix is encouraging the fish to
swim into a crate where he can be safely
contained for health checks, or while his
aquarium is being maintained. The training
plan aims to minimise stress on both fish
and keepers, and if successful could be used
for other fish species. Felix has based his
dissertation on his findings and hopes to
publish his research.
Inspirational Canine Clinical Behaviour
undergraduate, Paige Jepson, was honoured
with a national title at Crufts, the world’s
most prestigious dog show. She was overall
winner of the Young Kennel Club (YKC)’s
‘Young Person of the Year Award’ for being a
role model to young people and their dogs.
Paige was nominated for mentoring other
young people at clubs and shows, particularly
through training for obedience and puppy
classes, and regularly helps at YKC shows.
Horticulture
A ‘Cyber Crime’ show garden, designed
and built by BSc Landscape Architecture
undergraduates, sowed the seeds of online
safety to visitors at the RHS Flower Show
Tatton Park. The garden, commissioned
by Cheshire Constabulary and sponsored
by Barclays, highlighted the importance
of staying safe online and featured the

Constabulary’s 5Cs Guide to Online Safety
(Create, Cover, Confidentiality, Click,
Connect). It was awarded a silver medal and
featured in the BBC’s coverage of the flower
show, with presenter Adam Frost describing
the planting as “inspiring” and “full of ideas to
take home”.
Landscape Architecture undergraduates
are undertaking research into the history of
Gwrych Castle, a Grade I listed country house
in North Wales. Gwrych Castle Preservation
Trust is implementing a 30-year restoration
plan and undergraduates are carrying
out desk- and field-based research on the
terraces and turrets to identify features of
interest and to determine their significance
as part of their Conservation Management
module. They have produced Conservation
Management Plans, which will be used
by the Trust to aid and direct ongoing
restoration and management.
Dairy Technology
Cheeses produced by Level 5 apprentice
dairy technologists won three top prizes at
Nantwich’s prestigious International Cheese
Awards. The cheeses, made in Reaseheath’s
industry standard food processing halls,
took two golds and one silver at the highly
competitive show, which attracted 5,000
entries from over 30 countries. The awards
went to Cheddar and Derby cheeses, made by
dairy technologists studying for a Foundation
Degree in Dairy Technology on Reaseheath’s
Eden programme, a unique education
initiative driven and supported by leading
dairy companies.

Minette Batters visit.

RHS Tatton Cyber Crime garden.

Felix Rowan-Young.

Animal Science students.
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University Centre Shrewsbury
This growing institution is the result of a unique
collaboration between the University and
Shropshire Council to provide a tailored higher
education experience for students within this
vibrant and historic town, for the benefit of the
wider community.
The site of Shrewsbury Castle has been
excavated for the first time in its 900 years
and University Centre Shrewsbury (UCS)
students and staff played their part in
uncovering finds of national significance.
Professor Tim Jenkins (Head, Arts and
Humanities) and Morn Capper (Lecturer,
History and Heritage) worked alongside
students and archaeologists on this dig
over a two-week period and they found a
wide ditch which would have protected
the original castle or motte. Shards of
pottery and bone showed that the ditch
was in use during the rebellion of 1069 and
for centuries afterwards. Dr Capper said:
“To take part in the first archaeological
excavation at Shrewsbury Castle and to
help make this important heritage site
sustainable for the future is a unique
opportunity for our students.”
Graduation in
St Chad’s Church.

The new Musical Theatre degree has
proved to be a popular addition to the UCS
portfolio of courses as students benefit
from Theatre Severn’s professional state-

of-the-art facilities and opportunities to
further their knowledge. They participated
in masterclasses taught by West End
professionals such as Alex Young, met
Tony Award-winning choreographer and
Shrewsbury native, Gillian Gregory and
finished their year by performing a fulllength musical, Gone Missing by The Civilians
at Theatre Severn. Co-Programme Leader
and composer, Sarah Taylor Ellis, received
a Discovery Grant from Opera America
to advance work on her composition The
Trojan Women, while another of Dr Ellis’
compositions, the feminist rock musical
These Girls Have Demons, was selected for
Pittsburgh CLO’s New Musicals Weekend.
The grant from Opera America funded a
reading in London and Dr Ellis said: “I am
so grateful to have the support of these
venerable arts organisations. Their backing
makes it possible for new work to be
developed and heard.”
Shropshire Council transferred the
programme of continuing professional
development (CPD) for schools and early
years’ providers in Shropshire to UCS. More
than 430 schools and early years’ providers
in Shropshire and neighbouring counties
take part in over 600 CPD events each year.
Shropshire Council has run the programme
for the last 30 years to ensure it was high
quality, addressed the specific needs of
Shropshire, and was accessible to everyone
in the rural county. The CPD programme
allows senior leadership, teachers,
administrators, support staff and governors
to learn new skills and stay abreast of
important and relevant educational
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developments. Karen Bradshaw, Director
of Children’s Services, Shropshire Council,
said: “CPD is at the heart of school
improvement in our county. We are
fortunate that the University has the
academic expertise to not only carry on
this important programme, but add value
to it as well.”
The UCS Centre for Research into
Environmental Science and Technology
(CREST) launched a product with local
software development company, Wolf
Logic, that enables users to search any
location, using either a postcode or map
coordinates, to find land and property
details including boundaries, title
information, solar suitability, terrain and
other environmental information. CREST
and Wolf Logic launched the product,
Geopoints, at Hencote Vineyards and Chris
Greenhalgh (Director, Wolf Logic) said:
“CREST support has enabled us to accelerate
product development and the advice given
by Dr Andrew Miles has been invaluable.”
Wolf Logic has broadened its relationship
with the University further by becoming
part of the delivery panel for the UCS
initiative to develop training provision in
computer science and programming. With
funding from the Institute of Coding, this
initiative is designed to reduce the technical
skills gap in the Mid Marches region.
Professor Simon Maddocks, President
and Vice Chancellor of Charles Darwin
University (CDU) in Darwin, Australia,
and his wife Vicky, visited Shropshire,
Shrewsbury and UCS to learn more about

the origins of his university’s namesake and
to explore collaborations between the two
universities, both of which are relatively
new institutions and serve primarily rural
populations. This followed the visit of Paul
Kirkbright, Deputy Provost who visited CDU
to create links between Darwin, Australia,
and Shrewsbury, as well as between the
universities. Professor Maddocks said: “It
was a pleasure to see the institution first
hand. There are clearly a range of academic
and research opportunities of relevance
that could be fostered to mutual benefit.”
UCS, in partnership with the Shrewsbury
Business Improvement District, brought 15
community partners, covering business,
culture and education, together to create
the DarwIN Shrewsbury Festival over
two weeks to celebrate the town’s most
famous son, Charles Darwin. Local schools,
churches, societies and businesses all
participated in more than 25 events over
16 days. The Festival brought additional
visitors, business, educational and cultural
opportunities to the town and rekindled
the pride the town takes as the birthplace
and earliest influence on one of the
greatest human minds. UCS staff and
students were the catalyst, energy and
driving force behind the Festival, which
has now become a permanent fixture on
the town’s calendar, with a more ambitious
schedule planned for each subsequent
year. The Festival exemplifies how a
university can create and implement ideas,
bring people and organisations together,
and generate social, cultural and economic
impact in its local community.

CREST has also developed a number
of research initiatives to support
and develop local SMEs in the
environmental geospatial area, such as
the Shrewsbury Geospatial Forum which
brings together academics, individuals
and SMEs with an interest in mapping,
surveying and geospatial technology.
The Forum, including Wolf Logic, is
working alongside Shropshire Council
to seek future funding for improved
adult social care. By employing skills

Wolf Logic’s Geopoints launch.

and expertise in the areas of software
development, artificial intelligence
and virtual reality the aim is to address
this critical issue within the ageing
population of Shropshire and Telford &
Wrekin. With a £1.9 million grant from
the European Regional Development
Fund, CREST provides research support,
development and advice to SMEs in
Shropshire and Telford & Wrekin to
increase productivity, upskilling and
innovative product development.
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Shropshire Young Thinkers’ Competition.

Professor John Buckley.

Graduate with family.

As part of the Festival, the Shropshire Young
Thinkers’ contest attracted 496 entrants
in the ‘Dear Darwin’ themed competition.
Tristan Dennis won the 7–10 age group, with
his travel to the future to see how children
evolve to settle a debate with his own
father. Genevieve Weir and Katie Jones were
runners-up. Charlotte Tench won the 11–13
category by inviting Darwin to the present
day to learn about modern technology so
that he could take this knowledge back to
the past to speed up the rate of progress.
Francia Besterman and George Rink were
runners-up. McKenna Wood won the 14–16
age group by wanting to discuss how the
faulty gene which causes cystic fibrosis
fitted in with Darwin’s theory of evolution
by natural selection. Zoe Tse and Oscar
Rink were runners-up. Judge and sponsor,
Joanna Morris, said: “This is a special year
for our fifth-generation family business, as
we are celebrating our 150th anniversary.
Championing young people is one of our
anniversary themes and this was a delightful
occasion to allow us to do that.”
UCS students have many opportunities
to learn from a variety of professionals,
visit key locations and organise their own
events. For example Beth Heath (Director
of Shropshire Festivals) delivered modules
on the BA (Hons) Events and Festivals
Management programme and so students
were involved in the preparation and
running of events and festivals, such as
Kids Fest, plus visiting Crufts and the
International Tennis Federation Event at The
Shrewsbury Club. BSc Sport Management
students had visits to Liverpool FC, West

Bromwich Albion Foundation, Shrewsbury
Sports Village and Shrewsbury Town FC,
while local management consultancy
firm, Wellmeadow, also delivered a fiveweek masterclass on how to start up
your own business. Applied Psychology
students raised awareness of mental
health through ‘Healthy Noggin Day’,
providing activities to raise awareness
of potential stressors and offering tools
to cope. They also raised money for a
community charity that provides support
for young people. Students worked with
Age UK on the problem of food poverty
in the ageing population. Four research
groups conducted community research
projects and fed back their results to the
organisations, a visit to the Samaritans
allowed students to gain a greater
insight into the work of the charity, while
workshops were provided by students
aimed at parents, teachers and students on
topics such as reducing anxiety in children.

policies and the need to deal with ageing
populations with chronic diseases, often in
harder to reach places like Shropshire.

Professor John Buckley (Centre for Active
Living), travelled to Geneva as part of
the World Health Organization’s expert
panel on health and rehabilitation for
people with disabling health conditions.
John was the Expert Voice for the area of
Cardiac Rehabilitation and this second
invitation was as a result of his work as
Founding Chair and Executive Officer of
the International Council of Cardiovascular
Disease Prevention and Rehabilitation.
Professor Buckley’s experience influences
teaching on the degrees in Exercise in
Health and Exercise Medicine, informed by
the latest national and international health

The 2019 graduation ceremony at St Chad’s
Church celebrated the achievements of 150
students who gained their degrees across a
range of undergraduate and postgraduate
courses. Dr Gyles Brandreth, Chancellor of
the University, said: “I am honoured to be
presenting degrees and awards to graduates
of the University Centre of Shrewsbury in the
beautiful St Chad’s Church. These students
deserve to celebrate their dedication and
achievements, cheered on by their friends
and faculty who taught and supported
them, and colleagues who worked alongside
them. May success and good luck always be
with them.”

The Centre for Active Living has been
advising four ex-servicemen in their
fifties who are rowing across the Atlantic,
by providing a team of specialists in
collaboration with the Royal Shrewsbury
Hospital (RSH), to help the Atlantic Mavericks
with their exercise regimen, psychological
preparedness and nutrition. UCS and RSH
academics have conducted research on
how the men’s bodies react to the training
for the intense effort needed for the Talisker
Whisky Atlantic Challenge, which involves
rowing 3,000 miles in around 55 days and
the best ways in which they could prepare.
Professor Buckley said: “Our primary aim has
been to get them to the start-line with the
right amount of strength, endurance and
flexibility. During the race, it is then mainly a
battle of psychological will and teamwork.”
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COMMERCIAL CONNEC TIONS
The University continues to strengthen its links with the wider business community through
playing a key strategic role, the hosting of 70 commercial tenant companies with 600 staff,
access to pioneering research expertise, student employment opportunities, the fostering
of innovation and the provision of business support.
Business growth programmes
The University is proud to continue delivering the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)funded Cheshire and Warrington Business Growth
Programme, with over 423 entrepreneurs and
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) now
having received support from the Commercial
Operations team. The innovative Programme
brings together key business support providers
across Cheshire and Warrington to offer
businesses access to growth support services.
It utilises the specialist expertise and facilities
available from the delivery partners, which include
higher and further education partners, Local
Authority Growth Teams and several science and
business parks within the sub-region.

Thornton Science Park.

The ERDF-funded I2C programme has resulted in
a series of workshops and masterclasses delivered
by the University to help small businesses with
the skills needed to turn an innovation idea into a
commercial reality. The support provided by the I2C
engineering team within Commercial Operations
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I2C Team.

ESL Lab.

NoWFOOD Centre Great Taste stars.

included a step-by-step guide to 3D printing
by I2C experts learning how an initial concept
can be transformed into a physical design. For
example, Henry Baxendell from Bax Bees wanted
to increase pollen production by manufacturing
a new type of pollen trap that would maximise
collection, while minimising the impact on his
bees. He turned to the printing master class to
develop a prototype to test his design. Henry
said: “The I2C application process was very
straightforward and the results of taking part in
the programme have been hugely significant. I
hadn’t realised the full possibilities of 3D printing
and scanning before attending the master class
and the engineers at I2C also suggested some
great improvements to the design. In the long
term, we expect this invention to enable us to
increase production of pollen so it goes from
being a side-line product to becoming a major
income stream for our business.”
The Eco-Innovation Cheshire and Warrington
project is run in partnership with Lancaster
University and is part-funded by the ERDF.
It offers support for SMEs to research and
innovate new low carbon technologies,
products and services, develop and improve
efficiencies of existing technologies and
participate in forthcoming developments. The
support consists of structured programmes of
collaborative three-year PhD, one-year Master’s
research and one-to five-week development
projects with academics or a dedicated
researcher, and analytical and testing resources.
For example, Camcoat Performance Coatings
Ltd received support from the Eco-Innovation
Project at Thornton Science Park. The company
worked with Master’s student Hannah Eccleston
to investigate anti-biofouling/bactericidal

effects of coating for application on marine
renewable energy converters. Hannah said of
the experience: “The Eco-Innovation project
is allowing me to complete research for a
business-specific purpose that will be beneficial
to both the organisation, and the environment.”
Commercial centres
The Commercial Operations team has full
occupancy at the Riverside Innovation Centre,
which is a city-centre business innovation
hub and also provides popular conference
facilities. The team is exploring the possibility of
establishing business incubation opportunities
at the Warrington Campus and strengthening
links with University Centre Reaseheath.
The Energy Centre at Thornton has continued
to thrive, with activity including Combined
Heat and Power units being built and sent
to market, and even being evaluated for
installation on site to reduce costs and the
carbon footprint. It has also taken further
steps to develop renewable energies, with
the installation of a rooftop PV unit, which has
been donated by Energy Gain UK. The solar
energy equipment supplier completed a 4kW
south facing Solar Edge panel installation,
which is fully optimised and will form part of
the Energy Centre’s ongoing research into solar
energy technologies, connecting to the Energy
Centre’s pioneering microgrid. Paul Vernon,
Senior Executive Director of Commercial
Operations, and Chief Executive of Thornton
Research Properties Limited, said: “Our thanks
go to Energy Gain UK for their donation of the
unit. The solar plant itself provides a wonderful
platform for research and development,

and learning. The company’s support in our
ambition for Thornton and the Energy Centre
is another example of how the University
is working with industry to allow business
innovation and development to happen.”
Thornton Science Park has become an official
partner of the Northern Powerhouse and is
playing a strategically important role in the
development of UK’s Clean Growth Grand
Challenge. One of the Government’s Chief
Scientific Advisors, Professor John Loughhead
(Department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy), visited Thornton Science Park, to find
out about the North West’s bid to be the UK’s
primary hydrogen economy and the progressive
work conducted by the University into the clean
energy potential of hydrogen. Also attending
was Rita Wadey, Deputy Director of Hydrogen
Economy at BEIS. The visit was organised to
mark ‘one year on’ since the publication of the
Government’s Clean Growth Strategy.
Executive Director of Thornton Energy
Research Institute, Professor Joe Howe is
linking Thornton’s sector specialisms to the
Government’s industrial strategy through
multiple regional projects including the HyNet
Project, the E-Port Smart Energy Master Plan,
and chairing the North West Hydrogen Alliance,
which brings together some of the UK’s most
influential organisations driving forward the
work to develop the region as the UK’s primary
hydrogen economy.
A major infrastructure project that promises
huge carbon savings and thousands of jobs
for the North West has been awarded over
£800,000 in support from the UK Government
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Paul Vernon from the University of Chester and Craig Jones from Energy Gain UK on the Energy Centre roof.

The visit of Professor John Loughhead (third right).

and project partners. The world-leading HyNet
project will capture over a million tonnes
of carbon dioxide (CO2) from industry and
store this offshore in depleted gas fields in
Liverpool Bay, which are currently operated
by Eni. HyNet will also subsequently produce
hydrogen as a fuel for heating, power and
transport. A UK-first at such large scale, the first
phase will be operational by 2024. Led by the
UK’s biggest gas distribution network Cadent
and project developer Progressive Energy,
the wider consortium now also includes Essar
Oil UK, CF Fertilisers, Peel and the University.
The first phase of the HyNet project will see
around £300 million invested in constructing
Carbon Capture Storage (CCS) infrastructure.
Longer term, the overall investment in CCS and
hydrogen infrastructure in the region is planned
to reach around £1 billion. This will bring a
range of economic benefits, including up to
5,000 jobs from the planning, construction and
ongoing operation of these new facilities, with
the prospect of more jobs and investment as
the technology rolls out to other regions of
the UK. HyNet is also being supported by the
North West Business Leadership Team (NWBLT),
which recently announced its response to
the Government’s challenge to establish a
Low Carbon Industrial ‘Cluster’ by 2030. The
goal set by Government is to establish a lowcarbon exemplar that others in the UK and
internationally can learn from and replicate.
HyNet forms a major part of the NWBLT
bid, and is supported by private and public
sector partners from across the Liverpool City
Region, Cheshire and Warrington, and Greater
Manchester. As part of this project, Dr Carolina
Font Palma (Senior Lecturer, Department of
Chemical Engineering), gained a grant from the

Department of Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy in collaboration with five other
companies on ‘HyNet Phase 1: Industrial Carbon
Capture, Usage and Storage (CCUS)’, which has
a collective value of £495,000.
Richard Carter, Chairman of the North West
Business Leadership Team, welcomed the
news of the award for HyNet: “We firmly
believe that we have the opportunity to build
a powerful collaboration in the North West
of which HyNet is a crucial part. Working
together, we can create an innovative,
sustainable and low-cost energy system
that will help to deliver an increasingly
decarbonised future. It will also contribute to
energy security and the sort of sustainable
economic growth that will be of benefit to
local communities. This announcement is
an important first step on that journey – and
places the North West in the vanguard of this
new technology.”
The North West Energy Innovation District (EID)
has been awarded funding by UK Research and
Innovation to deliver the first stage of the ‘E-Port
Smart Energy Master Plan’, a local, smart energy
system based around the industrial heartland
of Ellesmere Port. The £200,000 project, match
funded by the EID members, is one of the first
concept and design studies awarded under
the Government’s ‘Prospering from the energy
revolution’ programme. It aims to develop a
nationally-replicable model for a local private
grid that can deliver low-cost, low-carbon
energy for industrial, commercial and domestic
users. The master plan will set out a 10-year
private sector investment programme in smart
energy solutions that is scalable across the
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HyNet.

Alan Ryan.

UK. Spearheaded by the Cheshire Energy Hub,
the Energy Innovation District brings together
energy users, network owners, innovators and
partners – including EA Technology, Burns &
McDonnell, Urenco, Cadent Gas, SP Energy
Networks and Peel Environmental – working
alongside Cheshire & Warrington LEP, Cheshire
West and Chester Council and the University.
With the objective of driving down the cost of
clean energy the EID is an opportunity to deliver
a new decarbonised energy system for the North
West of England, meeting the Government’s
Clean Growth agenda while boosting economic
growth and investment. The project will develop
a proposal for a multi vector (electricity, gas, heat
and hydrogen) energy system that is capable of
being scaled up to other regions of the UK. It is
based on an innovative operating system, which
will be the first digital and virtual platform for
the smart management of the whole energy
network. Professor Howe and Garfield Southall
(Associate Professor and Dean, Faculty of Science
and Engineering) have successfully delivered
the first phase of an innovative Energy Control
System design for this project. Cllr Karen Shore,
Cabinet Member Environment, Cheshire West
and Chester Council said: “The economy of the
North West of England, and particularly Cheshire,
is driven by energy, with around 5% of the UK’s
energy currently consumed in north Cheshire.
The region is leading innovation in the sector
and we have the opportunity to put Cheshire
on the map with the UK’s first major industrybacked local energy system.”

Awards Business School of the Year. The award
acknowledges exceptional performance
in innovation, teaching, research, student
experience and alumni relations. Some of the
initiatives which helped the Business School
to stand out were its dual accreditation
Chartered Manager Degree Apprenticeship
Programme, which includes both Institute
of Leadership and Management (ILM) and
Chartered Management Institute (CMI), as
well as the strong partnership with Royal
Caribbean International, and an exchange
programme with Central Michigan University,
working with Disney World Florida and a
commercial summer school for the US market.

Other business links

•

The University of Chester Business School was
shortlisted for the Times Higher Education (THE)

More than 300 guests gathered at Chester
Racecourse to celebrate the prestigious
annual High Sheriff’s Awards for Enterprise.
The event was hosted by the High Sheriff of
Cheshire, Alexis Redmond MBE, and Professor
Tim Wheeler, with guest speakers Roger
Johnson from BBC North West Tonight and Dr
Phil Redmond, TV producer and screenwriter.
The winners were:
•

High Sheriff’s Award for Enterprise
(sponsored by White Oak UK) –
Warrington Disability Partnership.

•

The High Sheriff’s Award for Responsible
Business Practice (sponsored by
Warrington & Co) – Jigsaw Curzon House
Day Nursery, Chester. Highly Commended
– Technoprint, Winsford.
High Sheriff’s Design Award (sponsored by
Donald Insall Associates) – Louise Gardiner
Ltd, Cheshire. Highly Commended – Clicky
Media, Chester.

•

Mornflake Oats Award for Innovation
– DriveWorks Ltd, Warrington. Highly
Commended – Balluff, near Northwich.

•

Roberts Bakery Family Award of Excellence
– Boutique Hotel Group Ltd.

•

The Micro Enterprise Award (sponsored by
Boodles) – Valto IT Limited, Chester. Highly
Commended – Global Air Training, Tattenhall.

•

Cheshire Business Exporter of the Year
(sponsored by Click Consult and West
Cheshire and North Wales Chamber of
Commerce) – TALL Group of Companies Ltd,
Runcorn, and DriveWorks Ltd, Warrington.

•

The Cheshire Business Leaders Award for the
Cheshire and Warrington Entrepreneur of
the Year – Alan Ryan, Technoprint, Winsford.

•

Outstanding Cheshire and Warrington
Business Leader – Peter Alderson,
Managing Director, White Oak UK, Ewloe,
and Andrew Preston, GRI UK, Knutsford.

•

Best Apprentice Award (sponsored by
Barlows Electrical) – Lucy Johnstone, Business
Studies Degree apprenticeship, Renby
Ltd, Tarvin, and Joseph Munn, Electrical
apprentice, Procter & Gamble, Manchester.

•

High Sheriff’s Special Recognition Award –
Colin Brew.

Alexis Redmond MBE paid tribute to
the generosity of the Cheshire business
community for raising £2,440 for Cheshire
Community Foundation. She said of the event:
“It was a privilege to witness the strength and
diversity of the Cheshire business economy!
Congratulations and thank you to all involved
in the Awards.”
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BEYOND OUR BOUNDARIES
Your civic university plays a significant part in the region through the diverse activities of
students, staff and alumni, the institution’s financial contribution of around £500 million
and its continued support for numerous community initiatives.

Fire Service Games.

Critically acclaimed author Zoe Gilbert and
the former High Sheriff of Cheshire, Alexis
Redmond, presented the prizes at the 2018
High Sheriff’s Cheshire Prize for Literature at
the Riverside Campus. This competition is
organised by the University and is open to
individuals with a connection to Cheshire.
The winners were Sophie Claire for her
short story ‘Fallen Sparrow’ and Clive
McWilliam for his short story ‘Satellites’
who both won £1,000. There were a further
five highly commended stories from Simon
Gotts, Angi Holden, Fiona Holland, Yvonne
Oliver and Nicola Russell Johnson. The
winning entries and a selection of other
submissions from the 200 entries were
subsequently published in an anthology,
Island Chain: Short Stories from the
Cheshire Prize for Literature 2018, edited by
competition judge Dr William Stephenson
(Associate Professor, Department of
English). The anthology was launched at a
special event at the Queen’s Park Campus
and the authors were presented with their
copies of the anthology by the High Sheriff
of Cheshire, Mark Mitchell DL.
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Professor Emma Rees (Institute of Gender
Studies/Department of English) gave her
lecture ‘The Suffragettes: From Hard Cell to
Hard Sell’ to Chester Civic Trust; Soroptimist
International for Chester Women’s Aid;
Gladstone’s Library; Bank of America Diversity
and Inclusion Group; Upton’s U3A; to local
Rainbows and Brownies and during Heritage
Open Days in Frodsham and Winchester. She
gave her ‘Who Broke Feminism?’ talk to Bank
of America, Chester, sixth formers at the King’s
School and the University’s Diversity Festival.
As a trustee of Chester Women’s Aid, she also
attended the community iftar (feast to break
a fast) at Chester Mosque and Islamic Centre,
Blacon with Chester MP, Chris Matheson, and
other guests.

Adrian Lee signing the Armed Forces Covenant.

Work by members of the Royal Society
of Sculptors, including Dr Jeremy Turner
(Deputy Head of the Department of Art and
Design) was exhibited at Huddersfield Art
Gallery. ‘Conversations in Sculpture’ brought
together a range of works from members
in the North and Midlands inspired by
themes such as light, space, the potency of
colour, places, spaces and objects, still life
and improvisation, materiality, landscape,
reconstruction, deconstruction, urban and
rural, permanence and the temporary, and
notions of history, ecology and mythology.

Cheshire Prize for Literature awards.

Dr Amy Gray Jones and Dr Barry Taylor
(Senior Lecturers, Department of History and
Archaeology), worked with colleagues from
the Museum of Liverpool and Lancashire
Wildlife Trust on a series of public events at
Lunt Meadows Nature Reserve and Flood
Storage Reservoir. With funding from the

Jeremy Turner sculpture.

National Lottery Heritage Fund, the team
brought the Stone Age back to life through
a series of workshops including practical
demonstrations of Mesolithic crafts and
opportunities to participate in archaeological
work on the Reserve. Activities for local
schools were supported by resource packs
for teachers detailing the archaeological and
natural heritage of the site.
Members of the Cheshire Armed Forces
Covenant Partnership Committee pledged
their commitment by re-signing the Armed
Forces Covenant. This is a commitment by
civilian organisations, in collaboration with
the MOD, to support the Armed Forces
community. It is an opportunity to recognise
the value of serving personnel, both regulars
and reservists, veterans and military families
and their contribution to the UK. The
Cheshire Armed Forces Covenant Partnership
comprises Cheshire West and Chester,
Cheshire East, Halton and Warrington
Councils, the NHS, charities, the Department
of Work and Pensions, the emergency
services and the University of Chester.
The annual Christmas Carol Service was held
at Chester Business School and has become
a festive tradition for the local community.
The service was led by University Chaplain,
the Rev Laura Rhodes, with readings from
University staff and Tim Schofield (Vice Chair
of the Queen’s Park Residents Association).
In addition to festive refreshments, yuletide
music was provided by local brass band
Deva Brass. A group of Events Management
students, Evolving Events, also collected
money for Alder Hey Hospital after the

service. Tim Schofield said: “The community
is grateful to the University for this event
and for their presence and support here
throughout the year, bringing life and colour
across the River Dee.”
Ears Against Loneliness is a new social
movement and participatory arts project
focused on the power of listening. This is led
by Manchester arts organisation, Made by
Mortals, with aid from project manager Nick
Ponsillo (Director of The Philip Barker Centre
for Creative Learning). The project aims to
challenge people to act against loneliness
by donating active listening time to decrease
isolation in communities. Alongside the
social media and video promotion strand,
Made by Mortals is working alongside
The Johnny Barlow Theatre Company and
students from Pennine Care Health and
Wellbeing College to create a piece of
participatory forum theatre exploring the
skills, challenges and triumphs of active
listening to address loneliness.
The Year of the Pig provided the opportunity
for the public to sample Chinese food and
tea, Chinese New Year card making, and
traditional games. The 2019 Chinese Spring
Festival Gala was organised by the China
Centre, including Dr Min Ge (Lecturer,
Department of Modern Languages), and the
University’s Chinese Society. Dr Ge said: “We
enjoy sharing a range of games, activities, and
cultural experiences, to enable everyone to
experience what we do in China at New Year.”
‘Totally East: Life in East Germany’, an
exhibition of documentary photographs
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by Harald Hauswald, was organised by the
Department of Modern Languages and
Department of Art and Design. The University
and the Wartburg Trabant IFA Club UK teamed
up to bring eight IFA vehicles to accompany
the exhibition as an experience of life from
East Germany for visitors. The cars on show
at the Creative Campus Kingsway included
a Barkas B1000 van and the last East German
Military Police staff car still on the road.
The extent of caregiving by Young Carers and
its impact on individuals was explored in an
exhibition at the Warrington Campus. The
exhibition ‘Through the Eyes of a Young Carer’
captured the experiences of many of the
young carers in touch with Warrington Young
Carers Centre (WYCC) and explored the use
of photography, poetry and artwork. WYCC
staff, Fiona Jenkins, Linda Cassidy and Norma
Jageila, displayed the art work and delivered a
short presentation for staff and students.

•

Dr Holly White (Deputy Head) is a
trustee of West Cheshire Foodbank
and leads the West Cheshire Foodbank
Research, Campaigning and Advisory
Group, providing evaluations of pilots
and developing volunteers’ research
skills. She is also a representative on
the Trussell Trust England Strategic
Consultation Group.

•

Dr Jayne Price (Lecturer) volunteers
in a local youth offending service
community as a panel member/chair
for referral panels and is a trustee at the
Liverpool YMCA.

•

As part of the opening of Look Photo Biennial
2019, a photographic project ‘Can’t See the
Wood for the Trees’, was exhibited at the
Victoria Gallery and Museum at the University
of Liverpool. This was co-produced by
Tabitha Jussa (with John Davies), and Dr Jon
Power (Lecturer, Chester Medical School),
was one of the collaborators. The pop-up
exhibition explored green spaces within
Liverpool, focusing on the value of trees past,
present and future.
•
Staff across the institution give their time in a
variety of ways to a range of community causes
as shown by the following examples from the
Department of Social and Political Science:

Dr Andrew Reeves (Associate Professor)
is a trustee and Chair of the British
Association for Counselling and
Psychotherapy; a member of The
Listening Place Clinical Advisory
Board offering pro bono training to
all listeners supporting self-referred
individuals in suicidal crisis; a member of
the Campaign Against Living Miserably
Clinical Advisory Board, offering support
and consultation on the efficacy and
sensitivities of their campaigning
work; and a member of a small clinical
advisory team offering input into the
development of the appropriateness
of the content and focus of the work of
the Samaritans.
Dr Julia Bennett (Lecturer) conducted
community research around the Hoole
Christmas lights event and this project is
being extended to a group in Ullapool on
their Winter Lights Festival.

The Faculty of Health and Social Care
Historical Society’s Riverside Museum
welcomed over 500 visitors from all over the
world to view the collection of curiosities
from the worlds of medicine, nursing,
midwifery and social work, and the ‘First
World War: Returning Home’ exhibition.
These visitors came on the regular opening
hours; for community initiatives such as
Chester Heritage Festival and Heritage
Open Days; for University Open Days;
and for special University events, such as
the Learning Disability Nursing 100-year
celebratory picnic. Pre-booked groups
included: Westminster Park National
Women’s Register; Abbey Gate College
Junior and Infant School, Saighton; Social
Work History Network; Holt Local History
Society; Coleg Cambria; Pavilion Project,
Altrincham (for vulnerable people with
learning difficulties and disabilities); Beis
Yaakov Jewish High School Academy,
Salford; researchers from Yorkshire studying
museums for people with learning
disabilities and mental health problems;
and a range of University student groups.
The Museum loaned objects to St Asaph
Cathedral for a First World War schools
event; for Chester: A Life Story; and for
International Nurses’ Day activities at Marriss
House, Birkenhead. The pauper’s coffin also
featured in the Grosvenor Museum’s ‘Dead
Normal’ exhibition, which attracted over
24,500 visitors. Comments from the Riverside
Museum’s visitor book include: “A gem – very
interesting – excellent!” and “Superb, very
informative and ever so knowledgeable and
friendly volunteers.”

Visitors at the Riverside Museum.

Heritage Open Days.

Riverside Museum display.
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Jessica Billington, Graphic Design student.

i am not a robot compilation.

Rock decorated by Learning Disability Nursing students.

Cat Smith, MP for Lancaster and Fleetwood, by Tabitha Jussa.

•

Dr Rosa Fernandez (Senior Lecturer) and
Economics staff work with PennySmart, a
community interest company on student
placements and research projects.

•

Julie Devonald (Lecturer), through her
links as a volunteer counsellor at Styal
Prison and Young Offender Institute,
facilitates visits to the prison as an
essential experiential environment for
undergraduate students, providing them
with first-hand experience of the prison
environment and its associated issues.

Operation Cherokee and delivered safety
messages, advice and guidance as part
of an ongoing partnership between the
University and the police. The initiative is
intended to help keep both students and
the wider local community safe, while
preventing and alleviating problems.
Jack Bostock, Cheshire Police Constable
and Garden Beat Manager, worked with
a student Special Constable in the
Garden Quarter.

Sounds created by staff and a student for a
compilation produced by the Department
of Art and Design were praised by BBC
6 Music legend, Stuart Maconie. The
compilation, i am not a robot, featured on
the Freak Zone show, which celebrates the
very best in weird and wonderful music.
He played two tracks, Not a Love Song and
RIP the Band Aid by Graphic Design student,
Jessica Billington, who also designed the
CD cover. The compilation was partially
funded by the Department, with tracks
by Senior Lecturer, Kevin Furlong, and
Technician, Tom Hignett. This is the second
release facilitated by Kevin, who has been
developing the compilations as part of his
audio research.

An art technician saw her work displayed
as part of ‘209 Women’ – a photographic
project marking 100 years since some
women won the right to vote. Tabitha
Jussa (Department of Art and Design),
was invited to take part in an all-female
photography initiative, created to take
new portraits of the 209 UK women MPs,
shot by 209 women photographers. This
national, artist-led project celebrated
the centenary of women’s suffrage and
championed the visibility of women,
particularly in environments that are still
largely male-dominated. The exhibition
was launched in the Houses of Parliament,
100 years to the day since the first women
voted in a UK general election, and Tabitha
chose to photograph Cat Smith, the
Labour MP for Lancaster and Fleetwood.

A joint initiative by the University
and Cheshire Constabulary enabled
students to settle safely into their new
homes. Special constables patrolled
the Garden Quarter with police officers,
providing reassurance to both longerterm residents and students as part of

Students and staff marked 100 years of
Learning Disability Nursing by decorating
and hiding 100 rocks for others to find,
photograph and share. People with
learning disabilities, families and carers
joined staff and students at the Riverside
Campus to take part in the rock painting
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Hungry Hobos raft race team.

The Chapel, Parkgate Road Campus.

session. These were then varnished and
hidden in various locations in and around
Chester with a Facebook page created to
track the journey of the rocks, together
with information about the history of the
specialism. Elena Williams, Learning Disability
Nursing student, said: “I thoroughly enjoyed
the opportunity to get together as a group
and promote awareness of learning disability
and learning disability nursing by using our
artistic skills. This enabled us to share our
passion of learning disability nursing with
members of the public and prepare for the
next 100 years of learning disability nursing
as a community.”

The work of the Department of Theology
and Religious Studies in promoting high
quality Religious Education to support
religious literacy, was mentioned during
a Parliamentary debate in the House of
Commons. Dr Wendy Dossett (Senior
Lecturer) contributed evidence to a report
by the All Party-Parliamentary Group (APPG)
for Religious Education, entitled ‘Improving
Religious Literacy: A Contribution to the
Debate’. Fiona Bruce MP, the Chair of the APPG
for Religious Education, mentioned the report
and the University’s contribution, during the
Parliamentary debate about anti-semitism,
highlighting the importance of education for
developing religious and cultural literacy.

A national initiative was implemented in
Chester city centre by the groups behind
the Purple Flag award (including the
University) to make the evening and night
time economy safer and more welcoming
for visitors. The Safe Space Initiative
implemented a new mobile welfare unit
placed in the pedestrianised area of Foregate
Street, with a combination of paramedics,
volunteers and security staff to help anyone
that might be vulnerable, require first aid or
emotional support. Chester Against Business
Crime oversees the project, which is funded
by Cheshire West and Chester Council.

The University opened the doors of some
of its most historic buildings as part of the
Heritage Open Days initiative. Heritage Open
Days celebrate England’s architecture and
culture by offering free access to properties
that are usually closed to the public or
normally charge for admission. Events
included a pre-bookable tour of the historic
chapel and John Douglas designed Vicarage,
another at the Queen’s Park Campus – which
was ‘Western Command’ during the Second
World War – and the Riverside Museum was
open for visitors for two days.

The work of five artists supported by the
University and AA2A (Artists Access to Art
Colleges) was on display at the Department
of Art and Design’s pop up gallery CASC
(Contemporary Art Space Chester) in the
Forum Shopping Centre. The project provides
placements for visual artists and designer
makers in higher education across England.

Recent Geography and International
Development graduate, Rebecca Brett, and
Sport and Exercise Sciences Departmental
Administrator, Rachel Collins, helped to
organise and host the UK’s first ever Local
Conference of Youth (LCOY) on climate
change. This event was hosted by YOUNGO,
the official youth and children constituency

of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
YOUNGO is entirely volunteer-run and
consists of around 200 youth-led NGOs
(Non-Governmental Organisations), with
over 6,000 individuals working, studying and
campaigning in the field of climate change
and environmental sustainability.
The University supported local homelessness
coordination group, Outside In, in order to
help members of the homeless community to
build a raft for the annual charity Chester Raft
Race, organised by the Rotary Club of Chester
and Chester Round Table. Outside In brings
together around 30 organisations focused on
homelessness within the Cheshire West and
Chester area, including the University. Its remit
is to ensure challenge, support and direction
to statutory, commissioned and voluntary
homelessness services across the borough.
The ‘Hungry Hobos’ completed the 400m raft
course in 26th place.
Lisa Whiteley (Disability Support Officer
– Autism Specialist, Student Futures),
delivered an Autism Awareness session to
Cheshire Police following discussions on
how to engage with individuals with social
communication difficulties.
Professor Allan Owens (Faculty of Education
and Children’s Services), has been invited
to join the Education Committee of
Shakespeare North, which will see a new
theatre built in Prescot, Merseyside. The £24
million theatre, scheduled to open in 2020,
will have a strong educational dimension,
attract artists and scholars from across
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the world and serve the local Merseyside
community and North West. The new
theatre is a proposed complex of buildings
containing a Shakespearian playhouse and
a centre for education. Prescot is the only
other place in the UK outside London where
Shakespeare’s plays were thought to have
been performed.
Professors Jeff Adams and Allan Owens and
Dr Simon Poole (Senior Lecturer, Faculty of
Education and Children’s Services), completed
the first evaluation of the innovative Young
Leaders Programme for Storyhouse in
Chester. Arts-based methods were used
alongside conventional social science
methods to give further insights into the
value of the programme for those aged
14–17 who are looking to gain an insight into
the creative industry and discover what is
involved in running a cultural centre.
The University is involved with Chester Pride
as a direct sponsor, participates in the parade,
provides use of University land for the event
and hosts a stall. This free event in the city
is a celebration of diversity and support for
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender+
community and features a range of activities
and live music. An additional session on
‘Why Do We Need Pride?’ was hosted
during the University’s Diversity Festival to
raise awareness of the discrimination and
challenges that LGBT+ people still face and
how people can become better LGBT+ allies.
The Department of Political and Social
Science is now officially part of the
Manchester Jean Monnet Centre of

Excellence, along with the University of
Manchester and Manchester Metropolitan
University, to promote research and teaching
on Europe. This provides opportunities for
staff in different disciplines for the funding
and organisation of activities, including PhD
travel and conference bursaries.
The Department of Performing Arts hosted
the Turtle Song Project, which is run by
Turtle Key Arts, the Royal College of Music
and the English Touring Opera. This gave
people living with dementia the chance to
compose and perform with professional
musicians. Over 10 weeks, 16 people
with dementia and their carers joined a
composer, musical director and Chester
music students to write a series of songs
under the theme ‘Postcards from Chester’.
At the end of the project, they performed
these songs, on topics such as the River
Dee and Chester Zoo, to family and friends.
Other activities in the community included
public performances at the Creative Campus,
Kingsway, students taking their productions
out to a wide range of external venues,
including Theatre Severn, Storyhouse and
Alexander’s Live, as well as to schools in
Cheshire and North Wales.
Dr Lisa Oakley (Associate Professor, School
of Psychology), is Chair of the Church of
England Task and Finish group for Spiritual
Abuse, which is developing policy and
practice guidance around spiritual abuse. She
delivered a day’s training at Church House,
Daresbury to around 40 church leaders
to explain what spiritual abuse is, and the
impact it has, and gave delegates the tools

to recognise it and respond appropriately.
Other engagement activities included acting
as Chair of the National Working Group
for Child Abuse Linked to Faith and Belief;
being a member of the steering group for
the conference ‘Witchcraft and Human
Rights: Past, Present and Future‘ at Lancaster
University; being awarded an international
scholar’s grant to present at the Religious
Research Association and Society for the
Scientific Study of Religion Conference in Las
Vegas; and having core participant status in
the National Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse.
Continued delivery of training by Dr Michelle
Mattison (Associate Professor, School of
Psychology) to professionals and workers
in the criminal justice system included the
following activities: training approximately
200 police officers about ways to gather
evidence safely from vulnerable witnesses in
serious and complex criminal investigations;
training practitioners within the Department
of Justice in Northern Ireland; facilitating
continued professional development, in
collaboration with Professor Penny Cooper,
with Registered Intermediaries working
with victims, witnesses and defendants; and
hosting a workshop at the St Mary’s Sexual
Assault Referral Centre Annual Conference
to teach forensic medical examiners and
criminal justice practitioners about the
use of Registered Intermediaries in sexual
offence cases.
As part of the Healthy University Strategy,
the Sport and Active Lifestyle team hosted
the first Family Fun Day for all staff and their
families and friends. This free event was the

University staff and students at Chester Pride.

Turtle Song.
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Hale Light Orchestra at St Joseph’s Home, Manchester.

idea of Kirsty Convery-Hill, Active Wellbeing
Coordinator, and was an opportunity for
staff and their families to access the wide
variety of activities and extensive sporting
facilities that the University offers. The Sport
and Active Lifestyle Team is committed to
getting not only more students physically
active, which supports both their physical
and mental wellbeing, but also staff.
Feedback included: “My family absolutely
loved it! Such a variety of activities on offer
with so many super-enthusiastic staff and
students running things!”
Dr Michael Francis (Lecturer), Dr Rosa
Fernandez (Senior Lecturer, Department of
Social and Political Science) and Seóna Dunne
(Lecturer, Department of Clinical Sciences and
Nutrition) have received funding by Edsential
and the Welcome Network to evaluate a local
summer food project for children who are
entitled to free school meals during term time
across Cheshire West and Chester Council.

Nursing students on Stroke Awareness day.

Professor Angela Simpson and Dame Betty Kershaw DBE.

Robert Clack (Chaplain, Lecturer in
Music), provided an afternoon of musical
entertainment for staff, residents and their
families at St Joseph’s Home in Manchester
with the Hale Light Orchestra, of which he is
Musical Director. He said: “It was a privilege
to bring joy through our music to staff and
residents of the care home – many of whom
vividly recalled where and when they first
heard the music we played more than half a
century ago.”
Staff and student nurses from the Leighton
Hospital site joined Master’s in Public Health
students and Crewe Rotary Club to run another

successful Stroke Awareness Day. The students
completed a total of 117 blood pressure readings
for the general public in Crewe town centre.

said: “I am delighted with the excellent
partnership working with the Fire Service and
in particular Birchwood Fire Station.”

The Criminology team in the Department
of Social and Political Studies has partnered
with Youth Justice Services, together with
Cheshire East Council, Cheshire West and
Chester Council, Halton Borough Council,
Warrington Borough Council, and Edge Hill
University. Partners will exchange scholarly
expertise, research areas of mutual interest,
and identify and pursue funding and
resources. University students from Chester
and Edge Hill will gain employability skills,
while Youth Justice Services will improve
their use of evidence in service delivery.

The Faculty of Education and Children’s
Services worked alongside artists and schools
to develop bespoke projects to support a
broad and balanced curriculum during a
Disruption Week. Partners included Chester
Zoo, Big Heritage, Cheshire West and Chester
Museums, Mufti Games and IntoFilm. The
resulting projects addressed issues such as
conservation, heritage, cybersecurity, refugees
and identity, and Shakespeare in schools. The
ongoing relationship with Chester Zoo has
also enabled over 60 associate teachers to be
trained as wildlife champions.

Firefighters gathered at the Warrington
Campus for the first ever Cheshire Firefighter
Challenge. Ryan Cook, Crew Manager at
Birchwood fire station, worked with the
Sport and Active Lifestyle Department to
host the Games, which involve firefighters
and non-firefighters competing against
one another over seven events wearing full
firefighter clothing and breathing apparatus.
The event tested individual strength and
fitness in physical activities that firefighters
would normally do, such as climbing stairs,
pulling hoses, lifting heavy equipment and
carrying a 70kg mannequin over 50 metres.
Alongside the competition, Birchwood Fire
Station brought their fire engines and rigs
on site for children and families to enjoy, as
well as police vans, ambulances, a road traffic
collision demonstration and a kitchen fire
demonstration. Professor Annette McIntoshScott, Provost of the Warrington Campus,

The Faculty of Health and Social Care
Historical Society has continued to build
links in the wider community through its
programme of activities. Eight talks were
hosted by speakers (who were primarily
external and included Dame Betty Kershaw
DBE, the former President of the Royal
College of Nursing) on topics ranging from
Electro-Convulsive Therapy and looked
after children to the 100-year anniversary
of nurse registration and the legacies of
the First World War on British and French
nurses. These attracted around 180 attendees
including staff, students and members of
the public. A recording session was hosted
for Historical Society volunteers to record
their experiences for the national oral history
project – ‘NHS at 70: The Story of Our Lives‘ –
which is led by the University of Manchester
and supported by the National Lottery
Heritage Fund.
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#MyChesterStory
Sarah Knox’s successful journey to become a children’s nurse was
inspired by seeing the life-saving care for her nephew on the Neonatal
Unit at the Countess of Chester NHS Foundation Hospital and caring for
her mother at home.
Sarah said: “I never thought I could be a nurse because of my school grades. But I remember
my brother telling me I definitely could and that I was amazing at helping to care for Mum.
So, I completed an Access to Higher Education Diploma online, while working full time as
an assistant manager. I did it in 10 months and it was hard work, but I got there.”
The University was Sarah’s choice because it was in her home city, which she loves, and
she had “heard a lot of good stuff about it”. She said that “everyone was really friendly and
welcoming on the Open Day” and “that it has been a great choice”. She has worked with
students from other universities on placements and said: “They can’t believe how many
different hospitals we work at and the variety of work placements we experience.”
For Sarah, the local hospital placements included an A&E department, which she said
“was completely out of my comfort zone initially, but I fell in love with it and learned so
many new skills. It was such an exciting and rewarding placement.” She also opted for a
placement in Tanzania and found it “an amazing, eye-opening experience”. She said: “It
was fascinating to see how things are done in other places and how different the hospital
setting and environment was. I feel so lucky to have had this placement abroad.”
Good time management has been key to Sarah’s success on the course: “Studying and
working while looking after my mum has been extremely difficult and I do wonder
sometimes how I’ve done it. Luckily I have an extremely supportive family and the
University was really supportive too. My tutor always went the extra mile for me, offering
time extensions on my assignments if I needed them and advice and support throughout
– which I really appreciated.”
Since finishing her course, Sarah has secured a permanent position as a nurse on the
Children’s Ward at Wythenshawe Hospital in Manchester. In the future, she hopes to
become a specialist neonatal nurse and so has signed up for bank work on the neonatal
ward at her local hospital, and hopes to work abroad at some point. She concluded: “There
are so many different routes you can take in nursing and you are learning and developing
your skills all the time. I have the opportunity to live where I want and being a nurse means
I’ll always have a job.”

SAR AH K NOX

Sarah’s tutor, Lucy Wallace, Programme Leader, Children and Young People’s Nursing, said:
“What Sarah has achieved while being a carer for her mum is exceptional. It’s been a tough
three-year journey for her, but she’ll make an outstanding children’s nurse.”
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GLOBAL IMPAC T
The University continues to enhance its influence worldwide through welcoming record
numbers of international students, forging closer links with overseas institutions and
hosting international visitors. In addition, students and staff have opportunities to travel
overseas for study, research and conference purposes, which significantly increases their
own knowledge and experience.

The Reimagining Creative Democracy
programme (see p. 122).

The International Centre continues to provide
additional opportunities for international
students and to make the enrolment process
as seamless as possible. As a result, factors
such as the implementation of a new online
application system and additional staff in
Bangladesh and India, have resulted in a 15%
increase in applications. Other highlights
include the new partnership established with
Hochschule Fresenius University of Applied
Sciences in Germany on the MSc International
Business programme. A new joint programme
has been established with Shandong
Agricultural University in China on the MSc in
Food Science and Innovation, which included
delivery of pre-sessional English provision in
China by the English for Academic Purposes
team. An expanded relationship with Pagoda
Projects means that current students wanting
to study abroad have further opportunities
available in China, Mexico and Vietnam with
Fortune 500 companies.

The successful launch of the Doctor
of Medicine course has provided the
opportunity for ambitious international
doctors to gain a Doctor of Medicine,
intensive clinical training and research
training. This course has been developed by
Chester Medical School, in conjunction with
the Countess of Chester Hospital Foundation
Trust, and is a combination of three years of
rotational hands-on training in all the major
clinical specialities (such as Cardiology, Acute
Medicine, Stroke Medicine and Neurology) in
a top UK hospital, alongside comprehensive
development of skills in research, writing for
publication and professional development.
The expectation is that graduates from this
novel course will become prominent clinical
academics in their country of origin.
Two Commonwealth Master’s Scholarships
were awarded to students from India and
Nigeria to study on the Family and Child
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following the success of his start-up fast food
business in Azerbaijan. He produces a range of
fresh snacks in his shops – the most popular
being spiralled potatoes on a stick. Turxan was
a finalist and came second in the Council’s
Entrepreneurial Award at the 2018 International
Study UK Alumni Awards in his native Azerbaijan.
His company’s success started when he decided
to apply for a Christmas market stall in Baku and
now officially partners with the Ministry of Art
and Culture of Azerbaijan, Nargis Fund, Baku city
circuit F1 races and the Old City Council.

lead for the Inter-University Sustainable
Development Research Programme and
the European School of Sustainability
Science Research, both of which are global
collaborations to accelerate transition
to more sustainable living and working.
As part of this collaboration, experts at
Chester Business School and CWRS have
contributed over 15 authoritative chapters
to the Encyclopaedia of The Sustainable
Development Goals and The Encyclopaedia of
Sustainability in Higher Education.
Lecturer, Dr Eghosa Ekhator (Department of
Law), worked with academics in Nigeria to
help the country in its efforts to meet the
United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Dr Ekhator delivered a workshop
about implementing the SDG framework in the
country and has also received financial support
from the Global Challenges Fund to undertake
a scoping project on SDGs in Nigeria.

Dr Theodoros Papadopoulos (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Mathematical and Physical
Sciences), has been awarded a £11,380 mobility
grant from the Royal Society as Principal
Investigator. This is a joint research effort with
Professor Guang-Yu Guo of National Taiwan
University in Taipei. The team is looking
into efficient energy level alignment and
interface charge transfer modelling in leadfree Perovskite Solar Cells, which have recently
attracted tremendous interest due to achieving
higher efficiency than silicon and having low
production costs.

After almost 10 years of intensive programmes
on teacher education in Europe, the Faculty
of Education and Children’s Services, together
with eight key European partners, brought
together former participants from different
intensive programmes to create a European
Network of Early Career Teachers (NECT).
They were invited as alumni to a workshop
at the University of Malaga where 42 young
dedicated teachers engaged in the creation of
this network to develop ideas in the shaping of
future schools in Europe. Conceptual ideas for
the next three years were discussed and the
participants, including former Chester students,
shared their thoughts on creating their
own international networks based on their
experiences as students in former projects.
Over 400 undergraduate and postgraduate
education students have taken part in these
programmes over the past decade, the first
three of which were led by Chester and
subsequent ones by the University of Jyväskylä,
Finland and Linköping University, Sweden.

MSc Management graduate, Turxan Alizade,
received high praise from the British Council

Professor Tony Wall (Centre for Work
Related Studies) became the institutional

Psychology taught Master’s course at Chester
on a full-time basis. Students have to be from
low- and middle-income Commonwealth
countries to qualify for support and the
funding enables talented and motivated
individuals to gain the knowledge and skills
required for sustainable development.

Dr Theodoros Papadopoulos.

Turxan Alizade.

US student, Sabrina Norwood, chose to study
in the UK in order to broaden her knowledge
and cultural experiences and said: “Chester
has been perfect for that!” She opted for an
MRes course in Psychology and said of her
experience: “I have had the opportunity to
learn from very talented researchers and
lecturers at the University and have been
lucky enough to attend conferences and meet
influential people in my field that I would not
have otherwise had the chance to do. Studying
in such a welcoming place like Chester has
helped me to grow not only as a student, but
also as a person.”

The first cohort of Chinese students started
the ground-breaking Master’s programme
in Food Science, developed jointly with
Shandong Agricultural University (SDAU).
Prospective Chinese students are selected
by the National Entrance Examination for
Postgraduates in China, with successful
applicants completing their first-year studies
at SDAU and then joining Chester for their
second year. On completion of their course,
students will receive an MSc degree in Food
Science and Innovation from Chester, as well
as an Agricultural Master’s Degree in Food
Processing and Safety from SDAU. Student,
Haoyuan Wu, said: “I feel very fortunate to
experience the different teaching methods
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from both China and the UK, and it is a
rare and exciting opportunity for Chinese
students to gain both Chinese and UK
Master’s degrees within a span of two years.”

Master’s exchange programme with China.

Dr Servel Miller in the Caribbean.

Dr Servel Miller (Associate Professor,
Geography and International Development)
worked with key decision makers in the
Caribbean to advise them on how to become
more hazard-resilient to natural disasters in
their region. During his visit, he attended
a conference in Kingston, funded by UK
Research and Innovation through the Global
Challenges Research Fund, which assessed
the contributing factors leading to the risk
of natural disaster in the Caribbean. The
conference included a keynote speech from
Jamaica’s Commissioner of Mines, Leighton
Williams and, following the conference, Dr
Miller also visited local communities. He
said: “This was a highly valuable research
and community engagement visit. It
demonstrated how geoscience research
can contribute to disaster risk reduction and
empower and transform communities at
risk. It is my intention to continue to work
with decision makers and communities in
the Caribbean to find creative strategies to
better manage and reduce the risk faced from
natural disasters.”
International activities by the Faculty of
Education and Children’s Services included
PGCE Drama students working with Uná
Meehan (Senior Lecturer) and Professor Allan
Owens and the La Nave Va Theatre at the
University of Girona to explore the concepts
of creativity and democracy, alongside 40
Catalan students of education. Helen Holt

(Senior Lecturer) and Professor Owens ran a
Swedish Literature programme for 47 secondyear education students from Linköping
University, Sweden to prepare Norse myths for
dramatic re-telling at Storyhouse with invited
partner schools. The students also spent time
comparing and contrasting the two education
systems as they worked with pupils and
observed lessons.
The Faculty of Science and Engineering and
the Business Research Institute China Centre
(BRICC) created a partnership to host 25 visiting
students from China and this initiative won the
International Partnership Award at the Educate
North Awards. Engineering students from
Shaanxi University of Science and Technology
and Xi’an Technological University took part in
a three-month lab-based research programme
at Thornton Science Park and attended
lectures in innovation and entrepreneurship,
English language, and presentation skills at the
Riverside Campus. They also had the chance to
meet current science students to learn more
about higher education in the UK. Student
Da’en Huang said: “My experience has been
excellent. Not only did I get the chance to
experience student life in the UK, I also had
the opportunity to engage with the wider
community by participating in all sorts of
cultural activities ... I wouldn’t want to change a
thing if I was to start this all over again.”
The work of a group of printmakers and their
interpretations of the River Mersey and the
Hunter Estuary in New South Wales were
exhibited at galleries in Australia and the
UK. Greg Fuller (Technical Demonstrator,
Department of Art and Design), took part

in The Common Ground Project, which
explored the idea of collaboration between
printmakers. Greg’s work included screen
prints and collagraphs depicting comparative
images of the Mersey and the Hunter rivers.
Almost 50 undergraduate and
postgraduate students and academic
staff experienced the diversity of cultural
and business life through a two-week
summer school organised by the BRICC.
The multidisciplinary programme aims
to increase the level of engagement
with international students and has the
long-term mission to drive academic,
cultural and business exchanges between
Chester and China. The theme was ‘The
Creative Economy’ for students and
staff from the South China University for
Nationalities and Dalian Minzu, Guangxi
Normal, Huzhou and Wuhan Universities
and they had lectures on innovation and
entrepreneurship. Qihong Wang, of Dalian
Minzu University, said: “I experienced a lot
during the summer school programme
and was able to immerse myself fully in UK
life and culture. The lectures were quite
different from those we have in China,
which provided space for critical thinking
and opportunities to practise my English
language skills.”
Advice for African industries and state
agencies on international good practice
related to involuntary displacement and
resettlement is provided by Michael Francis
(Lecturer, Department of Social and Political
Science), through the following activities:
performing audits and compliance reports
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The three-year Beyond Text: Arts-Based
Methods in Research, Assessment and
Evaluation project culminated in a 10day intensive programme run at LUT
University, Lappeenranta in Finland. Led
by the RECAP (Research into Education,
Creativity and Arts through Practice)
centre, this module was validated by
Chester and allowed academics and
postgraduate students at master’s and
doctoral levels from a wide range of

disciplines beyond the arts to work
together to explore the potential of artsbased methods in their respective fields.
Thirty mature participants from partner
institutions in Spain, Finland, Estonia and
the UK attended the full programme and
were supported by the Beyond Text: ArtsBased Methods in Research, Evaluation and
Assessment ebook, which was launched at
the Multiplier event at Häme University of
Applied Sciences, Finland.

Beyond Text participants.

Beyond Text session with Yosuke Ohashi.

Beyond Text.

of resettlement projects, agricultural
projects and expansion on of roads, railways
and power lines; advising international
and parastatal organisations and NGOs
on community engagement, gender
inclusivity and international good practice in
development planning; and he has worked
on over 30 major projects across Africa.
Dr Irene Hazou (Pro-Vice-Chancellor) and
Dr Hala Nassar (Head, Centre for Excellence
in Learning and Teaching) at the University
of Bethlehem visited to participate in the
‘Occupation of the Mind: The Arts as Resistance
in Palestine’ event at the Manchester Museum,
chaired by Professor Allan Owens from Chester.
The visit also allowed time to plan the ArtsBased Research Seminar for 50 academics
from Bethlehem University, which was led by
Professor Owens, Dr Paul Moran and Dr Frances
Atherton (Senior Lecturers) and Emma AyraManesh (Researcher, Faculty of Education and
Children’s Services). The Faculty also hosted
visiting research scholar Almudena Martinez,
from the University of Barcelona, for a term in
order to further her doctoral work on Creativity
in Early Childhood.
Professor Peter Cox (Department of Social
and Political Science), collaborates with
the European Cyclists’ Federation on EU
level strategy, chairing their international
researchers network, Scientists for Cycling. As
part of that work, he organises sessions for
academics to present their research to policymakers at the Velo-City conference and works
closely with the European Cyclists’ Federation,
especially on forging links between academia
and the wider community through social

engagement and advocacy. Peter is a founder
member of the Cycling and Society Cyclists’
Federation Research Group. Further afield,
he also networks with groups in Brazil on a
national basis and locally in São Paulo, Recife
and Florianopolis.
Department of Clinical Sciences and Nutrition
staff members visited a number of Chinese
institutions for research, collaboration and
promotional purposes. Professor Lynne Kennedy
(Head) and Professor Weili Li visited COFCO
Nutrition and Health Research Institute in Beijing,
one of China’s state-owned food processing
holding companies, to explore ways in which
to collaborate further on research and to plan
a joint symposium. At Shandong Agricultural
University, Professors Kennedy, Li and Saphwan
Al-Assaf, delivered two academic modules
to the students of the joint MSc programme
in Food Science and Innovation, discussed
the MSc joint programme, and Professors
Kennedy and Al-Assaf gave a talk about their
research to the Faculty of Food Science and
Engineering. Professor Li also visited the abroad
study agencies and Chester’s university links in
Zhengzhou and Tianjin, where she promoted
the MSc programmes of the Department of
Clinical Sciences and Nutrition.
Finnish Pre-Registration Nursing students
from JAMK University of Applied Sciences
were hosted by the Faculty of Health and
Social Care for Erasmus+ student mobility
traineeships. The students undertook
practice learning experiences with East
Cheshire NHS Trust arranged and supported
by the Faculty and the Trust’s Practice
Education Facilitators team. The students had
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the opportunity to develop their knowledge
and skills in a range of settings and specialities,
for example, surgical, medical, community,
maternity and children’s nursing. In addition,
the students highlighted the benefits of
learning in another country and being
exposed to a different culture in daily life as
well as from a healthcare perspective.
Staff from Orita Sinclair School of Design and
Music in Singapore visited the University
to discuss developing closer links. Foo See
Meng, CEO and Principal and Tay Eng Hoe
met with representatives from Partnerships
Sub-Committee, the Faculty of Arts and
Humanities, and Academic Quality Support
Services, to discuss how students from Orita
Sinclair could benefit. Orita Sinclair attracts
Asian students on one-year diplomas in
Design Communication, Interactive Design,
and Music Production, and is keen to
encourage its students to enrol on degree
programmes in the UK.

Chinese Engineering students.

Professor Vimal Sharma at GMHAT.

Professor Lynne Kennedy.

Chinese Summer School.

Thousands of people are benefiting from a
mental health assessment tool developed and
delivered by a team including Professor Vimal
Sharma (Chester Medical School). The Global
Mental Health Assessment Tool (GMHAT) is
a computer assisted clinical interview, to be
used in routine clinical practice to detect and
manage mental disorders. It is particularly
relevant to countries where there is little
service available, due to shortages of trained
staff. Professor Sharma held two symposiums
on GMHAT at the World Psychiatry Association
Congress in Mexico, including meeting with
Colombia’s Ministry of Health to discuss
introducing the system to their primary

care workforce. The GMHAT/PC is a semistructured, computerised clinical assessment
tool that has been developed to assist health
workers in making quick, convenient and
comprehensive standardised mental health
assessments in both primary and general
healthcare settings. A number of international
organisations, such as the Indian Border
Security Force, have taken the translated
version of GMHAT/PC and its training package
to address the mental health needs of their
populations. A pilot project was also carried
out by Public Health England and the Home
Office to assess refugees using an Arabic
version. Professor Sharma said: “It is really
positive to see so many places take the tool on
board and we hope it continues to make a real
difference to people across the world.”
The inaugural meeting of the new ‘Artist
Led Learning in Higher Education’ three-year
Strategic Alliance Project took place with
partners from Denmark, Finland, France,
Iceland, Italy, Norway and Portugal. This RECAP
project in collaboration with the Philip Barker
Centre for Creative Learning is led by the
University of Aalborg, Denmark. The project
investigates the value that artists can bring into
higher education in subjects and disciplines
beyond the arts, and the subsequent
meeting at the University of Iceland used the
spectacular natural forces to reflect on the
power of the arts in higher education.
Dr Suzanne Francis (Senior Lecturer,
Department of Social and Political Science),
carried out ethnographic fieldwork in
the Central African Republic on building
sustainable peace alongside the United Nations
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Professor Allan Owens, ReCreaDe.

Professor Nick Hulbert-Williams.

Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization
Mission in the Central African Republic. She met
the chief negotiator of the African Union and
the Special Representative of the UN Secretary
General in Bangui to discuss the peace process
and the conditions of conflict. This was part
of a long-term project in building sustainable
peace in Central Africa through advising
international and multilateral organisations
and in the inter-agency peace-building sector.
She also conducts social justice work with a
range of non-governmental organisations in
the Southern Kalahari; advises international
and parastatal organisations, governments and
funding recipients on engaging communities
in the processes of participation and fieldwork;
carries out evaluations and monitoring in the
development sector for a range of publicly
funded parastatal organisations and social
enterprises in gender inclusivity in sustainable
development; and writes reports advising on
improved practice.
The ReCreaDe (Reimagining Creative
Democracy) programme was co-led by
Dr Frances Atherton, Dr Paul Moran and
Professor Allan Owens (Faculty of Education
and Children’s Services) in Budapest, Hungary.
This project focuses on the exploration of the
relation between democracy and diversity in
the context of education and aims to develop
and try out methods to work with democracy
in schools and in teacher education. Three
students from the Faculty of Education
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes
were successful in securing places and able to
join 34 other European education students.
Academics from project partner institutions
in Austria, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hungary

Spain and Sweden provided specialist input
and the location of Eötvös Loránd University in
Budapest allowed use of the urban landscape
through many creative pedagogical methods.
Professor Nick Hulbert-Williams (School of
Psychology) gave four presentations at the
International Psycho-Oncology Society (IPOS)
World Congress, Hong Kong and, as part of his
role as Chair of the IPOS Research Committee,
co-facilitated a research concept development
workshop for 24 early career professionals. He
co-organised a three-day Research Training
Academy for clinicians and researchers from lowand middle-income countries, helped to secure
18 scholarships from the US National Cancer
Institute, was involved in the selection process,
and is now mentoring an Ethiopian researcher
for 12 months. Nick was invited to give a Plenary
Address at the 3rd Global Adolescent and Young
Adult Cancer Congress in Sydney; facilitated
a preconference workshop; gave a research
seminar at the University of Sydney; participated
in a roundtable discussion; and visited the
CanTeen head office, to meet with the charity’s
research team. In Melbourne, he ran a second
training session at the Peter MacCallum Cancer
Centre; gave a public lecture as part of the annual
Trevor Anderson Symposium at the Victoria
Comprehensive Cancer Centre; discussed his
research with the Psychological Support Team at
Ovarian Cancer Australia; and had collaboration
meetings with colleagues at the University of
Melbourne and LaTrobe University. Nick said:
“It’s great to be able to put the work that we
do regarding psycho-oncology research at the
University of Chester on the international map,
and to see the immediate impact of that work in
countries so far away.”

Charles Nwokorie has secured a coveted
job with the United Nations World Food
Programme following his experience of
studying at Chester. Having gained his BSc in
Medical Laboratory Science from Imo State
University Owerri, Nigeria, and working as a
clinical scientist in Nigerian health facilities,
he opted for an MSc degree in Public
Health Nutrition at Chester. Charles said: “My
childhood dream was always to work at a
developmental organisation. However, I had
no idea how I would achieve this until I started
my programme.” He found that his course
gave him the opportunity to interact with
leading experts in his field, establish contacts
and understand what is needed to excel in the
profession. Tutors were supportive and friendly
and one had a wealth of work experience and
invaluable knowledge in an African context.
During his studies, Charles also worked at
Healthbox Community Interest Company,
which provides health and wellbeing services
for local communities in Cheshire. The Careers
and Employability team gave him CV tips and
interview advice and all of these factors helped
him to land his “dream job after graduation”.
After moving back to Nigeria, he became a
Health and Nutrition Deputy Program Manager
at ACF International, which involved managing
United States Agency for International
Development-funded nutrition intervention
in North East Nigeria. He is now a Program
Associate for Nutrition at the United Nations
World Food Programme in the Nigeria country
office, which involves providing nutrition
support for malnourished children. He said:
“Seeing them recover is very rewarding and
often reminds me of what my role is all about:
saving lives and changing lives.”

#MyChesterStory
An innovative social enterprise based in Morocco, which works to initiate social
change, educate Berber women and support local businesses, has gained a host
of regional, national and international awards for its two student entrepreneurs:
Jessica Kelly (from Delamere, Cheshire) and Ayoup Jarrai (originally from Morocco).
Jessica is studying for a degree in Global Entrepreneurship and Business Management and Ayoup’s
is in International Business with French. They have pooled their enthusiasm, knowledge and skills,
which have been enhanced through their studies to create The Goat Tree. This company will be
producing 100% pure cosmetic and culinary Argan oil from their own co-operative in Morocco, with
20% of the profits re-invested into welfare projects to benefit not only their co-operative members,
but also farmers in the immediate area.
The students used their connections in Morocco to establish the business and this journey has taken
them to the regional, UK and European finals of the Young Enterprise Start-Up Challenge in a 12-month
period. The pair won the Annual Santander Enterprise Challenge at the University and funding for their
business, before progressing to the regional finals of the Young Enterprise competition. The Goat Tree
won the Best North West Student Start-up, Best Trade Stand and Jessica was named the North West
Enterprise Student of the Year. They went on to win at the national finals which resulted in the opportunity
to represent the UK at the European stage of the competition in Oslo. The Goat Tree was placed second
in the Value for Society Award, gaining a special mention from Johan H Andresen, Chair of the Council
for Ethics for the Norwegian Government, who said that if there had been an award for the best Social
Enterprise at the European final they would have won it. The judges were particularly impressed with
how their business would benefit those on an international scale, utilising all their contacts to solve a
huge problem, while ensuring fairness and equity in the production and supply chain.
Jessica said: “Having the opportunity to share our story, ambition and passion in making a difference
with a wide range of entrepreneurial experts from all over the world has been amazing for us in
wanting to achieve our ambition of initiating social change via commercial means. As a result of
taking part in the competition, we have been given the opportunity to connect and network with
European teams with parallel entrepreneurial mindsets.” Ayoup added: “Representing the United
Kingdom and the University of Chester at the European Final has been an experience of a lifetime.”

J E S S I C A K E L LY
A N D AY O U P J A R R I

Both entrepreneurs cite the support from their lecturers, particularly Dr Connie Hancock, Associate
Professor and Head of the Department of Business and Finance, as a key factor in their success, and
have been able to capitalise on the many opportunities for new start-up businesses at the University.
Despite all their competition success, both remain determined that their business will make a huge
difference locally and further afield. Ayoup is particularly keen on the educational aspect as his own
mother cannot currently read or write. It is this combination of entrepreneurial flair, hard work, and
the desire to improve the lives of those less fortunate that has underpinned Jessica and Ayoup’s
success to date. Dr Connie Hancock stated: “They are inspirational in their approach to conducting
sustainable business and I am so proud of all of their achievements.”
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HONORARY GRADUATES
Recognising the achievements of leading figures through the award
of honorary degrees is an important way of acknowledging their
substantial contributions to society at all levels.

Chris Allen BEM.

Chris Allen BEM – Doctor of Letters

Graduation in Chester
Cathedral.

Chris has lived and worked in
Wirral all her life. She worked
for 33 years for a local Housing
Association, which housed and
supported young people. She
rose to become Chief Executive
and built it into a £5 million
operation before retirement in
2014. In recognition, Chris was
awarded a lifetime achievement
award from the Children’s
Workforce Development Council
and this was followed by a
British Empire Medal in 2012 for
her work with homeless young
people. In addition, she has been
a Non-Executive Director of
various statutory and voluntary
bodies, is currently a member
and trustee of the Church
Council and Governance group
at her local church, is part of the
leadership team at Community
Voice and served on the
University Council for nine years.
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Janet Atherton OBE.

Stephen Barlow.

Peter Boughton.

David Briggs MBE KStJ.

Rachel Clacher.

Professor Paul Cosford CB.

Janet Atherton OBE – Doctor of Business Administration

Peter Boughton – Doctor of Letters

Rachel Clacher – Master of Business Administration

Janet studied medicine and public health at Newcastle University
before moving to Wirral. She was Director of Public Health in
the NHS and local government in Wirral and Sefton and was
instrumental in the development of the Cheshire and Merseyside
Public Health Network and Smokefree North West. Janet was
President of the Association of Directors of Public Health UK
from 2012 to 2015 and advised the House of Commons Health
Select Committee. She was awarded an OBE for services to public
health in 2015, and is now Senior Adviser to Public Health England
(PHE) and provides leadership development consultancy. Janet
is a board member for Alpha Living, a trustee for Cycling UK,
volunteers with Wirral Bicycle Belles and established the Women’s
Festival of Cycling in Wirral.

The late Peter Boughton joined Chester’s Grosvenor Museum as
Keeper of Art in 1983 and created the Art Gallery, the Silver Gallery
and eight period rooms. He acquired more than 1,590 works of
art, curated 124 exhibitions and wrote 47 publications. Peter held
a Visiting Fellowship at the Yale Center for British Art, was a Fellow
of the Society of Antiquaries and the Royal Society of Arts, and
Associate of the Museums Association. He was an expert adviser
to the Art Fund and the Arts Council England’s Acceptance in
Lieu Panel; consultant for Chester Diocesan Advisory Committee;
council member for Chester Civic Trust; member of the Chester
Conservation Area Advisory Panel, Chester Cathedral Fabric
Advisory Committee and the Art Fund Cheshire Fundraising
Committee; trustee of the Beecroft Bequest; and external
examiner for the University.

After a career in arts marketing, Rachel co-founded Moneypenny
in 2000 with her brother and £10,000. Today, Moneypenny is the
world’s leading provider of telephone answering, outsourced
switchboard and live chat services and is listed in the top five
‘100 Best Companies to Work For in the UK’. Rachel established
WeMindTheGap in 2014, which gives new work and life
opportunities to unemployed, under-served young women,
through holistic paid traineeships in Wrexham, Flintshire and
Liverpool. Rachel has received two Inspiring Women Awards
and Barclays North West Woman of the Year Medium Business
Award 2018. She sits on a Ministerial Advisory Board for Welsh
Government’s Cabinet Secretary for Economy and Transport, is
a Governor of Coleg Cambria and shares her story with business
audiences for charity.

David Briggs MBE, KStJ – Doctor of Letters

Paul Cosford CB – Doctor of Public Health

David gained an LLB from St Andrews University, qualified as
a barrister in 1970 and studied for an MBA at the University of
Pennsylvania. He is Managing Director of Warrington-based
Dawsons Music Ltd, a musical instrument retailer, and of the
confectionery manufacturer Maxilin Ltd. David served as High
Sheriff of Cheshire in 2006–07 and has been Lord Lieutenant
of Cheshire since 2010. He is Cheshire Chairman of the Council
of the Order of St John, having been involved with St John
Ambulance for 35 years, and is Director of Warrington Youth
Club, having been Chairman from 1981 to 2006. He is a member
of the North West leadership team for the Prince’s Trust and
is a supporter of many other charitable organisations. He was
awarded an MBE in 2009.

Professor Paul Cosford is the Director for Health Protection and
Medical Director for Public Health England (PHE), responsible
for ensuring prevention and control of infectious diseases
and environmental hazards and for public health emergency
preparedness and response. He leads the global public health
functions and, as Medical Director, the work on quality and clinical
governance, professional performance, and professional support for
the longer-term development of England’s public health system. Paul
led the national and local delivery of health protection services within
the Health Protection Agency from 2010, was acting Chief Executive
2012–13 and the Regional Director of Public Health for the East of
England until 2010. Paul is an Honorary Professor at the University and
was made a Companion of the Order of the Bath in 2016.

Stephen Barlow – Doctor of Music
Stephen was a chorister at Canterbury Cathedral and studied
at King’s School‚ Canterbury, Trinity College‚ Cambridge and
Guildhall School of Music and Drama. He co-founded and was
Music Director of Opera 80‚ was resident conductor at English
National Opera‚ and worked with Scottish Opera‚ Dublin
Grand Opera‚ Opera North and the Royal Opera House. He
was Artistic Director of Opera Northern Ireland from 1996 to
1999, Artistic Director of the Buxton Festival from 2011 to 2018,
has conducted most major UK orchestras and was appointed
Music Director of the Queensland Philharmonic Orchestra
in 1997. As a pianist‚ he has recorded the complete songs of
Butterworth‚ Delius and Quilter. Recordings include Joseph
James’ Requiem with Sumi Jo and the premières of his opera
King in Canterbury Cathedral.
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Meredydd David OBE, DL.

Maggie Evans.

Professor John Fisher.

Dawn Gibbins (Wild) MBE.

Paul Hancock OBE.

Joanna Lumley OBE.

Meredydd David OBE, DL – Doctor of Science

John Fisher – Doctor of Letters

Paul Hancock OBE– Doctor of Science

Meredydd graduated from the Welsh Agricultural College and
spent 20 years at Coleg Sir Gar, progressing to Head of Faculty for
Land-Based Studies. In 1998 he was Vice Principal at Sparsholt
College and became Principal at Reaseheath College in 2004,
where he served for 14 years. He was awarded an OBE in 2009,
was appointed as a Deputy Lieutenant for Cheshire in 2017 and is
a Fellow of the Royal Agricultural Society. He is a board member
on the Local Enterprise Partnership, chairing the Rural Strategy
Board; is Deputy President of the University Council; and has
been a board member for the Association of Colleges, Landex
(Federation of land-based Colleges) and the National Land-based
College. In 2018 he was appointed as Deputy Further Education
Commissioner for the Department for Education.

Professor Fisher is Emeritus Professor of Latin American History
at the University of Liverpool. He studied in London before
pursuing a PhD and held numerous positions at the University
of Liverpool, including Pro-Vice-Chancellor from 1995 to
1998; Dean of the Faculty of Arts from 1986 to 1992 and Head
of the Latin American Studies Unit from 2006 to 2010. He
has published countless books and journal articles and his
research has concentrated on the history of Peru and Spanish
colonial policy in the 18th and 19th centuries. He has numerous
appointments, including Treasurer of the British Society for
Latin American Studies; member of the Permanent Committee
of International Congress of Americanists and member of the
University Council for Chester.

Paul joined Cumbria Fire and Rescue Service in 1985 and
progressed to become the Assistant Chief Fire Officer.
He moved to Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service in 2007
as Deputy Chief Officer, and became Chief Fire Officer
and Chief Executive in 2009, as well as Chief Fire Officer
of Cumbria Fire and Rescue Service in 2016–17. He was
President of the Chief Fire Officers Association in 2015–16
and led the transformation to the National Fire Chiefs
Council. He retired in 2018 after 34 years of service. Paul
chaired the Cheshire and Warrington Public Service Reform
Programme Board, was the Project Director for the North
West Fire Control Project and is Chair of Active Cheshire. He
was awarded the Queen’s Fire Service Medal in 2014 and an
OBE in 2019.

Maggie Evans – Doctor of Letters

Dawn Gibbins (Wild) MBE – Doctor of Business Administration

Maggie began her school teaching career in Dulwich and taught
in Handsworth. She worked as an Advanced Skills and Advisory
Teacher and then Head of Sixth Form at Leicester High School
before Deputy Head and then Acting Head, at Oxford High
School. After completing a National Professional Qualification
for Headship, she became Director of Studies/Deputy Head
at Elmhurst School for Dance and then was Principal of The
Hammond in Chester for over 10 years. Maggie has been an
English examiner, team leader and moderator for GCSE and A level
awards; Inspector with the Independent Schools Inspectorate;
panellist with the Examinations Appeals Board of the Qualifications
and Curriculum Authority; Governor in several schools; and
representative for independent schools on the national council of
the Association of School and College Leaders.

Dawn started Flowcrete in 1982 in Congleton with her
late father, Peter Gibbins. She oversaw Flowcrete’s growth
to become a global market leader in commercial and
industrial flooring, with 30 offices and 12 manufacturing
sites worldwide. The company was sold to RPM in 2008.
Dawn participated in Channel 4’s Secret Millionaire and
subsequently established The Healthy Happy Hub
Ltd, which embraces Dawn’s commitment to social
transformation and ethical business ventures. She has an
honorary MBA, the Veuve Clicquot Business Woman of the
Year accolade, the title of most influential person in UK
manufacturing (2006), an MBE for services to industry (1994)
and was made a ‘Pioneer to the Life of our Nation’ by Her
Majesty the Queen (2004).

Joanna Lumley OBE – Doctor of Letters
Joanna was born in Kashmir and spent three years as a
photographic model, before becoming an actress. She
played Purdey in The New Avengers, recorded 34 episodes
of Sapphire and Steel and lived alone on a desert island for
the BBC’s Girl Friday. Joanna is best known for her role in
the BBC’s Absolutely Fabulous. Her other television work
includes The Kingdom Of The Thunder Dragon, A Rather
English Marriage and she was co-producer of the BBC’s
The Cazalet Chronicles. She has written five books, has an
extensive theatre career and was awarded an OBE in 1995.
Among the many charities she supports are The Prince’s
Trust, SightSavers, The Born Free Foundation, Thames
Reach Bondway, Ataxia and The Gurkha Welfare Trust.
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Cathy Maddaford.

Robin Morris.

David Munt.

Marion Needham.

Ian Puleston-Davies.

Simon Radley.

Cathy Maddaford – Doctor of Letters

David Munt – Doctor of Business Administration

Ian Puleston-Davies – Doctor of Letters

Cathy began her career as a Nursing Cadet, qualified as
a Registered Nurse and retired as an Executive Director
of Nursing. During this time, she worked in community,
mental health and acute trusts and gained over 20 years of
experience at NHS Board level. Roles have included Executive
and Non-Executive Director for institutions such as NHS
Liverpool Clinical Commissioning Group, with responsibility
for nursing, quality, performance and service provision, and
for Wirral University Teaching Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.
Her key interests have been in partnership working, quality,
safeguarding children and adults, governance and equality
and diversity. Cathy has served as a Justice of the Peace, been
a member of the University Council for 12 years and was Vice
Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee.

Born in Huddersfield, David graduated from the University
of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology with a
Management Sciences degree. He joined Coopers & Lybrand,
where he qualified as a Chartered Accountant. After working
at the West Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive and
qualifying as a member of the Chartered Institute of Public
Finance and Accountancy, he moved to the Bradford and
Bingley Building Society, where he became Director of
Treasury. David has worked with the University for 12 years
as an External Advisor and a member of University Council.
He has also been a board member for Bradford and Airedale
Teaching Primary Care Trust, NHS Airedale Bradford and Leeds
Primary Care Trust Cluster Board, Airedale Wharfedale and
Craven Clinical Commissioning Group and Bradford Teaching
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.

Ian was born near Flint, is a founding member of the
Flintshire Youth Theatre and studied at Guildhall School
of Music and Drama. He is best known for his roles in
Coronation Street (2010–15), Marcella (2016) and Sky’s drama,
Tin Star. His charity work involves writing personalised letters
for children’s charities, together with raising awareness
and funds for prostate cancer research and men’s mental
health. He is a patron of the Hospice of the Good Shepherd,
and of the charity OCD-UK. He presented and narrated a
documentary for BBC Wales called OCD – An Actor’s Tale, and
used his own experiences with the condition to co-write the
drama Dirty, Filthy, Love, which won a Royal Television Society
Award for Best Single Drama and a BAFTA nomination for
Best Single Drama.

Robin Morris – Doctor of Letters (University Centre Shrewsbury)
Robin attended Shrewsbury School and Oxford Polytechnic. He
worked in London as a surveyor before joining the family firm,
founded in Shrewsbury 150 years ago. At Morris & Company, he
worked as the Group Surveyor, Chief Executive and then Chair.
The company’s concern for the welfare and wellbeing of its
workforce extends to the local community has been formalised
with the creation of a Corporate Social Responsibility Group to
invest in the community of Shrewsbury and Shropshire. Morris &
Company established the popular Darwin Young Thinkers΄ Award,
in conjunction with University Centre Shrewsbury (UCS), which
provides a different challenge for the young people of Shropshire
each year. Robin has also played a key part in the development of
UCS through his service on the Advisory Board.

Simon Radley – Master of Arts
Marion Needham – Doctor of Letters
Marion is a Cestrian and was educated at Chester City High
School. She worked for 42 years in the NHS, starting as an
Administrative Trainee and held a number of roles in general
management and Human Resources. She retired as a Director
of Human Resources in 2006. During the latter years of her
employment she joined Chester College of Higher Education
as a Governor and continued as a member of the Council when
it became a University, serving for 18 years. Her retirement has
involved volunteering in multiple organisations, most notably
at the Hospice of the Good Shepherd as a Trustee, Vice Chair
and Chair, and at Chester Football Club as an office volunteer
and Secretary to the Board.

Simon joined The Chester Grosvenor in 1986 as a chef and,
after broadening his experience, returned in 1988 as a Sous
Chef in the new fine dining restaurant, The Arkle (now Simon
Radley at the Chester Grosvenor). In 1989, the restaurant
achieved its Michelin star and has held this for 29 consecutive
years, a record in the North West. After another stint away,
Simon returned in 1998 as Executive Chef and it was voted
Best Hotel Restaurant at the European Hospitality Awards
in 2015, and appears in the 2019 Good Food Guide Top 50.
Simon’s greatest achievement is perhaps the creation and
development of the Simon Radley Kitchen Academy, which
offers annual apprenticeships for 10 aspiring chefs and an
opportunity to join the team on completion.
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Dame Patricia Routledge DBE.

Bob Rudd.

Sandra Rudd.

Duncan Selbie.

Eric Smith.

Inger Trevor-Barnston.

Patricia Routledge DBE – Doctor of Letters

Sandra Rudd – Doctor of Letters

Eric Smith – Doctor of Letters (University Centre Shrewsbury)

Dame Patricia was educated at Birkenhead High School before
studying at the University of Liverpool. A classically trained
singer, Dame Patricia has played numerous leading roles on
the stage and her work has included collaborations with the
likes of Leonard Bernstein. She has had a distinguished and
prolific career, with major roles spanning across the stage,
television, radio and films. The recipient of a Tony and an
Olivier Award, she was appointed DBE in 2017 for her services
to theatre and charity. She is involved in many charitable
organisations, including St Richard’s Hospice, Worcester, the
Sussex Snowdrop Trust, the Guild of Musicians and Singers,
Kidney Research UK and the Royal Voluntary Service.

Sandra Rudd has been very active in local politics since
the early 1990s. In 1997 she became Executive Secretary to
Christine Russell, Chester’s first Labour MP, and managed
Christine’s Parliamentary office in Chester. She was herself
elected to Chester City Council in 1994 and sat on numerous
committees during her service. Sandra was Sheriff of Chester
in 2003–04, Deputy Lord Mayor in 2005–06 and Lord Mayor
in 2006–07. She was also made an Honorary Alderman of the
city of Chester. Among her many other commitments, Sandra
has also served as a trustee of Chester Women’s Aid and was
on the University Council for 19 years.

Eric Smith was born in Barnsley and attended grammar school
before beginning as a volunteer hospital radio presenter in
Sheffield. He progressed to Radio Stoke, Radio Humberside and
Radio Cumbria. He moved to become Assistant Editor at BBC
Radio Shropshire and has spent the last 25 years hosting the
flagship breakfast show. Eric has hosted local coverage of 12
general elections on five local radio stations over a 45-year period,
and the two European referenda. He is proud to have been part of
the management team which took BBC Radio Shropshire to the
top spot in BBC local radio in the 1990s and to work for a station
which is regularly highly placed in the annual ratings. Eric is now
the longest running morning presenter at the BBC.

Duncan Selbie – Doctor of Public Health
Bob Rudd – Master of Arts
Bob worked as an apprentice machine fitter before completing an
HNC in Mechanical Engineering. He became a Sales Director for
a large hydraulics company and relocated to Chester in 1990. He
was elected as a Labour Party Councillor in 1972 and has served
six authorities, including as Mayor of Crawley (1988), Deputy Lord
Mayor of Chester (2013), Lord Mayor of Chester (2014) and as an
Honorary Alderman (2009). Bob has been a board member and
Chair for Chester Aid to the Homeless, and Chair of Chester District
Housing Trust. He was re-elected Chair of Cheshire West and
Chester Council for the sixth time, and has been Chair of Cheshire
Fire Authority and Director of North West Fire Control since 2016.
Bob has been on the University Liaison Committee for eight years,
working closely with Chester Students’ Union.

Duncan Selbie joined the NHS in January 1980 and is now
the founding Chief Executive of Public Health England,
which aims to protect and improve the nation’s health
and wellbeing, and to reduce health inequalities. It brings
together public health specialists from more than 70
organisations into a single public health service. Prior to
joining Public Health England in 2013, Duncan was Chief
Executive of Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals. From
2003 to 2007 he was the Director General of Programmes
and Performance for the NHS and subsequently its first
Director General of Commissioning. Before this, he was Chief
Executive of South East London Strategic Health Authority
and was formerly Chief Executive of the South West London
and St George’s Mental Health NHS Trust.

Inger Trevor-Barnston – Master of Arts
Inger studied at Stockholm University and she and her husband
settled in Chester in 1982, after working and travelling overseas.
Since then, she has been involved in community activities
across the region, such as acting as a Chester Blue Badge guide
for over 27 years and being a representative and Treasurer on
the Chester Guilds Committee. Her other roles have included:
Trustee of the Chester Cathedral Development Trust; North
West representative for the National Association for Fine and
Decorative Arts; board member for The Chester Mystery Plays;
organiser of events in support of the Cheshire Art Fund; Lady
Patroness and judge at the Cheshire Agricultural Show; and host
of garden events to raise funds for the Army Benevolent Fund,
SSAFA and local village support groups.
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THE ALUMNI COMMUNIT Y
The Development and Alumni Relations Office (DARO) is the main point of contact
for graduates after they leave the University. Whether alumni are new graduates, or
studied or worked at the University many years ago, the DARO helps them maintain
a lifelong connection with the University community via a programme of events,
initiatives and opportunities.

Alumni Honorary
Graduation.

This year marked 180 years since the
founding of the institution in 1839 and
so it was fitting that the DARO undertook
its largest ever single initiative. By special
resolution of the University Council and
its Senate, it was decided to recognise
and celebrate the achievements of former
students, who left either Chester or Padgate
Colleges before 1979 with a Certificate
in Education or a Bachelor of Education
(awarded by the Universities of Liverpool or
Manchester), with an honorary Bachelor of
Education from the University of Chester.

Four ceremonies were hosted in the
University Chapel, where alumni from across
five decades had honorary degrees conferred
upon them. Within these ceremonies were
alumni with a broad range of significant
achievements, including: Directors of
Education in places as far away as Canada
and Malaysia; pioneers in special educational
needs and educational psychology; those
with civil honours (including OBEs and MBEs);
and a rich culture of lifelong volunteering in
organisations such as Scouts, Girl Guides and
Duke of Edinburgh Awards.

The weekend of celebration attracted alumni
from around the world – including Hong Kong
and Australia – who returned to receive their
honorary degrees. Around 400 alumni and their
guests gathered on the Parkgate Road Campus
to accept their honorary degrees, in recognition
of their contributions to education and wider
society, through teaching or other roles.

Among the esteemed headteachers,
secondary and primary teachers, and early
years΄ specialists attending, were also alumni
in a broad range of careers, including: the
Chairperson of British Para Table Tennis; a
member of the RAF freefall parachuting team
and physical education branch; an awardwinning children’s author; a well-known non-
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In memory: a legacy to support
Modern Languages students
This year, through the generous support of
the Bible Study Fellowship International and
the Galton family, the Emma Galton Award
has been established through the work of the
DARO. Emma Galton was a 2018 alumna of
the Department of Modern Languages, who
studied Spanish, and spent a period studying
overseas in Costa Rica. This Award will support
current Modern Languages students who wish
to study on an overseas placement in Costa
Rica, like Emma did, offering an opportunity
to understand sustainable tourism and the
role of faith and peace-making in the history
and culture of this country. The first recipient
of this Award was Jack Brady, who said: “I am
delighted to be the Award winner for 2019, and
I truly hope the Award goes on to help other
people in enhancing their modern language
skills and enabling them to make the most
of the cultural enrichment studying overseas
brings.” This Award marks the first ever US
donation to the University.

The late Emma Galton.

fiction author; and an alumna who joined
the new Equal Opportunities Commission
in 1975, and has since worked to eliminate
discrimination in education, employment
and public services.
The most senior alumnus from Chester
College to accept his award on the day
was William Palin, who started his training
80 years ago in 1939. Barbara Blundell, the
most senior alumna from Padgate Teacher
Training College (now the University’s
Warrington Campus) began her training
70 years ago in 1949, as part of the
College’s first cohort. In addition, almost
1,000 Honorary Degrees were awarded
in absentia to former students who were
unable to attend in person.
Across the same weekend, the DARO hosted
the Annual Alumni Reunion on the Parkgate
Road Campus. This was attended by over 300
alumni, making it the largest event to date.
It has been held in some form continuously
since 1844 at the institution’s original
campus, which makes it one of the longest
running in the country. The University is
proud to continue this tradition and often
welcomes alumni from five decades to
reunite with friends, explore the campus
buildings (new and old), and remember their
time at Chester. The long-standing lunch,
service and ‘College Dinner’ are still part of
the weekend, plus extra events, which can
be tailored to a particular year group.
This year the class of 1964 celebrated their
55-year reunion; 1969 starters and leavers
celebrated 50 years; and 1979 starters and

leavers celebrated their 40-year reunion. The
party continued into the evening with the
Class of ’91 and their friends celebrating in
the Chester Students’ Union Bar. The alumniled Chapel Service on Sunday was both
poignant and touching, particularly as it was
the first Reunion service led by the Rev Laura
Rhodes, whose father is also a 1972 alumnus.
This year also saw the launch of the DARO’s
brand new alumni and supporters’ magazine,
ACH1eve, which has transformed the Office’s
communications with new graduates. The
magazine presents topical research conducted
at the University, updates from recent
graduates and articles on alumni businesses,
as well as reports about the impact of alumni
funding on the current student experience.
This magazine is sent to over 5,000 alumni
postally and digitally, and is also available to
download for free on the website.
The DARO is proud to be in contact
with a community of kind, passionate
and generous alumni, who are eager to
support today’s students through their
giving. Historically, alumni would pay a
subscription fee to be part of the ‘College
Club’, which would fund the production
of a College magazine and the Reunion.
A mini-campaign was launched to
encourage the few hundred subscribers
to cancel old standing orders and give to
the University via Charities Aid Foundation
(CAF) online. As a result, alumni are giving
an average of 10 times more than their
original payment and the DARO is now
aiming to continue this initiative across the
entire alumni community in 2020.

Alumni Honorary Graduation.

William Palin (left).

ACH1eve magazine.

1969 Starters at the Annual Reunion.
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@actuallymecsb
Sunset in Chester #chester #watergatestreet
#sunset #mondaymonday #exploring
#MyChesterStory #universityofchester

@controlaultanddelete
One last throwback to Graduation
#graduation #chester #MyChesterStory
#capandgown #university #graduate
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SENIOR STAFF
SENIOR MANAGEMENT

Marcus Clinton – from 1-9-2018
BSc (Coventry), MEd (Open), PGCE (West of England)

Vice-Chancellor and Principal
Canon Professor Timothy Wheeler DL
BA, PhD (Wales), DSc (Chester), EdD (Bolton), FE
Teachers’ Cert, CPsychol, CSci, AFPBsS, FSS, FRSA,
MCIPR, MIOSH, MIIRSM, CCMI

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Public Benefit
and Cultural Engagement) and Provost
(University Centre Shrewsbury)
Professor Anna Sutton
Cert Ed, BEd, MEd (Wales), FRSA

Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor, University
Secretary and Director of Legal Services
Adrian Lee
MA (Oxon), LLM (Staffordshire)

Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Academic,
Recruitment, Quality and Student Experience)
Professor Chris Haslam
BSc (Newcastle), PhD (Southampton), DMS (Open)

EXECUTIVE
ACADEMIC DEANS

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Community Liaison)
and Provost (Warrington)

Arts and Humanities

Professor Annette McIntosh-Scott

MA (Glasgow) PGCert (Wolverhampton) PhD (Coventry)

BSc, PhD (Edinburgh Napier), Dip CNE (Queen
Margaret, Edinburgh), Cert Ed (Jordanhill College,
Glasgow), RN, SCM, RCNT, RNT, FHEA

Professor Paul Johnson – from 3-9-2018

Professor Neville Ford
MA (Oxon), MSc (Manchester), PhD (Liverpool), FIMA, FHEA

Business and Management

Meredydd David OBE – until 31-8-2018
HND (Welsh Agricultural College), MPhil (Aberystwyth)

BA, MA, (Nuffield Institute, University of Leeds), PhD
(Newcastle), PGCE (Huddersfield), RMN (York School
of Nursing)

Professor Chris Haslam (Acting)
BSc (Newcastle), PhD (Southampton), DMS (Open)

BA, PhD (Manchester Metropolitan University), FHEA

Science and Engineering
Professor Christopher Jones – from 13-8-2018
to 9-5-2019

Garfield Southall (Associate Professor)
MSc (Liverpool), CITP, FBCS

BSc (Manchester), MSc (Kent), PhD (Nottingham Trent)

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Professional
Services and Operations) and Chief
Information Officer
Brian Fitzpatrick

Social Science
Dr Meriel D’Artrey (Associate Professor)
(Acting) – from 1-6-2019

BSc (Manchester), MBA (Open)

MA (Edin), MSc (London), PGCE (Chester), DProf
(Chester), FHEA

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research and
Knowledge Transfer) and Provost (Thornton)

Dr Kirstie Simpson (Associate Professor)
(Acting) – from 1-6-2019

Professor Nick Avis

BSc, MA (Gloucestershire), EdD (Chester), SFHEA

Education and Children’s Services
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Resources) and
Chief Financial Officer and Bursar
Mr Richard Waddington
BA (Newcastle), MBA (Chester), ACMA

Professor David Balsamo
BA (Middlesex), MSc (London), MSc (Oxon), DSocSci
(Bristol), CQSW

ACADEMIC DEANS
Agriculture and Veterinary Science
Peter Greenall – from 31-8-2018

BSc (Reading), PhD (Sheffield)

Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Enterprise)
and Principal of Reaseheath College

Professor Angela Simpson

Medicine, Dentistry and Life Sciences

Professor Clare Schofield – until 31-8-2018
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Enhancement)

Health and Social Care

BSc (Lancaster), MA (Open), PGCE (Lancaster)

David Cumberland (Associate Professor)
BA (Liverpool), MA (Chester), PGCE (Liverpool), PG Dip
(Manchester Metropolitan), NPQH (Manchester)

Medicine
Professor Terry Wardle
BMedSci, BM BS, DM (Nottingham); FRCP (London), FIMLS
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PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES DEANS
Chapel

Academic Quality and Enhancement

Marketing, Recruitment and Admissions

Dr Karen Willis – until 31-8-2018

Richard Bengree

BA (Dunelm), PGCE (Manchester Metropolitan), MA
(Open), EdD (Bristol)

BA (Lancaster); MA (Liverpool John Moores), MCIM

Registrar

The Rev Canon Dr Peter Jenner
MA, PhD (Cantab), Dip Theol (Nottingham), DPS
(St John’s College, Nottingham)

Ian Britton – from 13-8-2018

DIREC TORS OF SERVICES

Business Research Institute

BA (Liverpool)

Professor Phil Harris
(Senior Executive) Commercial
Operations and Chief Executive Officer,
Thornton Research Properties Ltd

BA (York), PhD (Manchester Metropolitan), CertEd,
Chartered Marketer, FAMS, FCIM, FIPR, FRSA, HFAMS

Paul Vernon

Corporate Communications

BSc (Manchester)

Jayne Dodgson
BA (London)

Jonathan Moores
BSc (Imperial), MSc (Dundee), ARCS

Research and Knowledge Transfer
Dr Elizabeth A Christopher
BSc (Dunelm), BSc (Open), PhD (Dunelm), MRSC

Student Futures
Dr Sean Dunkin (Associate Professor)
BSc (Sheffield), PhD (Wales), PGCE [HE] (Bolton), FHEA

(Senior Executive) Human Resources
Julie Dagnall
BA, MA (Liverpool John Moores), FCIPD

Estates and Facilities
Gary Hughes

MEMBERS OF THE
UNIVERSIT Y COUNCIL

BSc (Salford), MRICS, C.Build E MCABE, MBIFM

(Senior Executive) Strategic Economic
Development Office
Charles Woodcock
BA, BSc (Lancaster), PGCE (Keele)

Domestic Bursar and (Executive)
Hospitality and Residential Services
Ian White
MIH, MIoD

2018−19
International Centre
Jonathan Pritchard
LLB (Keele), LPC (University of Law)

Learning and Information Services
Henry Blackman
BSc, MSc (Liverpool), CITP MBCS

President
The Rt Rev the Lord Bishop of Chester,
Dr Peter Forster – until 26-3-19
Canon Dr Jeff Turnbull – from 26-3-2019
Deputy President
Dr Meredydd David OBE – from 26-03-2019
Secretary to the University Council
Adrian Lee

Dr Christine Allen BEM
Francis Ball
David Briggs MBE – from 1-9-2018
Marcus Clinton – from 1-9-2018
Dr Colin Daniels – until 31-8-2018
Ian Davies
Dr Martin Degg (Associate Professor)
Professor Charles Forsdick
Ben France – Chester Students’ Union
President – From 1-7-2018 until 30-6-2019
Jeannie France-Hayhurst
Karen Howell
Nick Jenkins
Eleanor Lewis – Chester Students’ Union
President – from 1-7-2019
Dr Anna Mackenzie – until 31-8-2018
Dr Cathy Maddaford
Dr Andrew Miller – from 21-11-2018
Dr David Munt – until 31-8-2018
Gordon Reay – from 12-12-2018
Dr Sandra Rudd
Dr Liane Smith
Garfield Southall (Associate Professor)
The Very Revd Dr Tim Stratford
Professor Anna Sutton
Sandra Verity
Canon Professor Tim Wheeler DL, Vice-Chancellor
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TRADE UNION
FACILITIES TIME

YEAR ENDED 31 JULY 2019

Total number of union officials
Full time equivalent employee number

12
10.52

Percentage of time spent on
facility time

INCOME

EXPENDITURE

0%				
1–50%				
51–99%				
100%				

3
9
0
0

Percentage of pay bill spent on
facility time

Tuition fees and education contracts

94,964,000

Staff costs 			

74,822,000

Funding body grants 		

10,439,000

Other operating expenses 		

41,425,000

2,458,000

Depreciation 			

5,623,000

Other income 			

19,073,000

Interest and other finance costs

2,210,000

Investment income 			

313,000

Research grants and contracts

Total income before endowments
and donations
Donations and endowments 		
Total Income

127,247,000

Total Expenditure
Surplus before other gains or losses

4,000
127,251,000

124,080,000
3,171,000

Total cost of facility time
Total pay bill
% of the total pay bill spent on
facility time			

40,574
70,864,431
0.06

Paid trade union activities
% of total paid facility time hours

Public sector employers have a statutory obligation
to publish the information above about trade union
representatives and the amount of time they take
away from their normal role to carry out trade union
duties (known as facility time).

0
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To obtain this information in large print,
audio, electronic or another alternative
format – please call 01244 511450 or
email j.dodgson@chester.ac.uk

OUR FOUNDATIONAL
VALUES RECOGNISE:
• The dignity and worth of every individual
• The vital role of education in the service of society
• The inherent value of the pursuit of truth
and freedom of enquiry
In humility, we honour these values and hold
ourselves accountable to them.
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@madeleineshel
It's finally in! #dissertation
#conservationbiology #barnowl #unilife
#MyChesterStory

@tashadavenport_
I’ve found my new favourite beach. #beach
#sunset #lighthouse #friends #roadtrip
#MyChesterStory #favourite #DiscoverCymru

@Ryan_hickson_photography
Another attempt at the classic Oulton Park
shot with the gate in the background except
with the BMW GT4 M4 this time. #oulton
#photography #canon #jessopsmoment
#MyChesterStory#travel #photography

@caitlinyoud
I had the most magical day at graduation with
everyone who supported and encouraged me. I arrived
shy and anxious and graduated a strong person.
Moving to Chester was one of my best decisions and
I have never regretted it. So thank you to every single
person who has been a part of my journey.
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Parkgate Road, Chester CH1 4BJ
Tel: 01244 511000
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